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Consultation – cover note / questions 

This ERG Consultation Document on Regulatory Principles of IP-IC/NGN Core (ERG 
(08) 26rev1 sets out some regulatory principles focusing on the core network. It is based on 
the ERG report on IP interconnection (see ERG (07) 09, published in March 2007), tackling 
IP interconnection and its implications as one of the main challenges emerging out of the 
developments towards multi-service NGNs in the core network and also takes into account 
more recent developments. 

Consultation questions 

1) A.4.1 Separation of transport and service  

Considering that according to the ITU definition of NGNs where service-related functions 
are independent from underlying transport-related technologies, how do you evaluate 
the concepts of transport interconnection and service interconnection as defined in the 
document? 

2)  A.6 Structure of the document  

Do you see other issues regarding regulatory principles of IP-interconnection/NGN core 
that should be dealt with?  

3)  B.3.3.1 Number of network nodes and points of interconnection (PoI)) 

Can you make more precise statements on the number of network nodes and/or points 
of interconnection in NGNs? 

4) B.3.3.2 Definition of local interconnection 

a) Is there an equivalent in NGNs to the concept of local interconnection as known from 
PSTNs?  

b) What do you consider to be the locations for the lowest level of interconnection 
(physical and/or service), e.g. the broadband remote access servers (BRAS)?  

c) Could the maximum number of PoI offered be considered equivalent to local inter-
connection? 



5) C.1 Existing and proposed Framework 

 How do you assess the proposed Framework in the light of the migration process to-
wards NGNs, their technical characteristics and economic implications? Are the propos-
als suite to address the specific challenges that these present? 

6) C.3.1 Interoperability issues 

 What type of interoperability requirement do you consider necessary?  

7) C.3.2 Impact of charging mechanism on transport bottlenecks 

 How do you assess different wholesale charging mechanisms in the light of the trans-
port-related bottlenecks? 

8) C.3 Bottlenecks and SMP positions 

 Do you see other areas (potential bottlenecks) for regulatory intervention? 

9)  C.4.2 Measures based on USO directive 

a) Do you consider sufficient to potentially regulate minimum quality (Art. 22 USD new 
para 3)? 

b) Does this require additional regulation at the wholesale level?  

c) What is your opinion on ERG’s consideration that the power to set minimum quality of 
service requirements (both, on end-user and network level) should be entrusted di-
rectly to NRAs? 

10)  C.5 Costing and Pricing 

a) Do you agree with the description of the relevant change regarding the cost level, the 
cost drivers and the cost structure? 

b) For a pricing regime under CPNP, which of the wholesale pricing regimes (EBC or 
CBC) do you consider more appropriate for IP interconnection? 

11) C.6 Charging mechanisms 

a) How do you assess the arguments with regard to the properties of the charging 
mechanisms CPNP and Bill & Keep raised in the sections C.6.2 – C.6.10?  

b) How can the migration process towards all-IP infrastructures be alleviated for the fol-
lowing options: 1) long term goal CPNP, 2) long term goal Bill & Keep? How do you 
evaluate the measures and options discussed here? Please also consider problems 
of practical implementation. 



c) Assuming that different charging mechanisms would apply in different Member 
States: would this imply specific problems (e.g. arbitrage)? If so, how could they be 
addressed? 

d) Do you consider that the issues mentioned here are comprehensive with regard to the 
application of Bill & Keep for IP-interconnection? 

 

The consultation period ends on 11th July 2008. 

The ERG intends to publish the received comments and the names of the respondents on its 
website unless confidentiality is clearly requested by the submitting party. If your input is par-
tially confidential, please clearly specify which part cannot be published or provide the ERG 
with the public version of your comments. 

Please e-mail your comments to the following address: erg-secretariat@ec.europa.eu.  
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Executive Summary 

Next Generation Networks 

The introduction of Next Generation Networks (NGN1), leading to a multi-service network for 
audio (including voice), video (including TV) and data, as well as new plans and investment 
in next generation access (NGA) sets the communications sector on the verge of a new era. 
These developments give rise to innovation opportunities at both the service and infrastruc-
ture level and may subsequently impact significantly on market structure. Additionally, due to 
the increased economies of scope of a multi-service network, cost savings are to be ex-
pected.  

These developments can take different forms. Traditional PSTN operators including incum-
bents, plan to migrate towards NGNs, relying on the ITU-T2 and ETSI3 as relevant standardi-
zation bodies. The migration towards NGNs does not only relate to fixed network operators 
but also to mobile operators.4 On the other hand, independent ISPs and ITPs (Internet trans-
port providers) continue to develop their IP networks towards multi-service networks, relying 
more on the IETF as standardization body.  

The term NGN was developed and defined by ITU-T5. It is, however, also used as a more 
general slogan for the use of IP technology when converting the telecommunications net-
works from traditional circuit-switched to packet-switched technology. An IP network that 
uses some deliberately chosen elements that are specified in NGN standards for improving 
its transmission performance may, therefore, also be referred to as NGN. Today the term 
NGN covers a broad performance spectrum from simple implementation of TCP/IP with low 
level best effort performance to intensive implementation of traffic management methodolo-
gies providing high level and stable transmission performance. 

Since the liberalization of the telecommunications markets, network interconnection has 
been one of the basic requirements for enabling competition, because this is the only way a 
provider can make it possible for its own subscribers to communicate with subscribers of 
another network.  

NGNs do not change the fundamental importance of interconnection to sustainable competi-
tion in both network infrastructure and of electronic communication services. However, taking 
into account the migration towards all-IP networks compared to arrangements in the PSTN, 

                                                 

 1 A list of definitions and acronyms is presented in the Glossary.  
 2 See ITU-T information on NGNs in http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ngn/. 
 3 See ETSI “TISPAN PUBLISHED NGN SPECIFICATIONS“ in   

http://portal.etsi.org/docbox/TISPAN/Open/NGN_Published/PUBLISHED_NGN_ SPECIFICATIONS.doc. 
 4  Thus, the scope of this document covers fixed and mobile networks. When referring to “legacy networks” 

here, this generally relates to both types of networks. 
 5  NGN is defined by ITU-T (Rec. Y.2001) as follows: „A packet-based network able to provide Telecommuni-

cation Services to users and able to make use of multiple broadband, QoS-enabled transport technologies 
and in which service-related functions are independent of the underlying transport-related technologies...”. In 
addition, certain criteria („fundamental aspects“) are specified that must be met by an NGN.  

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ngn/
http://portal.etsi.org/docbox/TISPAN/Open/NGN_Published/PUBLISHED_NGN_ SPECIFICATIONS.doc
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changes, may be expected at the wholesale level, as the markets for network conveyance 
converge and service intelligence is decoupled from the (transport) network. With the gradual 
replacement of traditional interconnection by IP interconnection the question of possible fu-
ture interconnection models becomes relevant.  

Objectives 

This “Consultation Document on Regulatory Principles of IP-Interconnection/ NGN Core” 
develops some regulatory principles focusing on the core network. It is based on the ERG 
report on IP interconnection (see ERG (07) 09) published in March 2007, tackling IP inter-
connection and its implications as one of the main challenges emerging out of the develop-
ments towards multi-service NGNs in the core network and also takes into account more 
recent developments. In addition, some work of the Regulatory Accounting PT has been an-
nexed to this document. 

Since the publication of the ERG IP-Interconnection report, a number of NRAs have contin-
ued to work on NGN interconnection, monitoring progress in industry forums, engaging with 
market players and developing policies and procedural provisions.6 One NRA has decided to 
require SMP operators in (old) Markets 8-10 to provide IP interconnection. This obligation is 
not yet fully implemented.7 No other NRA has yet taken a definitive decision on a native IP 
interconnection product.  

In view of the multi-service nature of NGNs and the decoupling of service8 and transport, the 
paper will look at IP interconnection in general, and is not confined to voice interconnection.  

Issues relating specifically to voice interconnection in future networks will nevertheless be 
treated in some detail as traditional network operators are mainly preoccupied with migrating 
their voice service to NGN/IP networks. Furthermore VoIP is the service best known to tele-
communications network operators, whereas other services like VoD, IP-TV or presence ser-
vices are still in early stages of evolution, and are less well understood at the service level. 
However, while VoIP traffic already constitutes a relatively small fraction of overall IP traffic, 
in the future it is to be expected this fraction will “continue to be small in comparison to other 
services”.9 

The paper will explicitly not look at access to electronic communication services. Access has 
been addressed by the CP NGN Access. The distinction between access and interconnec-
tion can best be explained10 as follows. Access enables an operator to utilize the facilities of 
another operator in the furtherance of its own business and in service of its own customers, 

                                                 

 6 See e.g. NGNuk (2007), AKNN (2007), Bundesnetzagentur (2008). 
 7  For details, see Italian Country Case Study in Annex 2. 
 8 In this document the term service will be used in a wide sense signifying services provided to the end-user. 

Therefore use of the term service is not confined to the service layer described in some NGN documents but 
includes parts of the control layer (relevant to services), the service and the application layer. 

 9   Cisco estimates of global consumer Internet traffic until 2011, cf. WIk-Consult (2008), p. 42. 
 10   See WIK report The future of IP Interconnection 29-01-2008 paragraph 1.2.1 
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while interconnection enables an operator to establish and maintain communications with 
customers of another operator.  

The aim of this document is to present the current situation with regard to IP interconnection 
in Europe and to outline how the development towards NGNs may affect regulation in this 
matter. This document will analyse the effects this evolution might have on interconnection 
regimes and develops some general principles with regard to regulatory treatment of IP in-
terconnection and interoperability issues reflecting the development towards multi-service 
NGNs. 

The starting point: Interconnection in legacy networks and in existing IP net-
works 

Interconnection is the physical and logical linking of public communications networks used by 
the same or a different undertaking in order to allow the users of one undertaking to commu-
nicate with users of the same or another undertaking.11 The terms interconnection or inter-
connection services used subsequently include any additional agreements related to inter-
connection such as supply, transit or termination, in addition to the actual traffic handover at 
the point of interconnection, because these aspects are dealt with together with network in-
terconnection in terms of market regulation. 

Currently interconnection in the PSTN and IP networks are characterized by a number of 
important differences. The use of different technologies led to different interconnection prod-
ucts. Different charging mechanisms and different regulatory regimes have developed. 

PSTNs were designed to be capable of establishing connections (channels) with fixed 
transmission characteristics. Thus, they provide a fixed transmission performance since they 
are circuit-switched and use pre-defined PCM channels. When first established, PSTN net-
works had a clear focus on voice services (additional services such as fax and dial-up Inter-
net access were introduced later). Interconnection between “traditional” circuit-switched net-
works reflects this focus on telephone services as transport and service are closely linked 
with each other. 

An IP network is an all-purpose network based on packet switched technology using the 
Internet protocol. It provides a platform for the delivery of multimedia services. In principle, 
any service can be realised with a specified quality level, if the performance objectives of the 
service can be met by the network. Since packet switched networks are designed to “only” 
provide transport resources and to support any service, a separation between transport and 
service layer can be made. When discussing aspects of interconnection this has to be ad-
dressed. 

                                                 

 11 Definition based on Art. 2 b Access Directive. In brief some of the most important terms used throughout the 
paper such as interconnection, quality of service, network performance, best effort or interoperability are 
given in the Introduction. For a fuller definition of the terms see Glossary. 
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The most common wholesale billing regime in the PSTN is Calling Party’s Network Pays 
(CPNP), usually covering transport and service. Under this system, the network of the party 
who placed the call (the originating network) makes a payment to the network of the party 
that received the call (terminating network). Thus, at the wholesale level the whole call is 
paid by the caller’s network. The terminating network provider has an incentive to charge 
high termination rates (sometimes this strategy is called raising rival’s cost), because it is not 
its own customer who finally has to pay them. The rationale of CPNP is based on the as-
sumption that the costs are caused solely be the calling party’s network.  

Interconnection arrangements in IP-based networks exist either in the form of transit, peering 
or Internet Exchanges (IX). The direction of traffic flows does not play a role for these ar-
rangements. Traffic flows in both directions are added in determining charges. Therefore, 
there is no need to distinguish between origination and termination for billing purposes. In 
transit agreements, the Internet/broadband access provider pays for connectivity to the up-
stream network for upstream and downstream transmission of traffic. In peering agreements, 
normally there are no payment flows, as long as traffic imbalances do not exceed a certain, 
specified limit. Those ISP who fulfil the requirements for peering can choose between peer-
ing and buying transit services. The market is generally taken to function more or less com-
petitively as long as broadband access providers have a choice of transit providers.   

The way transit and peering agreements work implies that the access provider is not entitled 
to any payment when taking over traffic at his agreed PoI and physically terminating a data 
flow, e.g. a VoIP call on its network. Such a wholesale regime, where each network bears the 
costs of terminating traffic coming from other carriers itself, is called Bill & Keep. The carrier 
will bill these termination cost on its network and any payments for upstream connectivity to 
its customer. As long as there is sufficient competition for broadband access at the retail 
level, the access provider has an incentive to keep transit cost low, since too high a cost, if 
passed on to the end-user, may induce the latter to change supplier. 

Interconnection in the PSTN is subject to both symmetric regulation (obligation to intercon-
nect for all market players) and asymmetric regulation (SMP parties mostly subject to ex-ante 
cost-based regulation). The case for regulation was considered strongest for call termination 
markets. Absent regulation the so called “termination monopoly” of the terminating network 
operator arises due to the interplay of several factors, namely the physical bottleneck posi-
tion to terminate the call, coupled with the control of the E.164-number and the CPNP 
mechanism entitling the terminating network operator to a termination fee from the calling 
party’s network operator.  

In IP networks interconnection developed without any regulatory intervention although the 
obligation to negotiate for interconnection applies to IP networks as well. These agreements 
have been largely outside the scope of activity of NRAs and there are no known filings of 
disputes. 

The crucial question for NRAs will be how interconnection evolves in future networks with the 
different regimes coalescing. Future IP interconnection products in an “all IP” environment – 
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at least for telephone services – could be governed either in a PSTN-like manner or in the 
varieties of IP interconnection as they are known today.  

Among other potential issues in voice (telephony) services, the interplay of the following fac-
tors in an NGN world should be carefully analysed:  

• Physical bottleneck for termination 

Depending on the degree of competition at the access level, the broadband access 
provider may have the option of barring traffic to and from particular servers. Thus, this 
form of market power refers to the ability to deliver any service (not only voice); 

• Control of the E-164 number (the subscriber’s telephone number) 

It confines market power to the service provider as long as it is not possible for more than 
one provider to terminate calls to a specific number; 

• Role of the charging mechanism (e.g. CPNP)  

The extent to which the market power enabled by the physical bottleneck for termination 
can be abused depends on the charging mechanism and the direction of payment flows. 

Drivers for change 

Future electronic communications networks will be packet-switched, mostly or completely 
based on the IP. They will be multi-service networks, rather than service-specific networks, 
for audio (including voice), video (including TV services) and data rather than service-specific 
networks, allowing a decoupling of service and transport provision.  

Developments towards all-IP networks can take different forms. On the one hand, traditional 
PSTN network operators including incumbents plan to migrate towards NGNs, relying on the 
ITU12 and ETSI13 as relevant standardization bodies and on the other hand, independent 
ISPs and ITPs continue to develop their IP networks towards multi-service networks, relying 
more on the IETF as standardization body.14  

Important features of NGN are: 

• separation of transport and service; 

• assurance of Quality of service; 

• cost savings; 
                                                 

 12 See ITU-T information on NGNs in http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ngn/. 
 13 See ETSI “TISPAN PUBLISHED NGN SPECIFICATIONS“ in   

http://portal.etsi.org/docbox/TISPAN/Open/NGN_Published/PUBLISHED_NGN_ SPECIFICATIONS.doc.   
  14 See IETF working groups “Session PEERing for Multimedia INTerconnect –speermint”  

(http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/speermint-charter.html). 

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ngn/
http://portal.etsi.org/docbox/TISPAN/Open/NGN_Published/PUBLISHED_NGN_ SPECIFICATIONS.doc
http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/speermint-charter.html
http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/speermint-charter.html
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• network topology. 

Separation of transport and service 

A core feature of NGN architecture is the separation of the main functional levels, meaning 
that, in general a distinction can be made between transport and service. This separation of 
transport and service constitutes an essential feature of NGN specifications in both the speci-
fications on NGN (ITU-T) and NGI (IETF).15 A crucial point is the adoption of open and stan-
dardised interfaces between each functional level in order to allow third parties to develop 
and create services independent of the network.  

In the present Internet this allowed easier service creation (as it lowered entry barriers) which 
contributed to the success of the Internet and TCP/IP protocol suite. 

The architecture of NGNs can include the principle of separation of transport and service that 
has so far been characteristic of IP networks. This principle could also support service provi-
sion by third parties by providing open interfaces, even though but transport could become 
service-specific to reflect the different network performance needs of different services (real 
time etc.).  

This separation of transport and services is also expected to be reflected in the respective 
interconnections services, i.e. service interconnection and transport interconnection.16 

• Transport interconnection includes the physical and logical linking of networks based on 
simple IP connectivity irrespective of the levels of interoperability. It is characterised by the 
absence of the service-related signalling, implying that there is no end-to-end service 
awareness. Consequently, service-specific quality of service and security requirements 
are not necessarily assured. At the transport level, only objectives for those parameters17 
are negotiated that affect the transmission performance at the point of interconnection 
(e.g. availability) and the IP packet transmission performance via interconnected 
networks. 

 This definition does not exclude that some services may provide a defined level of inter-
operability or the establishment of transport classes to guarantee specific quality parame-
ter at this level.  

• Service interconnection in this paper is understood as including solely service-specific 
aspects.18,19 It consists of logical linking of network domains, having access and control 

                                                 

 15 See e.g. the description of ITU architecture in ERG (2007), Ch. A1.1 (p. 39). For a comparison of NGN and 
NGI see Hackbarth/Kulenkampff (2006), Ch. 3.4. 

 16 See Ch. 1.3.1 (p. 5) stating that with IC taking place at separate levels, this may require defining different IC 
services. 

 17 For e.g. bit rate, delay and packet loss ratio. 
 18  This differs from ETSI/TISPAN’s definition of ‘service oriented interconnection’ also including transport re-

lated information. See.below Section 3.2 in Annex 3.  
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of resources including the control of signalling (i.e. session based service-related 
signalling20). Depending on the kind of service, different aspects must be considered. For 
example, in the voice service, the call server interconnection is required for call setup and 
disconnection.  

Interconnection between services from different operators requires a minimum set of 
technical (e.g. defined by a SLA) and commercial conditions to be fulfilled by both opera-
tors.  

These conditions may include inter alia: 

(i) mutual policies for exchange of data (including transcoding the information mapping 
of quality of service information (if applicable), service control information and network 
protocols); 

(ii) agreement of charges; 

(iii) agreement on performance and reliability levels. 

Other aspects such as security for example, may need to be considered. 

If transport interconnection and service interconnection were bundled, as was the case in the 
PSTN, we may talk about transport+service interconnection (corresponding to the concept of 
Service oriented Interconnection according to ETSI/TISPAN).  

In most NGNs planned by incumbents, services tend to be provided using centralized plat-
forms (Media Gateway, Softswitch). Operators who have market power may not have an 
incentive to open their networks to competition at the service level and may want to limit use 
of these capabilities.21 This impacts on the ability of independent service providers to inte-
grate their services into the NGN platform. 

Furthermore, such a configuration of services and the centralization of the control function 
have implications for the locations at which traffic can be handed over to other networks or 
received from other networks. This feature will therefore be crucial for the possibility of defin-
ing interconnection points. 

Therefore, NRAs may have to ensure that interconnection is possible at specific functional 
levels in a reasonable manner. This may prove to be particularly challenging since a number 
of “telco” network operators are of the view that a horizontal separation of transport, service 
(and control) levels is neither appropriate nor in their interest, particularly if they want to 
guarantee quality of service (see IMS22, adaptation of IMS to fixed networks, etc.). Their un-

                                                                                                                                                      

 19  This may have an important implication. Given this understanding, service interconnection may not fulfil the 
definition of Art 2 (a) Access Directive (see Sec. C.1.1) because it does not necessarily include the physical 
linking of NGN domains (see Sec. C.3.2). 

 20 Information that allows identification of the end-to-end service that has been requested. 
 21  See Katz/Shapiro (1985) 
 22 See Ericsson’s White Paper, “IMS – IP Multimedia Subsystem” (2004). 
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derstanding of NGN seems to imply a continuation of vertically integrated provision of trans-
port and services as has been the case in legacy “telco” networks.23 

Assurance of quality of service 

Another important distinctive feature of NGN relative to current IP networks is the expected 
ability to provide a range of service quality levels. However, the implementation of NGN has 
yet to prove to what extent this is technically and commercially feasible.  

This ability could be key in enabling a wide range of services to be carried using a single 
network infrastructure and hence realizing the economies of scope that could be achieved. 
Real-time services including conversational and interactive services (for example videocon-
ference calls and on-line gaming) tend to convey ever-richer media content and therefore 
require ever higher bit-rates. Furthermore, multiple services can be combined into a single 
user’s session. A network operator has to take into account the performance objectives of 
these services and plan and operate its network accordingly. For this purpose, it may want to 
implement QoS mechanisms. 

The term quality of service (QoS) is a broad concept (see Glossary) as it covers all aspects 
influencing the user’s perception of the quality of the service; related to the network perform-
ance (such as reliability or availability) as well as to other factors, such as terminal equip-
ment24, codecs or customer support. However, the term QoS is sometimes used when refer-
ring to part of these aspects and often misunderstood as a synonym for network perform-
ance, which is defined and observed as performance of a telecommunication network (or 
sections of a network) by using objective performance parameters.  

In the current practice of interconnection of IP networks, even though there are QoS mecha-
nisms implemented for internal purposes, there is no technical implementation of QoS 
mechanisms across interconnected networks resulting in a “best effort” transmission per-
formance, i.e. no service prioritisation. This “QoS model” is characteristic of today’s IP net-
work but does not necessarily result in a low transmission performance and thus a low qual-
ity of service.  

PSTN interconnection did not entail any formal QoS guarantee either, but transmission plans 
were established over many years to provide a comparatively high assurance of voice ser-
vice quality at the expense of greater complexity. 

If a guaranteed QoS over IP-based networks with a PSTN-comparable level of performance 
is desired, one has to modify and adapt the IP transport model in a way that connections with 
reliable and fixed transmission characteristics (transport classes) are possible. Moreover, the 
ability to provide services with guaranteed QoS may not only be applied to a single network 

                                                 

 23 See comments of France Telecom, Deutsche Telekom, Vodafone and the GSM-E comments to the ECC 75 
report. 

 24 For instance by selecting and configuring the terminal equipment the user can substantially affect the result-
ing end-to-end quality. 
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but must be maintained over the whole chain of interconnected networks involved in the pro-
visioning of a specific end-to-end service.  

It is not clear yet which strategies will be chosen by the different operators. Depending on the 
strategy (stringent systems versus systems guaranteeing QoS on a statistical basis only), 
specific additional agreements and mechanisms may have to be implemented. Interoperabil-
ity, i.e. the ability of systems and services to exchange information and mutually use the in-
formation that has been exchanged25, is necessary to make interconnection work in practice.  

The implications of different transport classes will need to be analysed in some detail, mak-
ing NGN interconnection potentially more complex. QoS is therefore potentially a new di-
mension in the interconnection of NGN, and could be an important focus for NRA because it 
could enable new forms of discrimination between a larger operator’s services and those 
provided by interconnecting competitors. 

Cost savings in NGNs 

The development of NGN core networks offers opportunities for increasing efficiency and for 
innovation. Economies of scope can be expected to result from the convergence of services 
onto a single network infrastructure which will convey them potentially leading to a reduction 
of total costs. At the same time, the capacity and processing power of modern network 
equipment can result in increased economies of scale and in innovation in services and in 
packaged retail propositions. The greater economies of scale in NGNs are likely to increase 
the challenges in promoting effective competition in the provision of services solely reliant on 
core infrastructure. 

Therefore, NGN technology is expected to save costs (cheaper equipment, economies of 
scale and scope). The cost structure of NGN core networks is likely to contain a relatively 
high proportion of costs common to all services carried by the network, and a relatively low 
proportion of costs directly driven by the volume of each service (see Sec C.4 and Annex 4).  

Network topology  

It is yet unclear in which form exactly the implementations of NGNs will occur and they will 
differ in Member States according to investment cycles, network size and other factors. Op-
erators may rather “pick and choose” among the different architectures/features standardized 
in ITU and ETSI or other bodies. 

This relates for instance to the implementation of transport classes relying on prioritisation 
versus best effort management with adjusted network dimensioning. 

                                                 

 25  Definition based on ITU-T Rec. Y.101 
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Furthermore, it is not yet clear as of now to what extent features such as the separation of 
service and transport will remain possible in the architectures finally implemented.  

A number of operators intend to implement their NGN using centralized platforms for service 
provision, affecting the ability of independent service-providers to integrate their services into 
the NGN platform. Whether independent service providers will be able to do so also depends 
on the availability of open and standardised interfaces. Furthermore, such a configuration of 
services and the centralization of the control function have implications for the locations at 
which traffic can be handed over to other networks or received from other networks.  

The separation of transport and services will be crucial for the definition of the interconnec-
tion points26 and (number of) nodes. In any case, an immediate manifestation of the in-
creased capacity of network equipment is likely to be a reduction in the number of nodes in 
which routing of traffic will occur in NGNs when compared with the number of nodes where 
traffic is switched today by traditional networks.27 

However, currently operators consider to continue the implementation of interconnection for 
voice services in a bundled manner – combining transport and service - during the transi-
tional period towards NGN. 

It may have to be taken into account that short-term determinations that are only related to 
voice services do not reflect the multi-service nature of NGNs and therefore risk hampering 
or delaying introduction of the NGN principle as an overall concept and not fully exploiting the 
competitive potential offered by NGN in spreading innovative services rapidly. 

Core elements of interconnection 

An interconnection regime contains at least the following core elements: 

• number and geographic location of interconnection points as well as functionality and hi-
erarchy of these interconnection points. They are determined by the network architecture 
(for the network topology and functional layers in NGNs see Sec. B.4.4); 

• the network performance needs to be specified (e.g. best effort and/or some additional 
transport classes specifying the relevant network performance parameters like jitter, delay 
and packet loss (see Sec. B.4.5); 

• furthermore, an interconnection regime is characterized by who pays for which part of the 
value chain. This has an impact on the market power that can be exerted by different 
market parties at different levels of the value chain (see Sec. B.3); 

                                                 

 26 ERG (2007), p. II 
 27 ERG (2007), Ch. 1.3 (p. 6) and Ch. 3.3 (p. 16) 
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• in case interconnection is regulated according to ex-ante cost based regulation, costing 
and pricing principles have to be discussed (structure of tariffs according to hierarchy, ac-
counting units such as minutes, bandwidth, etc.) (see Sec. C.5). 

Structure of the document 

Part B briefly sets out some background and facts necessary to analyse the regulatory impli-
cations of developments towards NGN:  

• it gives a summary of country studies;  

• it describes and compares existing interconnection arrangements in the PSTN and the IP 
worlds;  

• it describes different charging mechanisms and derives their impact on the possibility to 
abuse market dominance; 

• it sets out main features of network structure and topology, including number and hierar-
chy of network nodes and hence possible interconnection points; 

• it explains how quality of service may impact on interconnection. 

Part C deals with the regulatory implications and challenges resulting from the expected de-
velopments towards NGNs: 

• it starts setting out the relevant sections of the current framework and looks at the implica-
tions of the changes foreseen in the Review; 

• it looks at whether there might be a need for symmetric regulation independent of any 
determination of SMP; 

• it analyses how the separation of transport and service, the possible introduction of net-
work performance classes and charging mechanisms may impact on the definition of rele-
vant markets; 

• it identifies possible bottlenecks and SMP positions at the transport as well as the service 
level; 

• it identifies probable changes of costs and appropriate pricing mechanisms in case an 
SMP-position is determined and ex-ante regulation imposed; 

• it deals with migration issues resulting from the changes in network structures on the way 
towards NGNs;  

• Finally, possible remedies to the bottleneck problems identified are suggested. 
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Furthermore, a Glossary is provided in Annex 1. Annex 2 contains the updated country stud-
ies on the status of IP interconnection. Annex 3 contains further technical background on the 
operation of IP networks and some possible forms of implementing NGNs. Annex 4 contains 
implications of NGNs on regulatory accounting (input form RA PT). 

Conclusions  

Multiservice networks 

Electronic communications networks will become packet switched, mostly or completely 
based on the IP. They will be multi-service networks, rather than service specific networks, 
for audio (including voice), video (including TV-services) and data networks, allowing a de-
coupling of service and transport provision.  

Developments towards NGNs give rise to innovation opportunities at both the service and 
infrastructure level and may subsequently impact significantly on market structure. Addition-
ally, due to the increased economies of scope of a multi-service network, cost savings are to 
be expected.  

These technical changes result in new and various possibilities for service provision on 
several network layers for both access providers and pure service providers. As such, NGN 
holds an important competitive potential that should be optimally exploited for spreading 
innovative services based upon IP networks. 

Given that dynamic market processes often lead to unforeseeable innovations, it is import 
not to foreclose certain options and potentials. 

More generally, NGN’s could allow competition to develop in two mutually compatible ways. 
The first is based on investment in infrastructure, in which competing market players can 
seek to exploit both local loop unbundling and the efficiency of underlying technologies of 
NGN to build more efficient networks and aggregate traffic from a combination of services to 
help achieve economies of scale. The second is based on innovation in services, in which 
competing players control services transported on an SMP operator’s network, thereby both 
lowering barriers to entry of new players and allowing competitors with more substantial in-
vestments in infrastructure to increase scale by using the SMP operator’s network to extend 
the market addressable by their services.  

The ERG is therefore committed to creating a regulatory environment based on the tools of 
the ECNS framework in which the chances and innovative potentials of NGN services can 
flourish and can be passed through to consumers and business customers, so that they can 
use innovative services. The ERG is aware that the design of interconnection arrangements, 
plays a major role for exploiting these potentials.  
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Separation of service and transport 

A core feature of IP network is the separation of the main functional levels, i.e., generally, a 
distinction can be made between transport and service. This distinction potentially allows 
competition along the value chain more easily than in the PSTN world. A crucial point is the 
adoption of open and standardised interfaces between each functional level in order to allow 
third parties to develop and create services independent of the network.  

This business model has led to the success of IP networks. In the long run, it must be 
expected that the separation of the functional levels is also reflected in the respective 
interconnections services. 

The architecture of NGNs allows continuing the principle of separation of transport and ser-
vice that has governed IP networks. It also is intended to allow for third party service provi-
sion by providing open interfaces. Another important distinctive feature of NGN relative to 
current IP networks is the expected ability to provide a range of service quality levels. This 
ability could be key in enabling a wide range of services to be carried using a single network 
infrastructure. However, the implementation of NGN has yet to prove to what extent this is 
technically and commercially feasible.  

Therefore, NRAs may have to ensure that interconnection is possible at specific functional 
levels in a reasonable manner. This separation of transport and services is also expected to 
be reflected in the respective interconnections services, i.e. service interconnection and 
transport interconnection. 

This may prove to be particularly challenging since a number of operators intend to imple-
ment their NGN using (centralized) platforms for service provision, affecting the ability of in-
dependent service-providers to integrate their services into the NGN-platform. Furthermore, 
such a configuration of services and the centralization of the control function has implications 
for the locations at which traffic can be handed over to other networks or received from other 
networks. Traditional telecom operators consider providing the implementation of intercon-
nection in a bundled manner – combining transport and service –- during the transitional pe-
riod towards NGN regarding voice services. 

It may have to be taken into account that short-term determinations that are only related to 
voice services do not reflect the multi-service nature of NGNs and therefore risk hampering 
or delaying introduction of the NGN principle as an overall concept and not fully exploiting the 
competitive potential offered by NGN in rapidly spreading innovative services. 

The crucial question for NRAs will be whether interconnection evolves in future networks in a 
PSTN-manner or IP network manner in its varieties known today and how the implementa-
tion is managed. Today’s PSTN interconnection problems (“termination monopoly”) results 
from the interplay of three factors: a) physical bottleneck for termination; b) control of the E-
164 number; c) charging mechanisms. 
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Quality of Service 

Quality of service (QoS) is potentially gaining importance in the interconnection of IP / NGN.  

IP networks are using packet-switched technology and provide simply transport capabilities 
irrespective of the services that are using the network while the intelligence and complexity 
that is necessary for the provision of services is relying on the end-devices. 

Thus QoS issues are more complex than in legacy telephone networks where fixed re-
sources are reserved to each call. 

The term QoS is a broad concept as it covers all aspects influencing the user’s perception of 
the quality of the service; related to the network performance (parameters like jitter, delay or 
packet loss) as well as to other factors (e.g. device, codec, help-desk). However the term is 
sometimes used when referring to part of these aspects and often loosely used as a syno-
nym for network performance. 

If a guaranteed network performance over IP-based networks with a PSTN-comparable level 
of performance is desired one has to modify the IP transport technology in a way that con-
nections with reliable and fixed transmission characteristics (transport classes) are possible.  

This could lead to different qualities for electronic communication services. Operators are 
free to develop this as competitive markets are often built on quality differentiation, which can 
generally be considered to be welfare-enhancing. Nevertheless it covers a potential for anti-
competitive behaviour.  

This relates to the fact that there might only be a willingness to pay for a premium transport 
class in case the best effort class quality is “bad enough”. 

NRAs should prevent any anticompetitive behaviour from SMP operators that might inten-
tionally degrade quality of the interconnection with some specific networks to benefit their 
own quality service. In order to avoid this possible deviation, NRAs can use existing tools to 
impose non-discrimination obligations on SMP carriers in case markets have been defined 
accordingly. 

Therefore, it could be an important focus for NRAs because it could enable new forms of 
discrimination between a larger operator’s services and those provided by interconnecting 
competitors. 

Non SMP carriers can be obliged to negotiate interconnection (Art. 5 AD). This instrument of 
symmetric regulation has been rarely used by NRAs but may under certain circumstances be 
an appropriate tool. 

As a last resort, NRAs should have the possibility to recommend or even set minimum levels 
of quality of service if this is unavoidable to achieve sufficient end user service quality. How-
ever, NRAs should not prescribe the concrete mechanism to fulfill this minimum level. This 
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should be left to network operators. ERG therefore welcomes the proposed provision in Art. 
22 para 3 UD.  

Topology 

The separation of transport and services will be crucial for the definition of the interconnec-
tion points. With regard to transport there might be a different set of PoI than applicable for 
services.  

The number of network nodes/PoI at each hierarchy level for NGN is not yet decided upon 
(or relevant information is not available) in most countries. The empirical basis is not broad 
enough to derive substantial conclusions as the sample is too small to derive stable relation-
ships between the number of nodes at different hierarchy level. This situation highlights the 
need for more transparency on SMP operators’ NGN plans. 

In any case, an immediate manifestation of the increased capacity of network equipment is 
likely to be a reduction in the number of nodes in which routing of traffic will occur in NGNs 
when compared with the number of nodes where traffic is switched today by traditional net-
works. Whether/to what extent this will be the case may depend on the specifics of each 
networks(s) and may therefore differ among Member States. 

Evaluation of Review proposals 

In the Framework Directive, an additional sentence has been inserted in Art. 5 para 1 FD 
according to which undertakings providing ECNS can be required to submit information con-
cerning future network, or service developments that could have an impact on the wholesale 
services made available to competitors. Given the importance of transparency on incumbent 
operator’s NGN plan, the current more general wording in Art. 5 FD, the FD and other spe-
cific directives have not proven to be sufficient to justify information requests by NRAs di-
rected to incumbent operators. 

The provisions in the new section on security and integrity of networks and services (Art. 13a 
and 13b FD) are of relevance as the provisions on network integrity for fixed telephony ser-
vice providers in Art. 23 UD are now extended to all kinds of ECNS including mobile and IP 
networks 

Art. 5 para 4 AD which stipulated Member States have to empower NRAs to intervene at 
their own initiative where justified has been deleted. This deletion is likely to have a disad-
vantageous impact on NRA’ s efforts to ensure interoperability of services in an NGN envi-
ronment which will become more important. The ERG holds the view that the power of NRAs 
to act on their own initiative to ensure end-to-end connectivity / interoperability should be 
maintained in Art. 5 para 4 AD. 
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The new para 3 in Art. 22 UD allowing the Cion to adopt technical implementing measures 
concerning minimum quality of service requirements to be set by the NRA on undertakings 
providing public communications networks is a useful addition. However, the ERG considers 
that the power to set minimum quality of service requirements should be entrusted directly 
upon NRAs. As minimum quality of service requires measures on both the end-user and the 
network level, it should be clarified that NRAs can require minimum quality of service on the 
network level as well.  

In case it is not possible to do so in the UD, a second best option would be to empower 
NRAs in Art. 5 AD to set on their own initiative minimum quality of service requirements on 
operators of public communications networks. 

Relevant markets 

Concerning relevant markets IP interconnection will influence market definitions.  

Today the abuse of the physical termination bottleneck can be considered the main regula-
tory problem concerning interconnection. Each market for call termination on an individual 
fixed/mobile network is a monopolistic market with no tendency towards effective competition 
(1 network – 1 market). The reason for these monopolies is not only control over access lines 
and necessary routing information behind E.164 numbers. The CPNP charging principle al-
lows to exploit the physical termination bottleneck. Therefore under CPNP cost-based regu-
lation is necessary, 

By applying Bill & Keep, a billing regime without payment flows at the wholesale level, the 
abuse of the physical bottleneck for termination could be avoided if there is sufficient compe-
tition at the retail level.  

When reviewing markets 2, 3 and 7 of the Recommendation (call origination / call termina-
tion) NRAs will have to analyse the impact of IP interconnection on relevant markets.  

In a first step, NRAs will have to examine if these markets that had been traditionally reduced 
to interconnection for narrowband telephone services contain interconnection for IP based 
telephone services. Such markets would still be service-specific.  

The division between transport and service may lead to other market definitions like markets 
for transport interconnection (without relation to specific services) and additional interconnec-
tion markets on the service level though it is open if such markets would be susceptible to ex 
ante regulation.  
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SMP bottlenecks 

Interoperability 

Barring the access to functions like home Subscriber Server, user Profile / User Identity, 
location Information, call Session Control Function, charging Collection Function / Online 
Charging System, policy Decision Function, border Gateway Control Function, authentication 
and Key Agreement, terminal Capabilities hindering service interoperability, may be 
considered a bottleneck, as well as restricting access to the SIP servers (providing access to 
numbering information) 

Apart from the general requirement of open interfaces, interoperability of similar functions in 
different NGNs may be another issue for regulatory attention. Differing standards, incompati-
ble data formats, and proprietary implementations may cause the occurrence of new bottle-
necks. NRAs will have to define, where and to what extent interoperability on the NGN ser-
vice layer is necessary in order to prevent competition problems. It is not a regulatory target 
per se to enforce interoperability on all NGN layers and for all services and applications, but 
to intervene when practical competition problems occur. Such competition problems can be 
expected to be more critical when general access to users on network layer (“Internet-style” 
access) is restricted for other operators (networks) in one or the other aspect. 

Transport interconnection 

The possibility to exploit SMP results from the interplay between the three factors: a) physical 
monopoly for termination; b) charging principles; and c) control of the E-164 number. 

Generally, the exploitation of the physical termination monopoly is closely linked with Calling 
Party’s Network Pays (CPNP), the wholesale billing regime mostly used in the PSTN. With 
this principle, the access operator terminating the call receives a payment from the intercon-
nected network out of a monopoly position. By applying Bill & Keep, a billing regime without 
payment flows at the last link at the wholesale level, the termination monopoly could be 
avoided. It is important to note, that with a migration towards IP-based networks market 
power for termination is not “automatically” avoided. This holds true, as long as CPNP is ap-
plied. 

With regard to the probability of abuse of market power of the physical termination bottleneck 
the reversal of the direction of payment flows makes the big difference. The crucial point is 
that the end-user pays for these flows, who may change supplier in the case of abuse and 
therefore his supplier has no incentive to excessively raise prices.  

Therefore where Bill & Keep applies it is unlikely that SMP will be the outcome of a market 
analysis for the termination market.  

With regard to upstream connectivity - whether the Internet access provider participates in an 
NAP exchange, peers or pays transit – any payments cover upstream and downstream traffic 
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and they will be ultimately borne by his own end-customer creating the right incentives if 
there is sufficient competitive pressures at the access level. 

The wholesale market for connectivity in IP based networks with its peering and transit 
agreements has so far been considered a market that entails oligopolistic market power but 
where the 3-criteria test is not fulfilled. An important point that there is generally a choice be-
tween different transit partners.  

Service interconnection 

In IP-based networks, control over the IP-address respectively the E-164 number continues 
to provide scope for abuse of market power. It is claimed by many competitive operators that 
control over signalling information and intelligent features (e.g. presence information) could 
reinforce market power problems in all-IP networks allow leveraging towards adjacent sec-
tors. If a provider of the transport service does not receive information on the IP-address of 
the end-user (or of a server) he will not be able to establish the media stream and to provide 
conveyance. 

In practice, a number of third party VoIP providers have decided to share their signalling in-
formation (e.g. Freenet and Sipgate) and there is no on net/off net price differential for calling 
parties. We do not know of excessive payments for access to the signalling information. The 
cost of the network elements involved are rather limited (e.g. Sipserver).   

Measures 

Providers of ECNS can be obliged to symmetric obligation to negotiate interconnection ac-
cording to Art. 5 AD. This applied to both PSTN and IP-networks. The provisions have been 
rarely used. As QoS mechanisms are not yet widely deployed at interconnection points and 
due to the interdependence between each network involved in the session, one operator 
could be unwilling to invest in QoS mechanisms if the interconnected networks have no in-
tention to do so. Thus, NRAs can also use symmetric regulation tools in order to enhance 
QoS development between different networks. 

Regulators could require operators to provide public information about QoS information, 
based on articles 20 and 22 UD. In order to verify that there is no discrimination of QoS be-
tween operators interconnecting, NRA may also add other relevant QoS measurements. 

Moreover, NRA should have the possibility to recommend or even to set minimum levels of 
quality of service. This may address possible incentives of operators to degrade their best 
effort class. 

SMP-remedies (based on Art. 7, 15, 16 FD) may be applied only in those cases where SMP 
has been found on a relevant market susceptible to ex-ante regulation. CPNP leads to SMP 
in termination markets usually implying ex-ante price regulation remedy. Once Bill & Keep 
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has been implemented it is unlikely that SMP will be the outcome of a market analysis. NRAs 
could consider imposing termination rates of zero for the termination segment after the last 
switch. The possibility to implement Bill & Keep under the current regulatory framework could 
be explored further by ERG. 

Regulatory implications regarding QoS: In order to prevent any anticompetitive behaviour 
from SMP operators that might intentionally degrade quality of the interconnection with some 
specific networks, NRAs can use existing tools to impose non-discrimination obligations on 
SMP carriers in case markets have been defined accordingly. 

Regulatory implications regarding interfaces: The implementation of NGN’s is expected to 
lead to a clear distinction between service-specific functions and transport functions common 
to all services which may support a more rapid and less costly development of new services. 
The same distinction could allow an SMP operator to provide interfaces for competitors to 
control services transported over its own network. NRA’s may therefore need to consider 
interventions which make such interfaces available. The ex ante framework allows NRAs to 
address differences in the product quality by applying non-discrimination obligations to pro-
viders found to have SMP. However, where these obligations may not sufficient to deliver a 
level playing field, NRA’s could consider more stringent requirements, including equivalence. 

Costing / pricing 

It is generally accepted that NGNs core will lead to a lower overall cost level due to increased 
economies of scale and that the cost structure will change with a higher proportion of com-
mon costs compared to legacy networks. The use of common platforms to deliver multiple 
services across one network allows exploiting economies of scope thus reducing the costs 
each service has to bear.  

The Opex and Capex of a NGN are forecast to be significantly lower in the long term than 
current legacy technologies as NGN core networks are generally seen as cost saving, be-
cause they result in a more efficient network design and usage. There are three factors – 
simpler network structure with fewer levels and fewer nodes at each level plus more efficient 
equipment (packet switching technology) – that reduce total per minute cost of NGN core 
networks.  

Common and fixed costs of NGNs will represent a high percentage of total costs with a rela-
tively low percentage of costs incremental to individual products or services.  

The cost/volume relationship of a NGN seems to be shallower at current volumes than leg-
acy networks suggesting that increases in volumes will have a relatively low incremental cost 
impact. 

NRAs will need to consider adapt modelling and costing approaches in SMP markets. A key 
feature of a robust NGN model is likely to be the way in which it deals with the capabilities of 
the technology to deliver multiple services across a network with a high part of common 
costs. This suggests that NRAs will need to understand the cost orientation and cost recov-
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ery (pricing) implications of both SMP and non-SMP services running across the NGN plat-
form.  

In general, the cost of efficient service provision should be used as the cost standard for ap-
proval of interconnection rates. The pricing should be valid irrespective of whether intercon-
nection is realized via circuit-switched or packet-switched networks, since strict application of 
the cost standard of long-run incremental costs requires the efficient technology used by the 
market players to be taken as a basis. Consideration must also be given to the fact that the 
concept of the cost of efficient service provision does not differentiate the price according to 
technology used or account for the existence of different prices for the same service. Basing 
prices on efficient technology also provides incentives for speeding up the migration to this 
technology. 

Considering the cost changes resulting from the migration towards IP-based networks, a 
gradual transition by way of a glide path could alleviate the disruptions of immediately switch-
ing interconnection rates to this lower level. A glide path could be interpreted as the result of 
a mixture of the costs of line-switched and packet-switched networks with an increasing pro-
portion of packet-switched networks over time.  

Based on the hypothesis that the economic rationale for NGNs is partly based on the expec-
tation that the costs of delivering voice services in the long run will be no higher (and proba-
bly significantly lower) than using legacy PSTN technologies, then it is reasonable for NRAs, 
in modelling/evaluating NGN costs and/or associated pricing decisions, to assume that the 
cost of voice services will be no higher than currently calculated. 

Charging Mechanisms 

PSTN and mobile networks are governed by the charging mechanism of CPNP, where ter-
mination services are being paid for at the wholesale level following the direction of call 
flows. In IP-based networks, if wholesale payments for transit apply, they flow in the up-
stream direction. There are no payments for the terminating segment of the broadband ac-
cess provider. This corresponds to the definition of Bill & Keep in this paper.  

As networks migrate towards NGN infrastructure it is unclear a priori whether these future 
networks will be governed by the mechanisms currently used in IP-networks or whether the 
mechanisms currently applied in the PSTN will be carried over to NGNs. 

Coupled with a direction of payment flows the charging mechanism may have implications on 
the definition of relevant markets and the determination of SMP. 

CPNP and Bill & Keep differ with regard to the possibility to exploit the physical bottleneck for 
termination as has been explained in sections B.2.3 and C.3.2. : 

• Under CPNP this bottleneck can be exploited because it entitles the terminating operator 
to receive a payment out of its physical termination bottleneck.  
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• With Bill & Keep, this is not possible as the access operator is not entitled to such a pay-
ment at the wholesale level out of his monopoly position. This major advantage of Bill & 
Keep affects some of the other issues addressed below. 

Under Bill & Keep the terminating access network operator does not receive payments at the 
wholesale level for the termination provided. Instead, it recovers its costs incurred for termi-
nation –- and any payments for upstream connectivity – by billing them to its end customers. 
Bill & Keep might be applied for the terminating segment after the last switch (BRAS), i.e. the 
boundary between core and backhaul network. Since termination costs are by definition re-
covered from the end-user and not accounted for at the wholesale level symmetry of traffic 
flows cannot be considered a requirement for the applicability of Bill & Keep. Transit net-
works are not included in the Bill & Keep model as discussed here and may charge for their 
service.  

Bill & Keep for the last segment of termination of the broadband access provider requires no 
regulatory intervention as long as two conditions are fulfilled: 

• The transit market on IP-backbones is sufficiently competitive to exert competitive pres-
sures on IP-backbone providers. With an oligopoly of Tier 1 providers allowing choice of 
transit provider this condition has so far been considered to be fullfilled.  

• The broadband access market is sufficiently competitive so that access providers are un-
der competitive pressures to be prevented from establishing abusive mark-ups on retail 
prices.   

Application of the CPNP regimes ultimately perpetuates the need for regulation of the termi-
nation rates . 

The termination bottleneck is an essential ingredient of wholesale regulation. A shift of charg-
ing regime could significantly lower the burden of regulation.  

Avoiding the bottleneck problem implies, that it is no longer necessary to determine the eco-
nomically “correct” termination rates. Under Bill & Keep, lengthy and cumbersome regulatory 
and legal disputes (both, between market players and NRAs but also among market players) 
on the appropriate level of termination rates may be avoided. 

On the other hand, Bill & Keep constitutes an approach which is more closely adjusted to 
market mechanisms, if end-users can choose the network carrier among various operators. 
In order for the advantages of Bill & Keep to become effective, competition in the broadband 
access/Internet access market is a precondition.  

Hot potato routing applies on those parts of the network, that are excluded from the applica-
tion of Bill & Keep, but where transit and peering agreements apply. Transit networks have 
been excluded from the applicability of Bill & Keep. 

In order to qualify for the participation in the Bill & Keep regime it may be useful to determine 
a minimum number and location of interconnection points for for a specific network operator.  
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Wholesale and retail charging mechanisms are related because interconnection prices affect 
the structure as well as the level of the interconnecting operator’s costs, impacting on the 
cost recovery and the retail prices of the services provided to the end-users.  

The use of a particular wholesale mechanism does not preclude application of different retail 
pricing regimes though. Both, CPNP and Bill & Keep provide flexibility at the retail level to 
offer retail schemes based e.g. on minutes, bits, or as buckets of minutes or bits plans as 
well as flat rates. 

Empirical evidence shows that in countries with low mobile retail prices usage is significantly 
higher than in countries with high retail prices. Retail prices are highest in countries applying 
CPNP as charging mechanism, whereas Bill & Keep countries exhibit much lower retail 
prices. 

Concluding, it can be said that Bill & Keep has a number of attractive properties. Therefore it 
merits further study .e.g. how to efficiently determine the minimum number of PoI for eligibil-
ity to participate in the Bill & Keep regime. This number PoI in turn determining the border of 
the Bill & Keep domain.  

Resume on charging mechanisms 

As networks migrate towards NGN infrastructure it is unclear a priori whether these future 
networks will be governed by the mechanisms currently used in IP-networks or whether the 
mechanisms currently applied in the PSTN will be partly carried over to NGNs. 

Summarizing the preceding comparison of charging mechanisms with regard to a number of 
criteria, it can stated that Bill & Keep has a number of attractive properties. Assessing all the 
pros and cons of Bill & Keep, the ERG concludes, that Bill & Keep is a promising intercon-
nection regime. It is not only supported mainly by theoretical reasoning and large body of 
economic modelling and literature but, more importantly, empirical evidence seems to imply 
higher usage and lower prices achieved with less regulatory intervention in Bill & Keep coun-
tries than currently applied in the EU.  

Some NRAs therefore aim at a shift towards Bill & Keep because it reduces the regulatory 
burden and relies more on market forces, as is the case already now for today’s unregulated 
IPconnectivity markets. They focus on further studying how to best achieve this goal includ-
ing finding answers that arise in a transition phase to a new system.  

Others, while recognising the merits of Bill & Keep in principle, rather emphasize the risks 
implied by a change from the well-established regulatory regime of mainstream PSTN and 
mobile services fearing disruptive change to the industry and therefore see a need for further 
study. 

ERG identifies the following issues meriting further study:  
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Legal issues 

• To what extent does the current framework allow the imposition of Bill & Keep on a 
relevant market where SMP has been found (See. C. 4.3) 

According to Art. 13 para. AD 2 NRAs shall ensure that any cost recovery mechanism or 
pricing methodology that is mandated serves to promote efficiency and sustainable com-
petition and maximise consumer benefits. As is the case now with price control obligations 
imposed in the form of fair and reasonable prices it can similarly be argued that Bill & 
Keep is a price control measure fullfilingl these objectives.  

• Are there forms of voluntarily achieving Bill & Keep through a series of other 
measures and requirements that could be based on symmetric regulation accord-
ing to Art. 5 AD (e.g. reciprocity) used in combination with termination rates strictly 
regulated at cost based levels? 

Practical implementation issues 

• Defining the border for application of the Bill & Keep regime  

Applying Bill & Keep for the terminating segment after the last switch can be considered a 
minimum scenario in terms of the scope of network included within the Bill & Keep do-
main. However in order to qualify for participation in the Bill & Keep regime a specific net-
work operator is required to access a maximum number of interconnection points in this 
case.  

It may also be conceivable that the area of application of Bill & Keep might be extended 
by applying it already from PoIs higher up in the network hierarchy requiring fewer inter-
connection points per network operator.  

The application of Bill & Keep may essentially require a determination of the topology of 
points of interconnection as has been the case for the PSTN when determining the num-
ber of PoI. The question of how to efficiently determine this minimum number of PoI, i.e. 
the border of a potential Bill & Keep domain has to be further investigated. 

• How to treat traffic from outside the Bill & Keep area and prevent extensive arbi-
trage (tromboning, call-back etc.) 

- Between different countries 

- Between different networks (e.g. fixed/mobile) 

An important issue is how to handle traffic coming from outside the Bill & Keep domain 
(hereafter: incoming traffic). This traffic could result in problems. For example if the opera-
tors inside the Bill & Keep domain want to set a termination rate for incoming traffic, this 
could be forestalled by competition for receiving this incoming traffic. Every operator in-
side the Bill & Keep domain would have an incentive to receive incoming traffic and collect 
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a fee for this and then route this traffic towards the final destination and dropping it there 
for free.  

This problem could be prevented if receiving networks could effectively bill the incoming 
traffic based on where traffic originated, for example by using the network number of the 
source network.  

The dimension of these problems increases  

- the larger the traffic volume from outside relative to the traffic exchanged between net-
works inside the Bill & Keep domain.  

- the higher the termination rates outside the Bill & Keep area 

• Implications for different business models e.g. CPS 

Depending on how Bill & Keep is introduced the implications of a widespread introduction 
of Bill & Keep may imply that a transition from the current regime is a drastic and disrup-
tive change for PSTN voice operators who have been subject to regulation under the 
framework. Therefore, implications for business models such as CPS have to be studied 
further. 

 

A rapid transition may not allow operators enough time to adjust there business models 
and retail price structure. 

• Migration  

Currently, different regimes for different types of networks (PSTN or IP) – independent of 
service prevail. As the separate network infrastructures are expected to converge to an all 
IP network this regime does not seem relevant in the long run.    

Considering the migration to all IP-networks it seems plausible to continue applying the 
charging mechanism of the networks that are not phased out. 

A meaningful discussion of migration problems implies having come to a conclusion with 
regard to the charging mechanism applicable in the long term: 

In case it is intended to carry over CPNP to NGN voice services this would imply different 
regimes for different services as a change of charging mechanism cannot necessarily be 
expected for the unregulated part of IP-networks applying Bill & Keep, Peering and 
Transit.   

This approach requires that it is possible to clearly distinguish between different services 
and that usage of services can be measured. Thus, it is necessary to mark different ser-
vices or to transport them separately. Unless these preconditions are met there is a high 
risk of adverse selection, moral hazard and arbitrage problems. 
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Instead of differentiating regimes according to services one might also envisage differen-
tiation of different QoS classes (best effort vs. QoS level specified).28 Applying such an 
approach could be done by assigning different services to different QoS classes.  

In case Bill & Keep was envisaged as long term goal it may be reasonable to further in-
vestigate regulatory options to soften the transition to the new regime. Strict application of 
cost orientation in a CPNP environment in the short term for mobile and/or PSTN net-
works can be seen as an important step in the migration towards Bill & Keep.  

The length of the migration period can be shorter 

- the lower the absolute level of interconnection rates, 

- the smaller the relative difference between interconnection rates of different networks  

- the higher the proportion of flat rates at the retail level is. 

                                                 

 28 See also ECC Report 75 (2005). 
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A Introduction 

A.1 Next Generation Networks 

The introduction of Next Generation Networks (NGN29), leading to a multi-service network for 
audio (including voice), video (including TV) and data, as well as new plans and investment 
in next generation access (NGA) sets the communications sector on the verge of a new era. 
These developments give rise to innovation opportunities at both the service and infrastruc-
ture level and may subsequently impact significantly on market structure. Additionally, due to 
the increased economies of scope of a multi-service network, cost savings are to be ex-
pected.  

These developments can take different forms. Traditional PSTN operators including incum-
bents, plan to migrate towards NGNs, relying on the ITU-T30 and ETSI31 as relevant stan-
dardization bodies. The migration towards NGNs does not only relate to fixed network opera-
tors but also to mobile operators.32 On the other hand, independent ISPs and ITPs (Internet 
transport providers) continue to develop their IP networks towards multi-service networks, 
relying more on the IETF as standardization body.  

The term NGN was developed and defined by ITU-T33. It is, however, also used as a more 
general slogan for the use of IP technology when converting the telecommunications net-
works from traditional circuit-switched to packet-switched technology. An IP network that 
uses some deliberately chosen elements that are specified in NGN standards for improving 
its transmission performance may, therefore, also be referred to as NGN. Today the term 
NGN covers a broad performance spectrum from simple implementation of TCP/IP with low 
level best effort performance to intensive implementation of traffic management methodolo-
gies providing high level and stable transmission performance. 

Since the liberalization of the telecommunications markets, network interconnection has 
been one of the basic requirements for enabling competition, because this is the only way a 
provider can make it possible for its own subscribers to communicate with subscribers of 
another network.  

NGNs do not change the fundamental importance of interconnection to sustainable competi-
tion in both network infrastructure and of electronic communication services. However, taking 
into account the migration towards all-IP networks compared to arrangements in the PSTN, 

                                                 

 29 A list of definitions and acronyms is presented in the Glossary.  
 30 See ITU-T information on NGNs in http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ngn/. 
 31 See ETSI “TISPAN PUBLISHED NGN SPECIFICATIONS“ in   

http://portal.etsi.org/docbox/TISPAN/Open/NGN_Published/PUBLISHED_NGN_ SPECIFICATIONS.doc. 
 32  Thus, the scope of this document covers fixed and mobile networks. When referring to “legacy networks” 

here, this generally relates to both types of networks. 
 33  NGN is defined by ITU-T (Rec. Y.2001) as follows: „A packet-based network able to provide 

Telecommunication Services to users and able to make use of multiple broadband, QoS-enabled transport 
technologies and in which service-related functions are independent of the underlying transport-related 
technologies...”. In addition, certain criteria („fundamental aspects“) are specified that must be met by an 
NGN.  

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ngn/
http://portal.etsi.org/docbox/TISPAN/Open/NGN_Published/PUBLISHED_NGN_ SPECIFICATIONS.doc
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changes, may be expected at the wholesale level, as the markets for network conveyance 
converge and service intelligence is decoupled from the (transport) network. With the gradual 
replacement of traditional interconnection by IP interconnection the question of possible fu-
ture interconnection models becomes relevant.  

A.2 Objectives 

This “Consultation Document on Regulatory Principles of IP-Interconnection/ NGN Core” 
develops some regulatory principles focusing on the core network. It is based on the ERG 
report on IP interconnection (see ERG (07) 09) published in March 2007, tackling IP inter-
connection and its implications as one of the main challenges emerging out of the develop-
ments towards multi-service NGNs in the core network and also takes into account more 
recent developments. In addition, some work of the Regulatory Accounting PT has been an-
nexed to this document. 

Since the publication of the ERG IP-Interconnection report, a number of NRAs have contin-
ued to work on NGN interconnection, monitoring progress in industry forums, engaging with 
market players and developing policies and procedural provisions.34 One NRA has decided 
to require SMP operators in (old) Markets 8-10 to provide IP interconnection. This obligation 
is not yet fully implemented.35 No other NRA has yet taken a definitive decision on a native 
IP interconnection product.  

In view of the multi-service nature of NGNs and the decoupling of service36 and transport, 
the paper will look at IP interconnection in general, and is not confined to voice interconnec-
tion.  

Issues relating specifically to voice interconnection in future networks will nevertheless be 
treated in some detail as traditional network operators are mainly preoccupied with migrating 
their voice service to NGN/IP networks. Furthermore VoIP is the service best known to tele-
communications network operators, whereas other services like VoD, IP-TV or presence ser-
vices are still in early stages of evolution, and are less well understood at the service level. 
However, while VoIP traffic already constitutes a relatively small fraction of overall IP traffic, 
in the future it is to be expected this fraction will “continue to be small in comparison to other 
services”.37 

The paper will explicitly not look at access to electronic communication services. Access has 
been addressed by the CP NGN Access. The distinction between access and interconnec-
tion can best be explained38 as follows. Access enables an operator to utilize the facilities of 

                                                 

 34 See e.g. NGNuk (2007), AKNN (2007), Bundesnetzagentur (2008). 
 35  For details, see Italian Country Case Study in Annex 2. 
 36 In this document the term service will be used in a wide sense signifying services provided to the end-user. 

Therefore use of the term service is not confined to the service layer described in some NGN documents but 
includes parts of the control layer (relevant to services), the service and the application layer. 

 37   Cisco estimates of global consumer Internet traffic until 2011, cf. WIK-Consult (2008), p. 42. 
 38   See WIK-Consult (2008), paragraph 1.2.1. 
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another operator in the furtherance of its own business and in service of its own customers, 
while interconnection enables an operator to establish and maintain communications with 
customers of another operator.  

The aim of this document is to present the current situation with regard to IP interconnection 
in Europe and to outline how the development towards NGNs may affect regulation in this 
matter. This document will analyse the effects this evolution might have on interconnection 
regimes and develops some general principles with regard to regulatory treatment of IP in-
terconnection and interoperability issues reflecting the development towards multi-service 
NGNs. 

A.3 The starting point: Interconnection in legacy networks and in existing IP 
networks 

Interconnection is the physical and logical linking of public communications networks used by 
the same or a different undertaking in order to allow the users of one undertaking to commu-
nicate with users of the same or another undertaking.39 The terms interconnection or inter-
connection services used subsequently include any additional agreements related to inter-
connection such as supply, transit or termination, in addition to the actual traffic handover at 
the point of interconnection, because these aspects are dealt with together with network in-
terconnection in terms of market regulation. 

Currently interconnection in the PSTN and IP networks are characterized by a number of 
important differences. The use of different technologies led to different interconnection prod-
ucts. Different charging mechanisms and different regulatory regimes have developed. 

PSTNs were designed to be capable of establishing connections (channels) with fixed 
transmission characteristics. Thus, they provide a fixed transmission performance since they 
are circuit-switched and use pre-defined PCM channels. When first established, PSTN net-
works had a clear focus on voice services (additional services such as fax and dial-up Inter-
net access were introduced later). Interconnection between “traditional” circuit-switched net-
works reflects this focus on telephone services as transport and service are closely linked 
with each other. 

An IP network is an all-purpose network based on packet switched technology using the 
Internet protocol. It provides a platform for the delivery of multimedia services. In principle, 
any service can be realised with a specified quality level, if the performance objectives of the 
service can be met by the network. Since packet switched networks are designed to “only” 
provide transport resources and to support any service, a separation between transport and 
service layer can be made. When discussing aspects of interconnection this has to be ad-
dressed. 

                                                 

 39 Definition based on Art. 2 b Access Directive. In brief some of the most important terms used throughout the 
paper such as interconnection, quality of service, network performance, best effort or interoperability are 
given in the Introduction. For a fuller definition of the terms see Glossary. 
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The most common wholesale billing regime in the PSTN is Calling Party’s Network Pays 
(CPNP), usually covering transport and service. Under this system, the network of the party 
who placed the call (the originating network) makes a payment to the network of the party 
that received the call (terminating network). Thus, at the wholesale level the whole call is 
paid by the caller’s network. The terminating network provider has an incentive to charge 
high termination rates (sometimes this strategy is called raising rival’s cost), because it is not 
its own customer who finally has to pay them. The rationale of CPNP is based on the as-
sumption that the costs are caused solely be the calling party’s network.  

Interconnection arrangements in IP-based networks exist either in the form of transit, peering 
or Internet Exchanges (IX). The direction of traffic flows does not play a role for these ar-
rangements. Traffic flows in both directions are added in determining charges. Therefore, 
there is no need to distinguish between origination and termination for billing purposes. In 
transit agreements, the Internet/broadband access provider pays for connectivity to the up-
stream network for upstream and downstream transmission of traffic. In peering agreements, 
normally there are no payment flows, as long as traffic imbalances do not exceed a certain, 
specified limit. Those ISP who fulfil the requirements for peering can choose between peer-
ing and buying transit services. The market is generally taken to function more or less com-
petitively as long as broadband access providers have a choice of transit providers.   

The way transit and peering agreements work implies that the access provider is not entitled 
to any payment when taking over traffic at his agreed PoI and physically terminating a data 
flow, e.g. a VoIP call on its network. Such a wholesale regime, where each network bears the 
costs of terminating traffic coming from other carriers itself, is called Bill & Keep. The carrier 
will bill these termination cost on its network and any payments for upstream connectivity to 
its customer. As long as there is sufficient competition for broadband access at the retail 
level, the access provider has an incentive to keep transit cost low, since too high a cost, if 
passed on to the end-user, may induce the latter to change supplier. 

Interconnection in the PSTN is subject to both symmetric regulation (obligation to intercon-
nect for all market players) and asymmetric regulation (SMP parties mostly subject to ex-ante 
cost-based regulation). The case for regulation was considered strongest for call termination 
markets. Absent regulation the so called “termination monopoly” of the terminating network 
operator arises due to the interplay of several factors, namely the physical bottleneck posi-
tion to terminate the call, coupled with the control of the E.164-number and the CPNP 
mechanism entitling the terminating network operator to a termination fee from the calling 
party’s network operator.  

In IP networks interconnection developed without any regulatory intervention although the 
obligation to negotiate for interconnection applies to IP networks as well. These agreements 
have been largely outside the scope of activity of NRAs and there are no known filings of 
disputes. 

The crucial question for NRAs will be how interconnection evolves in future networks with the 
different regimes coalescing. Future IP interconnection products in an “all IP” environment – 
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at least for telephone services – could be governed either in a PSTN-like manner or in the 
varieties of IP interconnection as they are known today.  

Among other potential issues in voice (telephony) services, the interplay of the following fac-
tors in an NGN world should be carefully analysed:  

• Physical bottleneck for termination 

Depending on the degree of competition at the access level, the broadband access 
provider may have the option of barring traffic to and from particular servers. Thus, this 
form of market power refers to the ability to deliver any service (not only voice); 

• Control of the E-164 number (the subscriber’s telephone number) 

It confines market power to the service provider as long as it is not possible for more than 
one provider to terminate calls to a specific number; 

• Role of the charging mechanism (e.g. CPNP)  

The extent to which the market power enabled by the physical bottleneck for termination 
can be abused depends on the charging mechanism and the direction of payment flows. 

A.4 Drivers for change 

Future electronic communications networks will be packet-switched, mostly or completely 
based on the IP. They will be multi-service networks, rather than service-specific networks, 
for audio (including voice), video (including TV services) and data rather than service-specific 
networks, allowing a decoupling of service and transport provision.  

Developments towards all-IP networks can take different forms. On the one hand, traditional 
PSTN network operators including incumbents plan to migrate towards NGNs, relying on the 
ITU40 and ETSI41 as relevant standardization bodies and on the other hand, independent 
ISPs and ITPs continue to develop their IP networks towards multi-service networks, relying 
more on the IETF as standardization body.42  

Important features of NGN are: 

• separation of transport and service; 

• assurance of Quality of service; 

                                                 

 40 See ITU-T information on NGNs in http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ngn/. 
 41 See ETSI “TISPAN PUBLISHED NGN SPECIFICATIONS“ in   

http://portal.etsi.org/docbox/TISPAN/Open/NGN_Published/PUBLISHED_NGN_ SPECIFICATIONS.doc.   
  42 See IETF working groups “Session PEERing for Multimedia INTerconnect –speermint”  

(http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/speermint-charter.html). 

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ngn/
http://portal.etsi.org/docbox/TISPAN/Open/NGN_Published/PUBLISHED_NGN_ SPECIFICATIONS.doc
http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/speermint-charter.html
http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/speermint-charter.html
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• cost savings; 

• network topology. 

A.4.1 Separation of transport and service 

A core feature of NGN architecture is the separation of the main functional levels, meaning 
that, in general a distinction can be made between transport and service. This separation of 
transport and service constitutes an essential feature of NGN specifications in both the speci-
fications on NGN (ITU-T) and NGI (IETF).43 A crucial point is the adoption of open and stan-
dardised interfaces between each functional level in order to allow third parties to develop 
and create services independent of the network.  

In the present Internet this allowed easier service creation (as it lowered entry barriers) which 
contributed to the success of the Internet and TCP/IP protocol suite. 

The architecture of NGNs can include the principle of separation of transport and service that 
has so far been characteristic of IP networks. This principle could also support service provi-
sion by third parties by providing open interfaces, even though but transport could become 
service-specific to reflect the different network performance needs of different services (real 
time etc.).  

This separation of transport and services is also expected to be reflected in the respective 
interconnections services, i.e. service interconnection and transport interconnection.44 

• Transport interconnection includes the physical and logical linking of networks based on 
simple IP connectivity irrespective of the levels of interoperability. It is characterised by the 
absence of the service-related signalling, implying that there is no end-to-end service 
awareness. Consequently, service-specific quality of service and security requirements 
are not necessarily assured. At the transport level, only objectives for those parameters45 
are negotiated that affect the transmission performance at the point of interconnection 
(e.g. availability) and the IP packet transmission performance via interconnected 
networks. 

 This definition does not exclude that some services may provide a defined level of inter-
operability or the establishment of transport classes to guarantee specific quality parame-
ter at this level.  

                                                 

 43 See e.g. the description of ITU architecture in ERG (2007), Ch. A1.1 (p. 39). For a comparison of NGN and 
NGI see Hackbarth/Kulenkampff (2006), Ch. 3.4. 

 44 See Ch. 1.3.1 (p. 5) stating that with IC taking place at separate levels, this may require defining different IC 
services. 

 45 For e.g. bit rate, delay and packet loss ratio. 
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• Service interconnection in this paper is understood as including solely service-specific 
aspects.46,47 It consists of logical linking of network domains, having access and control 
of resources including the control of signalling (i.e. session based service-related 
signalling48). Depending on the kind of service, different aspects must be considered. For 
example, in the voice service, the call server interconnection is required for call setup and 
disconnection.  

Interconnection between services from different operators requires a minimum set of 
technical (e.g. defined by a SLA) and commercial conditions to be fulfilled by both opera-
tors.  

These conditions may include inter alia: 

(iv) mutual policies for exchange of data (including transcoding the information mapping 
of quality of service information (if applicable), service control information and network 
protocols); 

(v) agreement of charges; 

(vi) agreement on performance and reliability levels. 

Other aspects such as security for example, may need to be considered. 

If transport interconnection and service interconnection were bundled, as was the case in the 
PSTN, we may talk about transport+service interconnection (corresponding to the concept of 
Service oriented Interconnection according to ETSI/TISPAN).  

In most NGNs planned by incumbents, services tend to be provided using centralized plat-
forms (Media Gateway, Softswitch). Operators who have market power may not have an 
incentive to open their networks to competition at the service level and may want to limit use 
of these capabilities.49 This impacts on the ability of independent service providers to inte-
grate their services into the NGN platform. 

Furthermore, such a configuration of services and the centralization of the control function 
have implications for the locations at which traffic can be handed over to other networks or 
received from other networks. This feature will therefore be crucial for the possibility of defin-
ing interconnection points. 

Therefore, NRAs may have to ensure that interconnection is possible at specific functional 
levels in a reasonable manner. This may prove to be particularly challenging since a number 
of “telco” network operators are of the view that a horizontal separation of transport, service 
                                                 

 46  This differs from ETSI/TISPAN’s definition of ‘service oriented interconnection’ also including transport re-
lated information. See.below Section 3.2 in Annex 3.  

 47  This may have an important implication. Given this understanding, service interconnection may not fulfil the 
definition of Art 2 (a) Access Directive (see Sec. C.1.1) because it does not necessarily include the physical 
linking of NGN domains (see Sec. C.3.2). 

 48 Information that allows identification of the end-to-end service that has been requested. 
 49  See Katz/Shapiro (1985) 
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(and control) levels is neither appropriate nor in their interest, particularly if they want to 
guarantee quality of service (see IMS50, adaptation of IMS to fixed networks, etc.). Their un-
derstanding of NGN seems to imply a continuation of vertically integrated provision of trans-
port and services as has been the case in legacy “telco” networks.51 

Question (A.4.1 Separation of transport and service) 

1) Considering that according to the ITU definition of NGNs where service-related functions 
are independent from underlying transport-related technologies, how do you evaluate 
the concepts of transport interconnection and service interconnection as defined in the 
document? 

 

A.4.2 Assurance of quality of service 

Another important distinctive feature of NGN relative to current IP networks is the expected 
ability to provide a range of service quality levels. However, the implementation of NGN has 
yet to prove to what extent this is technically and commercially feasible.  

This ability could be key in enabling a wide range of services to be carried using a single 
network infrastructure and hence realizing the economies of scope that could be achieved. 
Real-time services including conversational and interactive services (for example videocon-
ference calls and on-line gaming) tend to convey ever-richer media content and therefore 
require ever higher bit-rates. Furthermore, multiple services can be combined into a single 
user’s session. A network operator has to take into account the performance objectives of 
these services and plan and operate its network accordingly. For this purpose, it may want to 
implement QoS mechanisms. 

The term quality of service (QoS) is a broad concept (see Glossary) as it covers all aspects 
influencing the user’s perception of the quality of the service; related to the network perform-
ance (such as reliability or availability) as well as to other factors, such as terminal equip-
ment52, codecs or customer support. However, the term QoS is sometimes used when refer-
ring to part of these aspects and often misunderstood as a synonym for network perform-
ance, which is defined and observed as performance of a telecommunication network (or 
sections of a network) by using objective performance parameters.  

In the current practice of interconnection of IP networks, even though there are QoS mecha-
nisms implemented for internal purposes, there is no technical implementation of QoS 
mechanisms across interconnected networks resulting in a “best effort” transmission per-

                                                 

 50 See Ericsson’s White Paper, “IMS – IP Multimedia Subsystem” (2004). 
 51 See comments of France Telecom, Deutsche Telekom, Vodafone and the GSM-E comments to the ECC 75 

report. 
 52 For instance by selecting and configuring the terminal equipment the user can substantially affect the 

resulting end-to-end quality. 
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formance, i.e. no service prioritisation. This “QoS model” is characteristic of today’s IP net-
work but does not necessarily result in a low transmission performance and thus a low qual-
ity of service.  

PSTN interconnection did not entail any formal QoS guarantee either, but transmission plans 
were established over many years to provide a comparatively high assurance of voice ser-
vice quality at the expense of greater complexity. 

If a guaranteed QoS over IP-based networks with a PSTN-comparable level of performance 
is desired, one has to modify and adapt the IP transport model in a way that connections with 
reliable and fixed transmission characteristics (transport classes) are possible. Moreover, the 
ability to provide services with guaranteed QoS may not only be applied to a single network 
but must be maintained over the whole chain of interconnected networks involved in the pro-
visioning of a specific end-to-end service.  

It is not clear yet which strategies will be chosen by the different operators. Depending on the 
strategy (stringent systems versus systems guaranteeing QoS on a statistical basis only), 
specific additional agreements and mechanisms may have to be implemented. Interoperabil-
ity, i.e. the ability of systems and services to exchange information and mutually use the in-
formation that has been exchanged53, is necessary to make interconnection work in practice.  

The implications of different transport classes will need to be analysed in some detail, mak-
ing NGN interconnection potentially more complex. QoS is therefore potentially a new di-
mension in the interconnection of NGN, and could be an important focus for NRA because it 
could enable new forms of discrimination between a larger operator’s services and those 
provided by interconnecting competitors. 

A.4.3 Cost savings in NGNs 

The development of NGN core networks offers opportunities for increasing efficiency and for 
innovation. Economies of scope can be expected to result from the convergence of services 
onto a single network infrastructure which will convey them potentially leading to a reduction 
of total costs. At the same time, the capacity and processing power of modern network 
equipment can result in increased economies of scale and in innovation in services and in 
packaged retail propositions. The greater economies of scale in NGNs are likely to increase 
the challenges in promoting effective competition in the provision of services solely reliant on 
core infrastructure. 

Therefore, NGN technology is expected to save costs (cheaper equipment, economies of 
scale and scope). The cost structure of NGN core networks is likely to contain a relatively 
high proportion of costs common to all services carried by the network, and a relatively low 
proportion of costs directly driven by the volume of each service (see Sec C.4 and Annex 4).  

                                                 

 53  Definition based on ITU-T Rec. Y.101 
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A.4.4 Network topology  

It is yet unclear in which form exactly the implementations of NGNs will occur and they will 
differ in Member States according to investment cycles, network size and other factors. Op-
erators may rather “pick and choose” among the different architectures/features standardized 
in ITU and ETSI or other bodies. 

This relates for instance to the implementation of transport classes relying on prioritisation 
versus best effort management with adjusted network dimensioning. 

Furthermore, it is not yet clear as of now to what extent features such as the separation of 
service and transport will remain possible in the architectures finally implemented.  

A number of operators intend to implement their NGN using centralized platforms for service 
provision, affecting the ability of independent service-providers to integrate their services into 
the NGN platform. Whether independent service providers will be able to do so also depends 
on the availability of open and standardised interfaces. Furthermore, such a configuration of 
services and the centralization of the control function have implications for the locations at 
which traffic can be handed over to other networks or received from other networks.  

The separation of transport and services will be crucial for the definition of the interconnec-
tion points54 and (number of) nodes. In any case, an immediate manifestation of the in-
creased capacity of network equipment is likely to be a reduction in the number of nodes in 
which routing of traffic will occur in NGNs when compared with the number of nodes where 
traffic is switched today by traditional networks.55 

However, currently operators consider to continue the implementation of interconnection for 
voice services in a bundled manner – combining transport and service - during the transi-
tional period towards NGN. 

It may have to be taken into account that short-term determinations that are only related to 
voice services do not reflect the multi-service nature of NGNs and therefore risk hampering 
or delaying introduction of the NGN principle as an overall concept and not fully exploiting the 
competitive potential offered by NGN in spreading innovative services rapidly. 

A.5 Core elements of interconnection 

An interconnection regime contains at least the following core elements: 

• number and geographic location of interconnection points as well as functionality and hi-
erarchy of these interconnection points. They are determined by the network architecture 
(for the network topology and functional layers in NGNs see Sec. B.4.4); 

                                                 

 54 ERG (2007), p. II 
 55 ERG (2007), Ch. 1.3 (p. 6) and Ch. 3.3 (p. 16) 
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• the network performance needs to be specified (e.g. best effort and/or some additional 
transport classes specifying the relevant network performance parameters like jitter, delay 
and packet loss (see Sec. B.4.5); 

• furthermore, an interconnection regime is characterized by who pays for which part of the 
value chain. This has an impact on the market power that can be exerted by different 
market parties at different levels of the value chain (see Sec. B.3); 

• in case interconnection is regulated according to ex-ante cost based regulation, costing 
and pricing principles have to be discussed (structure of tariffs according to hierarchy, ac-
counting units such as minutes, bandwidth, etc.) (see Sec. C.5). 

A.6 Structure of the document 

Part B briefly sets out some background and facts necessary to analyse the regulatory impli-
cations of developments towards NGN:  

• it gives a summary of country studies;  

• it describes and compares existing interconnection arrangements in the PSTN and the IP 
worlds;  

• it describes different charging mechanisms and derives their impact on the possibility to 
abuse market dominance; 

• it sets out main features of network structure and topology, including number and hierar-
chy of network nodes and hence possible interconnection points; 

• it explains how quality of service may impact on interconnection. 

Part C deals with the regulatory implications and challenges resulting from the expected de-
velopments towards NGNs: 

• it starts setting out the relevant sections of the current framework and looks at the implica-
tions of the changes foreseen in the Review; 

• it looks at whether there might be a need for symmetric regulation independent of any 
determination of SMP; 

• it analyses how the separation of transport and service, the possible introduction of net-
work performance classes and charging mechanisms may impact on the definition of rele-
vant markets; 

• it identifies possible bottlenecks and SMP positions at the transport as well as the service 
level; 
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• it identifies probable changes of costs and appropriate pricing mechanisms in case an 
SMP-position is determined and ex-ante regulation imposed; 

• it deals with migration issues resulting from the changes in network structures on the way 
towards NGNs;  

• Finally, possible remedies to the bottleneck problems identified are suggested. 

Furthermore, a Glossary is provided in Annex 1. Annex 2 contains the updated country stud-
ies on the status of IP interconnection. Annex 3 contains further technical background on the 
operation of IP networks and some possible forms of implementing NGNs. Annex 4 contains 
implications of NGNs on regulatory accounting (input form RA PT). 

Question (A.6 Structure of the document) 

2) Do you see other issues regarding regulatory principles of IP-interconnection/NGN core 
that should be dealt with?  

 

B Background and Technical Information 

B.1 Main Results of Country Case Study Updates56 

a) Relevance of IP-interconnection 

In most countries, and in general, there are currently no regulations governing IP intercon-
nection, although several parties have completed peering agreements (both direct or using 
NAP), solely through commercial negotiation. In several countries [CY, FR, GR, IP, AU, PO, 
PT, SW, RO] IP interconnection is in a relatively early stage of assessment by both regulator 
and operators. In other countries [NL, DE, NO and IT], considering the increasing use of 
VoIP and the migration towards all IP networks, IP interconnection increasingly gains rele-
vance. In particular, in [NL], where several parties (the largest cable operators) have set up 
direct IP-based interconnection through a common exchange, and in the [UK], where a num-
ber of network operators have deployed IP and MPLS technology in multi-service core net-
works. Also, in [NO] it is expected that the incumbent will soon launch an IP interconnection 
offer. In [RO], national and main city IP-MPLS backbones have already been deployed. 

In [IT], there is already an obligation (which is not yet fully implemented) to the SMP Operator 
to provide an IP interconnection offer (temporarily adopting the same PSTN economical con-
ditions, to the extent that an agreement is reached on the technical specifications to allow 
direct IP-IC). In addition, there are symmetrical obligations for (all) the operators to adopt the 
                                                 

 56 Annex 2 provides a comprehensive version of the country case study updates. 
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most efficient way to interconnect networks and to give access to their technical inter-
face/protocols and to all the technologies necessary to allow interoperability of VoIP services. 
Moreover, standard protocols should be adopted whenever possible. 

b) Complaints from competitors/disputes 

In most countries, no formal disputes or complaints have been presented from competitors in 
relation to this matter. However, small nomadic VoIP providers in [IT] are asking for the defi-
nition of technical interfaces for direct IP interconnection. In [PO] there was one dispute con-
cerning prioritization of IP traffic and in [AU] several operators complained about a deteriora-
tion of their broadband services caused by deployment of the incumbent’s DSLAMs, but not 
in the direct context of IP interconnection. OPTA, recently, has seen one or two complaints 
from smaller market parties regarding IP interconnection with the incumbent, but no formal 
proceedings were initiated. 

c) Actions taken or planned by NRA with regard to NGN core and or IP-interconnection 

In several countries [AU, CY, GR, PT, DE] the NRA itself has recently (earlier in [DE]) started 
the discussion process on NGN/IP Interconnection, including regulatory challenges and op-
tions (including wholesale interconnection billing models, migration issues, points of inter-
connection, etc.). In [DE, NL, UK and IR] advisory/industry groups were created to analyse 
the framework conditions for interconnection of IP-based networks, from both technical and 
commercial, with the goal of developing an agreed vision of interconnected NGNs delivering 
a wide range of services. Public consultations have been conducted in [DE, and, mainly, in 
UK and IT] and in [DE] the “Key Elements of IP Interconnection” were published. In [NL, NO 
and UK], the regulator is monitoring the development of IP strategy of the incumbent. 

In [IT], a proceeding for the definition of technical interfaces for IP interconnection is currently 
being carried out. A first working paper on IP interconnection has been put to consultation by 
AGCOM with several comments being received from stakeholders regarding QoS, NAP, 
ENUM, pricing models, protocol requirements, etc. 

d) Number of network nodes and e) Number of interconnection points 

In several countries [AU, IR, PO, PT, SW, RO], currently, there are not: (i) specific plans to 
change the existing number of network nodes or number of PoI (e.g., in [SW] the number of 
TDM PoI is always 36, 2 per region, and in [IR] the number of nodes that are involved in IP-
IC is less than 6); or (ii) information about the way the networks (architecture and topology) 
will develop; or (iii) migration scenarios.  

In other countries [DE, IT, NL, NO and UK] it is expected that the number of PoI in packet-
based networks will decline compared to switch-based networks. In [DE], 100 IP core net-
work nodes are considered the upper limit for the number of IP PoI, although some providers 
consider this figure “highly inefficient” because IP networks operators used to exchange traf-
fic at 1 to 3 points. In [IT] there are 12 PoI for future IP interconnection with the NGN of the 
SMP operator. In addition, most NAP (commercially agreed) IP peering occur in 2 points 
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(Rome and Milan). In the UK BT expects to interconnect its NGN voice services with other 
operators at 29 physical locations. 

f) Definition of local interconnection 

In most countries, there is, currently, no definition of local IP interconnection (or knowledge of 
local IP interconnection arrangements in place). Also, in [AU] the definition of local intercon-
nection will remain as it is for the time being. However, in [DE] it is assumed that the existing 
tariff structure (local, transit, double-transit) is likely to become obsolete in future networks 
and in [SW] local interconnection can apply in the context of LLU (local exchanges 
level/concentrators level/street cabinet level), but not for optical fibre. In [NO] local IP inter-
connection is understood to be the exchange of traffic at the lowest level in the network hier-
archy. The PoI or accesses are likely to vary for different types of services (e.g. VoIP inter-
connection might be on the signalling level). 

g) Migration scenario 

In several countries, information about (official) plans for the migration process into NGN 
(e.g., Swisscom plans eventually to introduce IMS in its network, but it is waiting) is currently 
not available. In [AU], an NGN industry working group will be established in 2008 to further 
discuss aspects of migrating incumbent’s PSTN to a NGN. In this process, for [DE], the 
transparency on the further development of networks, i.e., on the incumbent’s migration 
plans, is a crucial requirement to assure correct and efficient investment decisions. In [SP] 
Telefónica has communicated his interest in adapting the Reference Interconnection Offer 
(RIO) because of the foreseen commercial availability of services based on NGN architec-
ture. In consequence, CMT is currently in a process with operators to analyze the implica-
tions and study the convenience of establishing a new NGN interconnection regime. 

On the other hand, in [NO, RO], although no migration scenarios have been drafted, the IP-
based NGN is being introduced in parallel to the existing PSTN. In [UK], where the migration 
process is more advanced, the migration to BT’s 21CN is still subject to industry discussion, 
although it is expected that broadband services would be deployed first in dense exchanges 
in 2008 and fully emulate PSTN services on 21CN, and all customers migrated, over the pe-
riod 2008-2012. 

B.2 Existing Interconnection Arrangements 

B.2.1 Interconnection in the PSTN and mobile networks 

Following the current European Regulatory Framework, interconnection in the PSTN and 
mobile networks has been subject to regulation in all Member States. To ensure any-to-any 
connectivity, a regulatory requirement to negotiate interconnection is foreseen (Art. 4.1 – 
current and proposed - Access Directive).  
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Where an operator is designated as having SMP on a specific market as a result of a market 
analysis NRAs may impose an obligation “to interconnect networks and network facilities” 
(Art. 8.2 in combination with Art. 12.1 i Access Directive) 

The current Recommendation on Relevant Product and Service Markets considers “Call 
origination on the public telephone network provided at a fixed location” (Market 2) and “Call 
termination on individual public telephone networks provided at a fixed location” (Market 3) 
markets susceptible to ex ante regulation.57 The Explanatory Note to this Recommendation 
classifies call termination as the “least replicable element in the series of inputs required to 
provide retail call services”. As in the initial Recommendation, the current Recommendation 
demarcates the relevant market as wide as each network operator. The Explanatory Note 
states that “alternatives for demand or supply substitution do not appear currently to provide 
sufficient discipline on call termination at fixed location” and views the 3 criteria test to be 
fulfilled. 

Legacy telephone networks were designed to be capable of establishing connections (chan-
nels) with fixed transmission characteristics. Thus, they provide a fixed transmission per-
formance since they are circuit-switched and use pre-defined paths and channels. When 
established, PSTN networks had a clear focus on voice services. Nevertheless, it is to be 
considered that they were also used extensively for narrowband dial-up Internet access 
later.58 Interconnection between “traditional” circuit-switched networks reflect this focus on 
voice services, as transport and the voice service are closely linked with each other. 

The most common wholesale billing regime in the PSTN is Calling Party’s Network Pays 
(CPNP), under which the network of the party who places the call (the originating network)59 

makes a payment to the network of the party that receives the call (terminating network).60 
Thus, at the wholesale level the whole call is paid by the caller’s network. The rationale of 
CPNP is based on the assumption that the costs are caused solely be the calling party’s 
network.61 Under CPNP usage is mostly billed on the basis of Element Based Charging, but 
there are also countries applying Capacity Based Charging (See Section C. 5). 

Absent regulation the CPNP mechanism provides inherent inventives for the physical bottle-
neck for termination to be exploited because it entitles the terminating operator to receive a 
payment out of this position.62 (see Chapter B.2.3). Termination charges are therefore often 

                                                 

 57  Different from the current Recommendation the former Recommendation additionally classified “Transit 
services in the fixed public telephone network” (Market 10) as susceptible to ex ante regulation. 

 58 Before the advent of broadband Internet access dial-up Internet accounted for up to 30% of all narrowband 
traffic in some countries. Fax is another services that is provided over the PSTN.  

 59 A provider of call-by-call or preselection services also has to buy origination from the access operator of the 
caller.  

 60 The principle of CPNP is also applied for regulating “Voice call termination on individual mobile networks” 
(Market 7). 

 61  This is similar to the retail principle of Calling Party Pays (CPP) where the caller that places the call pays a 
usage-based price for the call and where the receiving party pays nothing. CPP starts from the assumption 
that the calling party derives all the utility benefits from the call.  

 62 See also Marcus (2006a), page 9f, DeGraba (2000), page 7. With reference to the termination problem in 
mobile radio, see Valetti/Houpis (2005).  
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set by regulatory intervention to bring them in line with costs. Ultimately, the application of 
CPNP implies a need to maintain regulation on termination rates indefinitely.63 

The following figure 1 shows in a schematic manner call and payment flows in PSTN net-
works. It is assumed that end-user A (being a customer of operator 1) makes a phone call to 
end-user B (customer of competitor 2). The networks of operators 1 and 2 can either be di-
rectly interconnected, or be interconnected indirectly via the network of operator 3. The latter 
situation is more common in practice, as a direct interconnection will often not be possible 
and competitors interconnect indirectly using the SMP operator’s network to provide transit 
services. In this case, a call is conveyed via the network of the SMP operator and then termi-
nated on the network of operator 2 (dashed line). Wholesale payments follow exactly the 
same direction as the call. Operator 1 pays the SMP operator for transit, and operator 2 is 
paid for the termination provided.64 The same reasoning applies in case of a direct intercon-
nection between the networks of operator 1 and 2. 

Figure 1: Payment and call flows in PSTN networks 
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In some cases, Bill & Keep is or has also been used in the PSTN and mobile networks.  

• In 2006, the Commerce Commission in New Zealand published a Final Determination65 
ordering a Bill & Keep model for local interconnection between Vodafone and Telecom’s 
fixed PSTN.66  

• The U.S. interconnection regime for local interconnection is based on some simple rules: 
first, all operators have interconnection obligations; second, wireless operators and non-
dominant fixed operators67 are free to set any rate they wish, including zero, as long as 
the rates apply reciprocally (the termination rate applied between two CLECs must be the 
same in both directions). Fixed incumbents68 are subject to cost-based reciprocal termina-

                                                 

 63  WIK-Consult (2008), p. 5. 
 64  In practice, different variants are possible. Operator 2 can be paid either by Operator 1, thus, the latter buys 

transit and termination. Or, in case of a call-by-call or preselection provider, this provider pays for transit to 
Operator 2 and buys origination from Operator 1. These differences are neglected here. The figure only dis-
plays the direction of payments. 

 65 Commerce Commission (2006). 
 66 The determination relates to local calls to and from Vodafone’s local numbers but not calls to and from 

Vodafone’ mobile numbers. 
 67  Competitive Local Exchange Carriers (CLECs) 
 68 Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers (ILECs) 
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tion fees. Thus, whenever an ILEC is involved this cost-cap becomes effective as a result 
of the reciprocity requirement. It has to be noted that in the U.S. the same (geographic) 
number range is used for fixed and mobile telephony.  

These rules had the following effects: (i) termination rates to and from ILECs are very low 
and (ii) for traffic exchanged among CLECs and mobile operators Bill & Keep mostly ap-
plies. The application of partial Bill & Keep is the result of a market outcome and it is not 
required by the FCC.69,70 

Considering that carriers other than ILECs can mutually agree to set the rates at any level 
it is rational for them to set the rate to zero if traffic tends to be roughly balanced, because 
in that case the net flow of payments will be negligible whether rates are high or low.71 
The reciprocity requirement effectively prevented mobile operators from applying asym-
metric payments to fixed network operators.72  

The U.S. example demonstrates that Bill & Keep can be applied in the mobile sector. 
Moreover, an international comparison shows that there is a clear inverse correlation be-
tween service-based revenue per mobile-user and minutes of use. Countries applying Bill 
& Keep in the mobile sector (e.g. U.S., Singapore, Hong-Kong) exhibit a significantly 
higher mobile usage (and subsequently a higher ARPU) than countries with high mobile 
termination rates.73 

• The interconnection regime in Singapore shows some similarities with the U.S. as mobile 
operators and non-dominant fixed operators usually apply Bill & Keep and dominant fixed 
operators interconnect with other networks based on regulated CPNP rates. 

• In Europe, French mobile operators decided to apply Bill & Keep for mobile-to-mobile con-
nections until 2004 but it did not apply for fixed-to-mobile connections.74 In contrast with 
the situation in the U.S., this selective application opened opportunities for arbitrage, 
which finally led to the exit of the Bill & Keep system. Fixed operators reacted to high 
fixed-to-mobile termination rates by implementing gateways which “converted” fixed-to-

                                                 

 69  “The U.S reciprocal compensation system is characterized, not by a regulatory obligation to charge nothing 
for call termination, but rather by the absence of an affirmative obligation to pay something other than zero, 
framed with a requirement to maintain reciprocity.”, WIK-Consult (2008), p. 61. 

 70 Marcus (2006, p. 31) explains why a migration towards a uniform termination system based on the notion of 
Bill & Keep did not emerge in the U.S. despite the attempts of the FCC for several years: “In the highly politi-
cized regulatory environment of the United States, they have been unable to make headway against the de-
termined opposition of those carriers whose financial interests would be impacted by such a migration. The 
large fixed incumbent operators (called RBOCs) have for the most part been reasonably supportive of a 
migration to Bill and Keep; small rural fixed operators, whose termination charges tend to be much higher, 
have been the main opponents.  

 71  Laffont/Tirole (2001) have shown that although net payments do not change under these conditions, 
termination fees do matter. “It is correct that a change in the access charge need not affect the (absence of) 
net payments between the operators, but the access charge affects each network’s perceived marginal cost 
and therefore retail prices. It is, therefore, not neutral even if traffic is balanced.” 

 72  This result is also backed by economic theory. When analysing mobile-to-mobile and fixed-to-mobile 
arrangements Armstrong/Wright (2007) show that without such a reciprocity requirement operators would 
set the rates at monopoly levels. 

 73  WIK-Consult (2008), p. 64-67. 
 74  See e.g. Loutrel (2006); Cambini/Valletti (2005b), footnote 23. 
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mobile calls into mobile-to-mobile calls. The big difference between fixed-to-mobile termi-
nation charges and zero mobile-to-mobile charges rendered this arbitrage behaviour prof-
itable (even considering the additional costs for implementing the gateways). As a reac-
tion to this arbitrage opportunity, mobile firms withdrew the Bill & Keep arrangement ap-
plying for mobile-to-mobile calls. 

The reason why similar arbitrage problems did not arise in the U.S. is related to the intercon-
nection rules, namely the reciprocity requirement for all and cost orientation for ILECs. Since 
significant differences in termination rates did not develop, arbitrage did not became profit-
able in the U.S. Hence, the French example does not refute the principal applicability of Bill & 
Keep in the mobile sector. Also, it does not provide evidence that a partial implementation of 
Bill & Keep necessarily leads to arbitrage problems. Instead, the starting point for avoiding 
any such problems lies in the general level of termination rates and the differences between 
them, or, in other words that reciprocity requirements might be necessary as well as some 
cost-based obligation. 

B.2.2 Interconnection in existing IP-based networks 

Interconnection arrangements in IP-based networks – either in the form of peering75 or tran-
sit76 – are unregulated. 

The direction of traffic flows (upstream or downstream) does not play a role in either peering 
or transit. Traffic flows in both directions are added. Furthermore, there is usually no possibil-
ity to determine at the interconnection point the network of origination or termination of a 
session, and it is therefore not possible to make use of the concepts of origination and termi-
nation for billing purposes. Normally, there are no payment flows in peering agreements, as 
long as traffic imbalances do not exceed a certain specified limit. The precise requirements 
for the applicability of peering are laid out in the peering policies of the interconnected ISPs. 
Transit agreements involve payments, covering both, outgoing and incoming traffic (see fig-
ure 2 below). 

IP networks are related to one another in a hierarchy of different tiers according to whether 
they only buy transit, buy transit and peer with some IP networks or peer only (see Glossary). 
Usually, ISPs operating on the same tier apply peering (e.g. between two tier 1 ISPs).77 At 
the highest tier, all operators peer with every other operator. The other tiers are not fully 
meshed. If there is a peering agreement between the Autonomous System 1 (AS 1) and AS 
2, then traffic is not only conveyed between these AS involved but also conveyed to AS 3 or 
AS 4 which have transit agreements with AS 1 and AS 2 respectively.78 A tier 2 ISP has to 

                                                 

 75 See Glosarry. Report of the NRIC V Interoperability Focus Group, „Service Provider Interconnection for 
Internet Protocol Best Effort Service“, page 7, available at http://www.nric.org/fg/fg4/ISP  

 76 Ibid. 
 77  All ISP operating on the Tier 1 level have peering agreement with each other. 
 78   Despite this, “a backbone would not, however, act as an intermediary and accept the traffic of one peering 

partner and transit this traffic to another peering partner.”, FCC (2000), p. 5. 

http://www.nric.org/fg/fg4/ISP
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buy transit from a tier 1 ISP, paying for both upstream and downstream traffic.79 As there is 
no peering agreement between AS 3 and AS 4, they have to buy transit from AS 1 and AS 2 
respectively if they want to route traffic between each other.   

Very generically, the relation between peering and transit can be schematically illustrated in 
figure 2: 

Figure 2:  Payment and data flows in IP-based networks 
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The dashed lines in figure 2 show the data flows, arrowheads in both directions indicating 
data flow up- and downstream. The arrowhead on the solid lines show the corresponding 
directions of wholesale payment flows.80 

The major difference between mechanisms illustrated in figures 1 and 2 is that in IP-based 
networks payments always flow in the upstream direction up to the highest tier, relating to 
data flows both upstream and downstream, while in the PSTN payment flows always follows 
the same direction as the call. 

If, for example, data is conveyed from AS 5 to AS 6 while data flow downstream from AS2 to 
AS 6 payment flows from AS 6 to AS 4 and AS 4 to AS 2 flow upstream in the opposite direc-
tion (with the data flow being AS 5 → AS 3 → AS 1 → AS 2 → AS 4 → AS 6)81.  

It seems obvious that a fully-meshed infrastructure with peering arrangements between all 
AS would not be economically efficient.82 The decision between peering and transit is a mat-

                                                 

 79 Similarly, a Tier 3 ISP would have to buy transit from other Tier 2 ISPs, assuming that (in general) there is a 
traffic imbalance with more traffic flowing downstream. But this may not necessarily the case if the Tier 3 ISP 
hosts a lot of content. 

 80  In the cases of peering and usage of Internet exchanges (IX) there are no payment flows, thus, these lines 
have no arrows. 

 81 This is the data flow unless an Internet Exchange – see further below – is used. 
 82   Today, there are more than 46,000 AS (WIK-Consult (2008), p. 47. 
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ter of network planning and cost optimisation,83 as transit causes costs for conveying traffic 
but saves CAPEX investments in own network infrastructure (and hence saves operating 
costs). With peering, the logic is the reverse: those ISPs who fulfil the requirements for peer-
ing can choose between peering and buying transit, whereas those who do not, have to buy 
transit. In most instances, operators will employ both transit and peering arrangements. 

Internet Exchanges (IX), or as they are sometimes called Network Access Points (NAP), 
constitute another institutional setting for the exchange of traffic, where ISPs can voluntarily 
participate and where they agree to interconnect at a multilateral peering point.84 Such IX 
enable the ISPs to interconnect their networks and to exchange traffic directly between them 
without having to deliver traffic via an upstream provider, hence, reducing costs as there are, 
usually, no payments for the exchange of traffic. 85 Internet Exchanges are a multilateral form 
of peering arrangements. Moreover, Internet Exchanges may also improve network resil-
ience. The Internet “world” has historically adopted this interconnection model where many 
ISPs meet to exchange their traffic with other providers, each bearing the cost of transporting 
the IP traffic to the IX/NAP.86 

The Bill & Keep mechanism is widely applied for Internet traffic worldwide. It is applied in the 
sense that, at the retail level, the end-user’s Internet access rates include payment for con-
nectivity and the option to receive and transmit data. Mostly, flat fees are applied, but there 
are also charging schemes based on data volume. 

The Internet access provider handles these volumes on the basis of his peering and/or tran-
sit agreements (which may involve payments), but it does not charge, on a session basis any 
particular service provider for having sent data downstream to its Internet access customer.  

B.2.3 Differences between Interconnection in the PSTN and in IP-based networks 

There are some important differences between interconnection in PSTN networks and inter-
connection in IP-based networks: 

PSTN networks 

As already indicated, PSTN networks have a strong focus on voice services.87 In PSTN net-
works, transport and service are “bundled”; i.e. transport interconnection and service inter-
connection (usually) cannot be realized separately.  

                                                 

 83 Of course, in practice this decision depends on whether an ISP qualifies for peering by fulfilling the 
requirements of the peering policies. 

 84 Examples are the AMS-IX in Amsterdam, the LINX in the London or the DeCIX in Frankfurt. 
 85 Costs may be covered by annual or monthly fees, depending e.g. on transmission speeds used. 
 86  See e.g. FCC (2000) for a discussion of peering, transit and IX. 
 87  It should be noted that they are used e.g. also for conveying narrowband Internet traffic. Before the advent of 

broadband Internet such narrowband Internet traffic constituted a significant percentage of the whole traffic 
in the PSTN. 
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The E.164 number is generally assigned to the operator, who provides the end-customer 
with the access line.88 If end-user A calls end-user B, A’s network operator has no control 
over how the call is to be terminated. Only a single operator (B’s network access operator) is 
able to terminate calls to end-user B.89 This confers a special form of market power to the 
terminating operator. The network operator providing the access has market power for termi-
nating individual calls to a single number. 

The market power, called termination monopoly,90 derives from two factors:  

1. It is the terminating network operator alone who possesses the necessary routing infor-
mation through control of the E-164 number; 

2. Given that end-user B’s network operator has a physical bottleneck for terminating A’s 
call, under the CPNP regime B’s network operator is entitled to a payment for termina-
tion from end-user A’s network operator - necessarily out of a monopoly position. This 
bottleneck position will in all likelihood be abused unless regulation applies. 

The termination monopoly operates even in markets where competition for call origination is 
effective, and is by no means limited to large players having significant market power (SMP) 
on the call origination market.91 This leads to regulation of even small network operators 
without SMP in retail markets as each network operator has SMP for termination on its own 
network.92  

When it is not possible for a caller to switch to another network carrier to set up the connec-
tion to the desired called party, a network operator has market power for terminating individ-
ual calls, independent of its market position in the retail market. If unregulated, this could 
lead to termination rates exceeding marginal costs subsequently leading to inefficient levels 
of network usage. 

IP-based networks 

In contrast to PSTN networks, todays IP-based networks do not have a focus on any particu-
lar service. The separation of transport and service is a characteristic feature of these net-

                                                 

 88   Exception, e.g. MVNO. 
 89 With the E-164 number being closely linked to the access operator, it is not possible for other operators 

(other than B’s access operator) to build an alternative termination infrastructure to reach end-customer B.  
 90  For origination, market power depends on replicability of the access network rather than the exclusive 

control of the telephone number. The calling party A may have various options for calling B. He may e.g. 
choose his fixed network telephone or his mobile phone. 

 91  Rather, operators with a smaller market share will be motivated to set termination charges to even higher 
levels than will large operators. See Dewenter/Haucap (2005), Laffont/Tirole (2001). 

 92 Laffont/Tirole (2000), ”It is worth recording here the common fallacy that small players do not have market 
power and should therefore face no constraint on their termination charges. This fallacy results from a mis-
understanding of the definition of a market. A network carrier may have a small market share in terms of 
subscribers; yet it is still a monopolist on the calls received by its subscribers. Indeed, under the assumption 
that retail prices do not discriminate according to where the calls terminate, the network has more market 
power, the smaller its market share: whereas a big operator must account for the impact of its wholesale 
price on its call inflow through the sensitivity of rivals’ final prices to its wholesale price, a small network 
faces a very inelastic demand for termination and thus can impose higher mark-ups …”, page 186. 
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works. Transport interconnection and service interconnection can be provided separately. 
Consequently, operators providing transport may differ from those providing services.93  

For a phone call provided in that manner between caller A and called party B by a third party 
relying on best-effort Internet connectivity for transport, it is no longer B’s network operator, 
but B’s voice service provider, who has control of the necessary routing information (e.g. in 
the third party’s SIP server) through the control of the E-164 number. However, it does not 
complete the physical transport of the call, which is completed by B’s ISP. It is assumed 
here, that B’s ISP is also providing the broadband access itself as broadband access and 
Internet access are offered as a bundled product in most Member States.  

Therefore, the market power for terminating the call may be split between the party providing 
the service and the party providing the transport: 

1 B’s service provider, has the control of the necessary routing information behind the E-
164 number i.e. the IP-address.94 There is here a potential source of monopoly market 
power, which could be abused. 

2 Under the prevailing billing mechanisms (peering / transit) in IP-based networks, even 
though B’s Internet access provider continues to be the only one in a position to physi-
cally terminate the call, it is not entitled to a payment at the wholesale level out of this 
monopoly position from either B’s service provider or A’s network/service provider. At the 
wholesale level B’s Internet access provider either peers or pays for transit provided by 
upstream backbone providers, both for upstream and downstream traffic.95 At the retail 
level, it is the end-user B himself who pays for the physical termination of A’s call 
through his monthly Internet access fee (mostly a flat rate) covering B’s operator’s peer-
ing and transit costs (Bill & Keep). The extent of B’s broadband access provider’s ability 
to abuse any market power out of its physical monopoly position for termination depends 
on the level of competition in the broadband access and Internet access markets. 

In IP-based networks, control over the IP-address and the E-164 number continues to pro-
vide scope for abuse of market power. It is claimed by many competitive operators that con-
trol over signalling information and intelligent features (e.g. presence information) could rein-
force market power problems in all-IP networks and allow leveraging towards adjacent sec-
tors.96 If a provider of the transport service does not receive information on the IP-address of 
the end-user (or of a server), it will not be able to establish the media stream and to provide 
conveyance. 

In practice, a number of third party VoIP providers have decided to share their signalling in-
formation by interconnecting their SIP servers (e.g. Freenet and Sipgate) and there is no on-
net/off-net price differential for calling parties. We do not know of excessive payments for 

                                                 

 93 See Ch. B.4.2 (NGN architecture and topology). 
 94   As long as the routing information related to the E-164 number (i.e. the relevant IP-address) is not publicly 

available, it is not possible for several operators to terminate calls to a single number. 
 95   See figure 2 in section B.2.2 showing the wholesale payment flows in IP-based networks. 
 96 See ERG (2007), Ch. 3.5. 
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access to the signalling information. The costs of the network elements involved are limited 
(e.g. Sipserver).   

With regard to the probability of abuse of market power over the physical termination the re-
versal of the direction of payment flows makes the big difference. The crucial point is that the 
end-user pays for these flows. Whether the broadband access Internet access provider par-
ticipates in a NAP/IX, peers or pays transit is not of direct relevance.  

The wholesale market for connectivity in IP-based networks with its peering and transit 
agreements has so far been considered a market that could entail oligopoly market power 
but where the 3-criteria test is not fulfilled. An important point is that there is generally a 
choice between different transit partners.  

Generally, abuse of the termination bottleneck is closely linked with Calling Party’s Network 
Pays (CPNP), the wholesale billing regime mostly used in the PSTN.97 The access operator 
terminating the call receives a payment from the interconnected network out of a monopoly 
position and may abuse it charging an excessive rate. That is why termination rates are usu-
ally regulated ex-ante. 

By applying Bill & Keep for the terminating segment after the last switch and peering and/or 
transit for upstream connectivity, which imply a reversal of payment flows at the wholesale 
level compared to CPNP, the termination monopoly for transport could be avoided.98 Differ-
ent from CPNP, the potential to exploit control over the termination bottleneck is not available 
with Bill & Keep if there is sufficient competition at the retail level and therefore under this 
condition regulatory intervention can be avoided. It is important to note, that with a migration 
towards IP-based networks abuse of the termination bottleneck is not “automatically” 
avoided. That market power remains as long as CPNP is applied. 

Table 1: Major differences between PSTN networks and IP-based networks 

 PSTN networks IP-based networks 
Services Focus on voice Any service – not only voice 
Source of market power Control over access line and E-

164 number necessarily linked 
Control over the E-164 number 
and IP address, can possibly be 
separated from control over 
access line 

Provision of transport and 
service  

By one operator Provision by different operators 
possible 

Transport interconnection / 
service interconnection 

Bundled Separate provision possible 

Charging mechanism CPNP Bill & Keep for the terminating 
segment  and peering/transit for 
IP backbones. If transit is paid 
for, the broadband access pro-
vider pays for transport up and 
downstream 

                                                 

 97 See Ch. B.3. 
 98 Ibid. 
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Therefore, the possibility to exploit SMP results from the interplay between the three factors:  

a) physical bottleneck for termination;  

b) control of the E-164 number;  

c) charging mechanisms. 

B.3 Network Structure and Topology 

B.3.1 General principles of IP architecture and topology 

An IP network is an multi-service network based on packet switched technology using the 
Internet Protocol. It provides a platform for the delivery of multimedia services. In principle, 
any service can be realised with a specified quality level, if the performance objectives of the 
service can be met by the network. 

As opposed to legacy telephone networks, the underlying philosophy of IP networks is that 
the network provides the transport resources and that the service is generated in the termi-
nals and/or edge servers. Thus in principle an IP network has no “service awareness”. 
Therefore, in a pure IP network there is no service-specific data transmission. 

The transmission of data is organized in a way that the network tries to transport all data as 
long as resources are available; and no data transmission request is rejected. Therefore, the 
transmission performance is not stable but dependent on traffic load. This performance char-
acteristic is referred to as “best effort” transmission. The consequence is that there are no 
bearer services with specified transmission characteristics as in circuit-switched networks. 
The transmission performance depends on the IP network design and management. 

To follow the argumentation and conclusions of this document no detailed technical knowl-
edge is needed. However, additional technical background information on the design and 
management of IP networks is given in Annex 3. 

Since IP networks (and packet switched networks in general) are designed to “only” provide 
transport resources and to support any service, a separation between transport and service 
can be made. Therefore, when discussing aspects of interconnection this has to be ad-
dressed. 

B.3.2 NGN 

In this context, an NGN is to be seen as a specific form of implementing and managing an 
(all) IP network. The aim of NGNs is to use the advantages of IP technology while having the 
same level of control over services and user profile management that are achieved in circuit-
switched networks. 
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The general concept of an NGN is to provide a multi-service QoS-enabled, service-aware, 
secure, global network based on packet99 mode technology100, able to support voice, data 
and video/TV. Details on the specification and definition of NGNs in standardisation are given 
in Annex 3.2. 

The underlying mechanisms to control and manage the network at the transport layer are the 
same as for IP-networks (see Annex 3.1). However, compared to a “simple” IP network, a 
NGN has the following important additional features: 

• the access to the NGN is controlled, i.e., there is an admission control, user profile man-
agement and dedicated bandwidth allocation for different services; 

• the transmission of data is service-specific and managed through bandwidth allocation 
by specific “NGN”-protocols and policies;  

• there are standardized interfaces at the transport and service layer that allow third par-
ties to connect to NGNs, use its resources and offer their own services; 

• through the implementation of stringent policies and signalling mechanisms, end-to-end 
services are controlled and the necessary network resources are allocated and main-
tained during the use of service. 

With respect to interconnection, the consequence is that interconnection agreements for 
NGNs can be more complex and NGN-specific aspects have to be considered. 

B.3.3 NGN network topology and the implications for interconnection  

Current IP-based networks (e.g. public Internet and non-NGN IP networks) grew in a more 
relaxed regulatory environment. On the other hand, circuit-switched networks developed in 
the context of a fewer number of operators and a higher degree of centralised control101. 
“Real world” NGN (i.e. “telco” operators) seem to develop in a “walled garden” style - service 
control and routing/switching is shared by different network elements but, typically, there is 
strict control of transport resources by service logic within individual networks. 

With regard to transport interconnection, the transition towards NGNs has further structural 
implications.102 Even if there is not yet a definitive understanding of the future network struc-

                                                 

 99 NGNs are packet based and the packet flow in each direction may not be equal. The packet based network 
means that the flow of packets between each party can be counted. By contrast, current generation circuit 
switched networks open a circuit between the calling parties and so the effective traffic flow in each direction 
is the same (and the time, not “packets”, is counted). 

100 A logical evolution from separate network infrastructures into a unified network for electronic 
communications. 

101 They establish a single physical path for the duration of a call or session, via a signalling network that 
provides end-to-end traffic management and billing information. 

102 Furthermore, it is commonly assumed that Next Generation Networks will be operated at significantly lower 
costs than other fixed networks by passing to a single infrastructure based on IP for transporting any kind of 
flow, voice or data, and for any access technology (DSL, FTTH, WiFi, etc.). NGNs can provide operators 
ample flexibility in their cost base to reduce OPEX and CAPEX (see: Credit Suisse First Boston, IP: The 
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ture and regime, it may for example entail a rearrangement of core network nodes, changes 
in the number of network hierarchy levels and consequently a geographic rearrangement of 
points of interconnection (PoI). 

In this context the number of network nodes and points of interconnections in IP networks 
and NGN and the definition of local interconnection in IP networks and NGN are particularly 
relevant .  

B.3.3.1 Number of network nodes and points of interconnection (PoI) 

The number of network nodes/PoI at each hierarchy level for NGN is not yet decided upon 
(or relevant information is not available) in most countries. The empirical basis is not broad 
enough to derive substantial conclusions, as the sample is too small to derive stable relation-
ships between the number of nodes at different hierarchy level.103 This situation highlights 
the need for more transparency in SMP operators’ NGN plans. 

• Generally, one may assume that the number of PoI and nodes in which routing of traffic 
will occur will be less than in current PSTN networks.104 Whether and to what extent 
this will be the case may depend on the specifics of each network and may therefore 
differ among Member States. 

As traffic costs become less dependent on distance, bigger interconnection pipes are 
more efficient than smaller ones and a greater centralisation of interconnection points 
may be appropriate.105 VoIP is deemed more conducive to this centralisation of traffic 
and also reducing the number of interconnection points is justified due to the reduced 
number of (bigger) switches.  

Moreover, it is argued that if the network provides sufficient bandwidth such that no 
traffic overload occurs then no specific measures for traffic engineering due to inter-
connection is needed, then it makes sense to have only one point of interconnection (or 
a small number to ensure resilience of the interconnection). This can be observed for 
best effort services in current IP networks. 

On the other hand, issues of network resilience (the need for a minimum of network 
nodes and resources in case of “force majeure”) and streaming services leading to in-
terconnection points located closer to the end-user due to higher (IP) traffic demands, 
may attenuate this trend or even increase the number PoI. 

                                                                                                                                                      

Holy Grail for Telcos, March 2005). This issue of NGN implications for network costs will be further dealt with 
in the NGN document taking into account the results of the Regulatory Accounting Working Group. 

103   See in particular country case studies in Annex 3 (I, NL, NO, UK). 
104   Such a reduction could lead to stranded investments; these are not restricted to either incumbents or com-

petitors. 
105   At a technical level, the „reasonable“ number of PoI will depend on parameters like traffic volume, distribu-

tion and symmetry and (much) less on distance 
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Issues concerned with streaming services (e.g. multicast) are more likely to relate to 
bit-stream services and not interconnection as they are provided in a bundled manner 
by access providers. The number of nodes required depend in particular on the loca-
tion of the servers in the network hierarchy.106 

• Transport and service interconnection might occur at different nodes and hierarchy 
levels. Considering the distinction between transport and service, transport intercon-
nection could take place at a greater number of locations than service interconnection. 

Questions (B.3.3.1 Number of network nodes and points of interconnection (PoI)) 

3) Can you make more precise statements on the number of network nodes and/or points 
of interconnection in NGNs? 

 

B.3.3.2 Definition of local interconnection 

Generally, the lowest level of the core network constitutes the lowest level for routing. 

In the PSTN this corresponds to the local switch. The local PoI in the PSTN interconnection 
structure is the local (circuit) switch where a specific set of lines – directly or indirectly (via 
remote switch or concentrator) – is connected to this switch. This (local) interconnection point 
is the unique point of access to these lines and does not provide interconnection to any set of 
lines (e.g. in another switch).107 

In an all-IP network the broadband remote access servers (BRAS) defines the border be-
tween access/concentration and switched network. Therefore the core network is restricted 
to the network being fed by different access plus concentration networks (mobile, cable) 
usually starting at the bottleneck local switch, i.e., the switch through which all communica-
tions of a end-user must be routed and have the capacity to switch communications between 
local connected users. The MSAN, base station or cable head-end do not have such switch-
ing capabilities.  

The currently used hierarchy concept of three levels, “local, regional, national”, may not be 
applicable in an IP network, because traffic handover at the last access switch or router in 

                                                 

106   That may even lead to a higher number of nodes for bitstream access. This issue may be addressed 
separately from this document. 

107   For the purposes of cost accounting a local PoI does not necessarily constitute the border of the core net-
work. Backhaul networks are for the purposes of cost accounting taken to belong to the core network, be-
cause costs in backhaul network can be considered traffic dependent as can be costs in core networks. The 
end of the access network is the dedicated interface to serve a single end-user. The costing boundary be-
tween access and core network services needs revision taking account of NGN technologies. See Annex 4, 
p. 121 
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general is not efficient, as the equipment responding to the “local interconnection” definition 
is the BRAS, which is located at a higher level in the network.108 

Also, one should consider the “hot-potato” routing within the IP networks109, i.e., the practice 
of passing traffic off to another network as quickly as possible (towards the path with the 
lowest delay). So, normally the originating network/router will not hold onto the packets until it 
is as near to the destination as possible, as is done in the circuit switched local interconnec-
tion model. This will then drive the interconnection towards the higher levels of the core net-
works. 

Local interconnection in IP networks – interconnection at the level of the local access net-
work – has not yet been defined by most Member States110 country and may vary in function 
of the service and be referred to the geographical concept.  

Moreover, some operators do not find sufficient similarity between the local interconnection 
concepts of PSTN and NGN. In particular, it is argued by some that the concept of local in-
terconnection in IP networks may be superseded because of the following arguments: 

• it may not be economic, and may sometimes technically impossible, to interconnect at the 
lowest level (MSAN)111. A more appropriate physical and service interconnection point 
may be the Metro node; 

• services will be increasingly nomadic and customers will no longer be attached to the 
network nor driven by location. This increases the interconnection requirements and the 
need of interconnection agreements that do not exist today;  

• the influence of the capacity is less distinct compared to the PSTN but depends on the 
number and type of interconnection interfaces (e.g., one interconnection with a Gigabit-
Ethernet interface is relatively cheaper than an interconnection with ten Fast-Ethernet in-
terfaces for the carried traffic, 

• the influence of distance on costs is less relevant in NGN than in PSTN. The transmission 
at lower costs and the possibility of choosing the location freely may make local intercon-
nection unnecessary; 

• the design of NGN could drive away from the idea of a unified network as understood in 
the context of PSTN (e.g. 64 kbps circuit switching, SS7 signalling/interconnection), in-
creasing national differences and growing complexity 

                                                 

108  A call would have to be routed via the IP network to the BRAS which forwards the call to the called party. 
This may be inefficient as it may imply some “back and forth” routing. 

109 „Hot-potato routing“ seems to be the normal behaviour of most IP peering agreements. 
110 In the UK, access and interconnection at the level of the local access network is at the MDF sites / MSAN 

nodes. 
111 This would lead to non-efficient costs ultimately to be covered by the users. For example [NL] 1365 local 

interconnection points in the PSTN network versus 24.000 to 25.000 MSAN locations and 137 Metro-core 
locations in the NGN network. 
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• other technical reasons mentioned include the tendency to increase the level of routers in 
network architecture, the separation of signalling and data transport and integrated net-
works carrying more non-local traffic than PSTN. 

The NGN may allow for easier interconnection, as the emergence of Ethernet networks allow 
local concentrators to be replaced by (Ethernet) switches thus allowing another network to 
interconnect more easily at the transport level.  

On the other hand, in several Member States, some operators, namely112 the beneficiaries 
of local loop unbundling (LLU), have invested heavily in extending their networks towards the 
local exchanges to link their co-located equipment and, at the same time, interconnect with 
the incumbent at the local level. With this strategy, the operators do pay local termination to 
the incumbent and share the costs of being present in the local exchanges. This possibility, 
i.e. local interconnection, was in fact seen as another driver for infrastructure development at 
the core level.  

It may happen, however, there will not be an equivalent to “traditional” local (PSTN) intercon-
nection in NGN, as the main function of this “traditional” interconnection is to exchange voice 
(TDM) calls, whereas in NGN, it is envisaged that PoI will have to support many services. 
Some of them possibly require, for efficiency reasons, the need for interconnection at higher 
levels. One remarkable example is VoIP interconnection, which is more efficient at higher 
levels, rather at the local level. 

Questions (B.3.3.2 Definition of local interconnection) 

4) a) Is there an equivalent in NGNs to the concept of local interconnection as known from 
 PSTNs?  

 b) What do you consider to be the locations for the lowest level of interconnection (physi-
cal and/or service), e.g. the broadband remote access servers (BRAS)? 

 c) Could the maximum number of PoI offered be considered equivalent to local intercon-
nection? 

 

 

                                                 

112 But not exclusively  
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B.3.4 Interconnection and interoperability  

Service and transport interconnection between different core networks is necessary for end-
to-end global services.113,114 In summary, and generically, there will be two types of NGN 
interconnections115: transport interconnection and service interconnection. 

Since NGNs will not be constituted by a single element network or service, but by a range of 
diverse components requiring seamless interconnection and full service interoperability. 

Service characteristics and required interoperability standards, that include support of voice 
services e.g. SIP-I (Session Initiation Protocol-ISUP) and requirements of new multimedia 
services are dependent on QoS, device capability, security, number portability/translation 
(including ENUM) and authentication across service provider network boundaries116. 

In order to allow full interoperability of IP based services offered to the customers, intercon-
nection need to be assured at the transport level117 as well as at the service level. Each ser-
vice may use network elements from lower levels in different combinations, some of these 
elements are common to two or more services and others are unique to a single service.  

To enable these heterogeneous elements/networks to interoperate, the elements/inter-
faces/protocols involved in the support and delivery of services need to be standardised. 
Hence, operators should be encouraged to give access to the technical interfaces, protocols 
and all other technologies necessary for the interoperability of IP based services, and to use 
standard interfaces and protocols.  

This may prove to be particularly challenging since a number of “telco” network operators 
consider that a horizontal separation of transport and service (and control) levels is neither 
appropriate nor in their interest, particularly if they want to guarantee quality of service (e.g. 
by using IMS). Their understanding of NGN seems to imply a continuation of vertically inte-
grated provision of transport and services as has been the case in legacy “telco” net-
                                                 

113 The global NGN architecture consists of interconnected core networks belonging to different carriers, with 
endpoints connected through attached access networks, and gateways (border gateways control access into 
and out of each core network, monitoring and regulating the data flows on each interface) to non-NGN 
networks.  

114 A similar situation as in legacy circuit switched networks, with SS7 (MTP and ISUP), ISDN, etc. 
115 An NGN interconnection mode can be direct or indirect. Direct interconnection refers to the interconnection 

between two network domains without any intermediate network domain. Indirect interconnection at one 
layer refers to the interconnection between two network domains with one or more intermediate network 
domain(s) acting as transit networks. The intermediate network domain(s) provide(s) transit functionality to 
the two other network domains. Different interconnection modes may be used for carrying service layer 
signalling and media traffic. 

116 On this basis, ETSI identifies the minimal requirements and functionalities that operators and providers have 
to assure in their NGN for service “aware” interconnection. Main requirements include the following: 

  • definition of both application level and gateway functionalities; the only elements acting as a 
 interconnection boundary between operators’ network domains;  

  • operators shall control the flow of service request through the signalling protocol which is used  
 to control the set-up of the communication; 

   ETSI has adopted SIP signalling protocol (ETSI ES 283003/TS 124229 standards) as the unique protocol for 
NGN interoperability (the specification of interworking function between SIP-based networks and traditional 
circuit-based telephony network is defined in ETSI ES 283027/TS 129163 standards). 

117 See ECC 75 Report (2005). See also IETF working groups “Session PEERing for Multimedia INTerconnect 
–speermint” (http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/speermint-charter.html). 

http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/speermint-charter.html
http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/speermint-charter.html
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works.118 Interoperability is of particular relevance for those operators who only provide ser-
vices without operating networks as it enables them to integrate their services into other op-
erators’ networks. 

B.3.5 Quality of service issues related to interconnection 

The term quality of service (QoS) is a broad concept (see definitions section) as it does cover 
all aspects influencing the user’s perception of the quality of the service related to the net-
work performance (such as reliability or availability) as well as to other factors (such as cus-
tomer support for instance). However, the term QoS is sometimes used when referring to 
part of these aspects and often loosely used as a synonym for network performance.  

B.3.5.1 Why QoS needs to be addressed 

Legacy telephone networks use circuit-switched technology. Fixed resources (e.g. fixed bit 
rate, fixed routing) are reserved for each call, such that transmission performance is stable 
and thus quality of the service is guaranteed. Circuit-switched technology (PCM channels, 
64 Kbps) is well suited for telephony services but cannot easily provide other types of elec-
tronic communication services.119 Since the circuits and network components were well 
standardized and each operator uses the same technology, the interconnection arrange-
ments for legacy telephone networks were rather simple. One had only to agree on the kind 
of bearer services to be interconnected, signalling, capacity and availability requirements. 
QoS matters were automatically taken into account by assigning dedicated channels to a 
single connection. 

IP networks use packet-switched technology that by default does not provide fixed transmis-
sion channels for voice communications. They provide transport capabilities irrespective of 
the services that use the network while the intelligence and complexity that is necessary for 
the provision of services relies on the end-devices. This approach of data transmission via an 
IP connection, which does not provide any guarantee of level of performance, of priority, or of 
data being delivered at all, is referred to as “best-effort” transmission. 

In both circuit-switched networks and “best effort” IP networks, transmission performance 
varies with the traffic load. The difference between circuit-switched networks and IP networks 
is the different behaviour in dealing with high traffic load. While circuit-switched networks 
denying further connection when all channels are busy (“busy tone”), an IP network still 
transports IP packets up to the link capacity. Although some IP packets are still transported 
in heavily loaded IP networks, the performance of individual connections is gradually de-
graded. In an IP environment, networks do not have standardized bearer services at inter-

                                                 

118 See comments of France Telecom, Deutsche Telekom, Vodafone and the GSM-E comments to the ECC 75 
report. 

119 They were used for other services though (e.g. fax, dial-up Internet access) because theses services had 
similar network performance objectives. 
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connection points because network performance is provided thanks to “best effort” transmis-
sion. This has allowed the Internet to remain as simple as possible.120 

If a network is designed and operated properly, network performance might remain stable 
throughout the user’s session. Given that the level of the transmission performance is below 
the sensitivity threshold of a service, the user will not perceive any quality impairments. In 
fact, “best effort” does not automatically mean that the quality of a service is low. Unidirec-
tional services, such as IPTV or web browsing may only require high bitrates and can gener-
ally tolerate some variations of the bit rate thanks to the use of buffer techniques in the ter-
minal device. 

On the other hand, telephony, videoconference and other bidirectional services (like online 
gaming) may require performance objectives guaranteed by the network that cannot be met 
throughout the whole user’s session by “best effort” transmission (for example guarantee a 
low latency in the delivery of IP packets, i.e. a highly “responsive” connection). 

If a guaranteed QoS over IP-based networks with a level of performance comparable to the 
PSTN is desired, one has to modify and adapt the IP transport technology in a way that con-
nections with reliable and fixed transmission characteristics (transport classes) are possible. 
Moreover, the ability to provide services with guaranteed QoS may not only be applied to a 
single network but must be maintained over the whole chain of interconnected networks in-
volved in the provisioning of a specific end-to-end service. Different strategies for doing so 
are possible (see Annex 3.1 for technical background information). 

Improving the overall performance of current IP networks and still sticking to the best effort 
policy may not cope with all situations that might occur in an all-purpose IP network. Quality 
of service is therefore potentially a new dimension in the interconnection of IP/NGN, and 
could be an important focus for NRAs because it could enable new forms of discrimination 
between a larger operator’s services and those provided by interconnecting competitors (see 
Section C.3). 

B.3.5.2 End-to-End QoS perspective and its support in IP networks 

One should keep in mind that QoS is an end-to-end issue. A specification of QoS refers to 
the quality that is perceivable between these end points. To stress the fact that a quality 
statement is really referring to the quality of a service and not to sub-parts of it, the term end-
to-end quality is often used.  

Depending on the service under consideration, the end points may vary and be of a different 
nature (e.g. for voice it can be mouth to ear, for data transmission it can be UNI to UNI). 

The perceivable end-to-end quality of a service is the result of many different factors that 
also have interrelations, such as: 

                                                 

120  In the sense of easily enabling the implementation of new services. 
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• Parameters of the terminal equipment: 

- in case of a voice service, technical characteristics of the codec play an important role 
in the user’s perception such as its ability to compress speech without causing audible 
speech quality degradation and its ability to cope with disruptions in the network con-
nection (compensation for packet loss etc.); 

- terminal settings: settings of the protocol stack (retry delays, buffer sizes, etc.) 

• Network performance parameters:  

- IP traffic is influenced by delay, delay variation, packet loss121. Dependant on the kind 
of service stringent performance objectives have to be met; 

- if multiple interconnected networks are involved additional aspects must be considered, 
e.g. allocation of performance budgets, implementation of QoS mechanisms, agree-
ment with interconnected networks upon consistent QoS policies. 

End-to-end QoS cannot be divided among different sections of networks or even between 
separate networks of different providers. That is because end-to-end quality is always the 
result of the interaction of the different influences (quality impairments) that occur within the 
chain of the whole end-to-end connection. This should be kept in mind when dealing with 
QoS matters. However, performance parameters objectives can be given and divided among 
the network section and terminal elements. For example, packet delay limits can be allocated 
to each section and element (also for the purpose of interconnection agreements)122. 

B.3.5.3 QoS across networks 

When trying to support QoS via multiple interconnected networks, one has to ensure that 
certain transmission performance objectives can be met by single and interconnected net-
works. For doing so a variety of transport classes have to be specified. These or comparable 
classes must be supported by all networks and of course a policy is needed on how to han-
dle different classes via interconnected networks. In this way, end-to-end QoS (over inter-
connected networks) with guaranteed quality levels can be maintained at all instances of 
time. 

Strategies to achieve end-to-end QoS 

The challenge of providing services with guaranteed QoS over IP-based networks is to mod-
ify and adapt the IP transport technology in a way that connections with reliable and fixed 
transmission characteristics (transport classes) are possible. 

                                                 

121 See ITU-T Rec. G1010 
122  A framework for this task is given in ITU-T Rec. Y.1542. 
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ITU and IETF have both produced Standard123 metrics that can be used for measuring the 
performance of an IP flow and to set performance objectives. One possible way of meeting 
these performance objectives is for example to prioritize “QoS sensitive” packets for trans-
mission in case some packets must be dropped due to congestion. Other possibilities are to 
use stringent admission control policies to avoid congestion or to use more sophisticated 
traffic management strategies as explained in Annex 3.1. By use of such mechanisms, the 
end-user’s quality perception can be improved, at least from a statistical point of view. 

QoS mechanisms for network performance are numerous and can be sorted in two classes: 

• stringent QoS mechanisms giving strict guarantees on the availability and the quality of 
the service: RSVP is one of them but never saw widespread use because of its complexity 
and lack of flexibility. 

• statistic QoS mechanisms giving statistically good results with no absolute guarantee: 
DiffServ and MPLS among them are widely used within carrier networks and within Virtual 
Private Networks (VPN). Moreover, new statistical mechanisms focus on the management 
of the IP flow rather than packet labelling (e.g. research studies conducted by Eurescom). 

NGN as specified in standards 

NGNs as specified in ITU-T, ETSI, 3GPP have a strong and clear focus on network perform-
ance models including use of techniques such as prioritisation, resource reservation and 
admission control techniques (cf. RACS, NASS and PDF functions) to provide guaranteed 
quality for a multitude of services. They are tending to be more stringent with respect to QoS 
and service delivery. 

Hence, NGN interconnection taking into account all requirements of the standards will auto-
matically require the agreement and support of such transport classes/Classes of Services 
and mechanisms between the involved operators to ensure the transmission of data both 
within and across networks in a uniform and predictable manner, allowing effective and effi-
cient any-to-any interconnection. The prerequisite is strategies that the different QoS proto-
cols and mechanisms implemented across networks can be mapped to each other and that 
interconnection partner have full access to interfaces of resource management sources.  

Deploying NGN and dealing with other IP networks 

Operators intending to deploy NGN architectures follow a step-by-step implementation of 
NGN based on releases of the standardisation bodies124. That means that deploying full 
NGN architectures will take a long time and that heterogeneous networks will in the mean-
time have to coexist and deal with the QoS issue. 

                                                 

123  Y.1541 defining sets of performance objectives for technical parameters applying to different transport 
classes, RFC 2679 defining metric for one-way delay of packets across Internet paths and RFC 2680 defin-
ing a metric for one-way packet loss across Internet paths. 

124 At present: ITU-T release 1, ETSI TISPAN release 2 and 3GPP release 8 (common IMS). 
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In the current practice of interconnection of IP networks, the technical implementation of QoS 
mechanisms is not carried out. The existing and upcoming NGN standards bring a pool of 
ideas for traffic management. It is likely that at least in the start of the migration phase, early 
NGN networks will cover a broad performance spectrum from simple implementation of 
TCP/IP with best effort to intensive implementation of traffic management methodologies 
providing high level and stable transmission performance. 

With such an approach, network design might be inspired from NGN standards, although it is 
not a fully implemented NGN. That is because the network operators will have to take a bal-
anced approach which traffic management methodologies should or should not be used tak-
ing into account cost and efficiency constraints.  

It can be profitable for an operator to take this approach since end-to-end performance levels 
sufficient for many services can be obtained. However, for some services there might very 
high performance requirements (e.g. interactive real-time communication services with high 
data throughput like high quality video conferencing), where it might be necessary to meet 
stringent NGN standards. 

The technical interconnection of NGN is potentially more complex than that of current public 
IP networks because NGNs are designed to have full control over the services whereas IP 
networks are following a more simple and flexible concept. Thus, in NGNs, the range of 
transport classes and access to control functions supported, and the broad range of technical 
choices that exist should support any service feature. Quality of service is therefore poten-
tially a new dimension in the interconnection of NGN. 

C Regulatory Challenges and Implications 

C.1 Existing and proposed Framework  

C.1.1 Existing Framework 

The existing Regulatory Framework, which came into force in July 2002 is currently under 
review. It will continue to be the reference legislation until new legislation comes into force 
and the old one is repealed (or amended). The existing Access Directive in particular con-
tains provisions defining the legal basis for access125 and interconnection126 agreements, 
wherein: 

                                                 

125  Access is defined in AD Art. 2 (a): “access means the making available of facilities and/or services, to 
another undertaking, under defined conditions, on either an exclusive or non-exclusive basis, for the 
purpose of providing electronic communications services. It covers inter alia: access to network elements 
and associated facilities, which may involve the connection of equipment, by fixed or non-fixed means (in 
particular this includes access to the local loop and to facilities and services necessary to provide services 
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• Article 3.1 requires Member States to ensure that there are no restrictions preventing un-
dertakings to negotiate between themselves agreements on technical or commercial ar-
rangements for access/interconnection, in accordance with Community law; undertakings 
do not need to be authorised to operate in the Member State where access or intercon-
nection is requested.127  

• Article 4.1 requires operators to negotiate interconnection with each other for the purpose 
of providing publicly available electronic communications services, in order to ensure pro-
vision and interoperability of services throughout the Community.128 

• Article 5.1 and 5.2 empower the NRAs to set access and interconnection obligations, by 
explicitly mentioning promotion of efficiency, sustainable competition, and benefit to end-
users together with operational and technical conditions.129 

• Article 5.4 empowers NRAs to intervene with regard to access and interconnection at their 
own initiative where justified or, in the absence of agreement between undertakings, at the 
request of either of the parties involved, 

• According to recital 6 (Access Directive) NRAs should have the powers to secure, where 
commercial negotiations fail, adequate access and interconnection and interoperability of 
services in the interest of end-users. This indicates that in the first place it is up to opera-
tors to reach agreements on interconnection (including the appropriate billing regime). 

Besides these provisions that may be imposed on all operators, more specific obligations in 
terms of definition of interconnection services and processes and possibly related ser-
vices130 may need to be imposed on SMP operators, following a thorough market analysis 
(according to Articles 9-13 of the Access Directive). 

In a broader context the Framework Directive must also be considered. Political objectives 
and regulatory principles are laid out in Article 8, thereby providing NRAs with a framework 

                                                                                                                                                      

over the local loop), access to physical infrastructure including buildings, ducts and masts; access to 
relevant software systems including operational support systems, access to number translation or systems 
offering equivalent functionality, access to fixed and mobile networks, in particular for roaming, access to 
conditional access systems for digital television services; access to virtual network services;”  

126 Interconnection is defined in AD Art. 2 (b): “.interconnection. means the physical and logical linking of public 
communications networks used by the same or a different undertaking in order to allow the users of one un-
dertaking to communicate with users of the same or another undertaking, or to access services provided by 
another undertaking. Services may be provided by the parties involved or other parties who have access to 
the network. Interconnection is a specific type of access implemented between public network operators;” 

127 The norm addresses possible limitations in the national laws and lays down the principle of, in first instance, 
leaving to parties, even outside the national border, autonomy in setting up agreements, as long as they are 
in conformity with Community law.     

128 The rule mandates interconnection – also for ensuring provision of services and interoperability. This rule 
encompasses regulations which can be imposed using articles 5-8 of the Access Directive, and thus is the 
explicit legal base for enforcing obligations, also with regard to IP interconnection. 

129 Economic efficiency and competition are on a pair with detailed operational and technical conditions in 
maximizing end-user welfare – this allows, for instance – NRAs to impose measures which may address the 
reluctance of operators in allowing for more expedient and innovative forms of interconnection, such as 
“native” IP-IP instead of a bulky PSTN-IP-PSTN transaction. 

130 These related services include all services requested to build a full operational interconnection, e.g. access 
to interconnect location, bandwidth capabilities, collocation. 
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when developing principles for the regulatory treatment of IP interconnection in the context of 
the migration process from PSTN to IP-based networks and also for evaluation of different 
conceivable regulatory options. 

According to Article 8 (2) of the Framework Directive, NRAs shall promote competition by 
inter alia: 

• ensuring that there is no distortion or restriction in the electronic communications sector 
(Art. 8 (2) (b)); 

• encouraging efficient investment in infrastructure and promoting innovation (Art. 8 (2) (c)). 

Further, according to Article 8 (3) of the Framework Directive, NRAs shall contribute to the 
development of the internal market by inter alia: 

• removing remaining obstacles to the provision of electronic communications networks, 
associated facilities and services and electronic communications services at European 
level (Art. 8 (3) (a)); 

• encouraging the establishment and development of trans-European networks and the 
interoperability of pan-European services, and end-to-end connectivity (Art. 8 (3) (b)); 

• ensuring that, in similar circumstances, there is no discrimination in the treatment of un-
dertakings providing electronic communications networks and services (Art. 8 (3) (c)). 

C.1.2 Proposed Framework 

The existing regulatory framework of July 2002 is currently undergoing a review process. 
This process was started within the i2010 initiative as part of a renewed Lisbon strategy in 
June 2005 and is seen as one of the main challenges for establishing a European Informa-
tion Area. On Nov. 13, 2007, the Commission published several documents which, among 
other things, contain modification proposals for the regulatory package. As not all of them are 
relevant in the context of this paper, the focus lies on those modifications which are consid-
ered relevant for the topics dealt with here, mainly modifications of the Framework Directive 
(“FD”), the Access Directive (“AD”) and the Universal Service Directive (“UD”). 

Framework Directive 

• An additional sentence has been inserted in Art. 5 para 1 FD with regard to information to 
be provided by undertakings on network development. According to the new provision, 
undertakings providing electronic communication networks and services (ECNS) can be 
required to submit information concerning future network or service developments that 
could have an impact on the wholesale services made available to competitors.  

It is evident that the modification aims at increasing the transparency of incumbent opera-
tors’ plans concerning the development of NGNs for their competitors and wholesale part-
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ners; the Commission’s comments (p. 10) explicitly mentions NGN architecture as an ex-
ample for network developments. Apparently, the current more general wording in Art. 5 
FD which obliges Member States to ensure that ECNS providers deliver all information, 
including financial information necessary for NRAs to ensure conformity with the provi-
sions of, or decisions made in accordance with, the FD and other specific directives have 
not proven to be sufficient to justify information requests by NRAs directed to incumbent 
operators.  

• A new section on security and integrity of networks and services has been introduced as 
Art. 13a and 13b FD. Pursuant to the new stipulations,  

- Member States have to ensure that undertakings providing public communications 
networks or publicly available electronic communications services  

 have to take appropriate technical and organisational measures to maintain the se-
curity of their networks and services; and 

 that those measures must comply with a state-of-the-art security level corresponding 
to existing risks and must try to avoid or decrease the consequences of security 
breaches for users or interconnected networks; and 

  that those undertakings take appropriate measures to maintain network integrity in 
order to ensure a continuous availability of services provided over those networks.  

- The NRA must be informed of security or integrity breaches with significant impact on 
network operation or service provision and will report to the Commission every 3 
months on information received and measures taken. 

- The Commission may adopt technical enforcement measures including form and pro-
cedure of the aforementioned reporting obligations.  

- In addition, Member States ensure that NRAs may issue binding instructions to under-
takings providing public communications networks or publicly available electronic 
communications services to transmit information necessary to judge the security of 
their networks and services including documentation of their security measures and to 
charge an independent institution with a security check the results of which are to be 
submitted to the NRA.  

Those new provisions are relevant for this paper insofar, as the provisions on network in-
tegrity for fixed telephony service providers in Art. 23 UD are now extended to all kinds of 
electronic communication networks and services, including mobile and IP networks (see 
Commission comments, p. 10).  

• Concerning definitions, the term “associated facilities” in Art. 2 e) FD has been widened 
and now also covers explicitly systems for number or address translation as well as ducts, 
masts, street cabinets and buildings. 
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Access Directive 

• Art. 5 para 2 AD which allows NRAs when imposing access obligations pursuant to Art. 12 
AD on an operator to lay down technical or operational conditions by the operator to be 
met by the access provider, as well as the beneficiary, where necessary to ensure normal 
network operation, was shifted to Art. 12 para 3 AD.  

• Art. 5 para 4 AD, which stipulated Member States have to empower NRAs to intervene at 
their own initiative where justified or, in the absence of an agreement between the parties, 
at the request of either party involved to secure the policy objectives of Art. 8 FD, has 
been deleted.  

According to the comments given by the Commission (p. 11), “those provisions” (which 
apparently refers to Art. 5 para 4) were deleted due to an overlap with various other provi-
sions. As the reference to the policy objectives of Art. 8 FD covered, among other things, 
the contribution of NRAs to the internal market development by encouraging, inter alia, the 
interoperability of pan-European services, and end-to-end connectivity, the deletion of Art. 
5 para 4 AD is likely to have a disadvantageous impact on NRA’s efforts to ensure inter-
operability of services in an NGN environment. This, will become more important as on 
the one hand a greater variety of standards (IETF, ITU, proprietary) exists, while on the 
other hand, NRAs do not necessarily want to extend SMP regulation to functioning IP 
peering/transit arrangements. Therefore, the ERG holds the view that the power of NRAs 
to act on their own initiative to ensure end-to-end connectivity/interoperability should be 
maintained in Art. 5 para 4 AD.  

• The list of potential access obligations in Art. 12 para 1 AD has now been complemented 
by including an obligation to grant access to associated services with regard to identity, 
location and presence of the user. Pursuant to the Commission’s comments (p. 12), the 
new provision shall exclude discrimination concerning interconnected IP networks. 

Universal Service Directive 

• Concerning definitions, the former term “public telephone network” in Art. 2 (b) UD was 
considered not to be needed any more (Commission’ s comments, p. 11) and therefore 
deleted. 

• The definition of publicly available telephone services in Art. 2 (c) UD (“a service available 
to the public for originating and receiving national and international calls directly or indi-
rectly via CbC or CPS or resale and access to emergency services through a number or 
numbers in a national or international telephone numbering plan, and in addition may, 
where relevant, include one or more of the following services: the provision of operator 
assistance, directory enquiry services, directories, provision of public pay phones, provi-
sion of service under special terms, provision of special facilities for customers with dis-
abilities or with special social needs and/or the provision of non-geographic services”) 
must be read together with a modification to Art. 26 UD as Art. 26 para 2 UD now limits 
the obligation to provide access to emergency services to operators who offer a telephone 
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service for outgoing calls through a number or numbers in a national or international tele-
phone numbering plan.  

• In Art. 22 UD a new para 3 is inserted allowing the Commission to adopt technical imple-
menting measures concerning minimum quality of service requirements to be set by the 
NRA on undertakings providing public communications networks.  

This is a useful addition. However, the ERG considers that the power to set minimum 
quality of service requirements should be entrusted directly upon NRAs. As minimum 
quality of service requires measures on both the end-user and the network level, it should 
be clarified that NRAs can require minimum quality of service on the network level as well.  

In case it is not possible to do so in the UD, a second best option would be to empower 
NRAs in Art. 5 AD to set on their own initiative minimum quality of service requirements on 
operators of public communications networks. 

Data Protection Directive 

• The definition of “call” (Art. 2 (e)) does not make reference to the criterion of real time as 
in the current Directive. 

Questions (C.1 Existing and proposed Framework) 

5) How do you assess the proposed Framework in the light of the migration process to-
wards NGNs, their technical characteristics and economic implications? Are the propos-
als suite to address the specific challenges that these present? 

 

C.2 Relevant markets 

The new Recommendation on relevant markets issued by the European Commission in No-
vember 2007 led to the following markets susceptible to ex-ante regulation: 

1. Access to the public telephone network at a fixed location for residential and non-
residential customers. 

2. Call origination on the public telephone network provided at a fixed location.  

3. Call termination on individual public telephone networks provided at a fixed location131.  

4. Wholesale (physical) network infrastructure access (including shared or fully unbundled 
access) at a fixed location. 

                                                 

131 Different from the current Recommendation the former Recommendation additionally classified “Transit 
services in the fixed public telephone network” (Market 10) as susceptible to ex ante regulation. 
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5. Wholesale broadband access. 

6. Wholesale terminating segments of leased lines, irrespective of the technology used to 
provide leased or dedicated capacity. 

7. Voice call termination on individual mobile networks. 

In line with the document’s focus on interconnection in NGNs environment, it deals mainly 
with markets 2, 3 and 7 from the above list have to be dealt with. 

These may be contrasted with access-products like bitstream, where one operator uses the 
facilities of another operator instead of building its own infrastructure reflecting an operator’s 
“make or buy” decision. These markets are not dealt with in this paper. 

A number of NRAs are in the process of reviewing Markets 2, 3 and 7 with regard to IP: 

In Italy, for example, AGCOM has introduced in 2006 an IP interconnection obligation to 
SMP Operator in Markets 8,9 and 10 according to the principle of technological neutrality. In 
this context, Telecom Italia was obliged to temporarily apply the same PSTN economical 
conditions and provide access to the IP proprietary technical interfaces/protocols which itself 
use for its own services. At the same time, a specific proceeding was started to reach the 
definition at national level, and on the basis of ETSI, ITU standardization work, of standard-
ized technical specifications for IP interconnection. This last proceeding is not yet concluded. 
In addition, using Article 5.1 and 5.2 AGCOM has set a symmetrical obligation to adopt the 
most efficient way to interconnect networks to allow the interoperability of VoIP services (this 
means that whenever IP interconnection is more efficient than CSS7 interconnection, IP in-
terconnection should be adopted). In addition, AGCOM has introduced the obligation for op-
erators to give access to their technical interface/protocols and to all the technologies neces-
sary to allow interoperability of VoIP services. Standard protocols should be adopted when-
ever possible. A new market analysis for Markets 8, 9 and 10 should be started in may 2008 
and will include IP interconnection. 

These market analyses will be carried out as appropriate to national circumstances, taking 
utmost account of the Recommendation. This document cannot anticipate any results of fu-
ture market definitions. The aim of this chapter is to highlight further developments of these 
markets without assessing if future markets would be susceptible to ex ante regulation.  

The markets that are regulated today relate to the public telephone network. Telephone ser-
vices provided on the public telephone network are not confined to voice service, for which 
the public telephone network was originally designed but include fax and Internet access. 

It should be noted that the definition of the term “Public telephone network” is deleted in the 
Review proposals.  

In a first step NRAs will have to examine whether these markets, which had been traditionally 
reduced to interconnection for narrowband telephone services contain interconnection for 
broadband telephone services.  
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These markets would still be service-specific. Considering the background information given 
in this report the division between transport and service may lead to different market defini-
tions. 

One possible way would be to define markets for origination and termination regardless of 
the services that are originated and terminated. Markets for “transport interconnection” could 
emerge out of this approach. Pure transport interconnection would be similar to current inter-
connection arrangements on IP networks (transit and peering) at the transport level but do 
not distinguish between origination and termination. Therefore, only a single market for con-
nectivity rather than separate markets for origination and termination would be defined. Ac-
cordingly, the Commission speaks about a market for “Wholesale Internet connectivity” in its 
Explanatory Note to the new Recommendation. Originating and terminating Internet access 
providers do not receive any payment for terminating and originating traffic, which limits the 
possibility of exerting market power by asking for excessive origination/termination rates. 
Therefore, the connectivity market has in the past not been part of the recommendation as 
the “3 criteria” test was not deemed to have been fulfilled. This shows that different billing 
mechanisms which present different opportunities to abuse market power may lead to the 
delineation of different markets and different outcomes in terms of SMP. 

Thinking beyond today the implementation of different transport classes could lead to further 
connectivity sub-markets. Currently, network operators have no interconnection offers for 
transport classes in place which fulfil network performance parameters but this may change 
in the future as stated above. If such offers were established one would have to check 
whether higher network performance is to be considered a substitute for best effort or not.  

Another possible way would be to define multiple markets for origination and termination with 
reference to specific services. This could be the case if different market conditions are de-
terminable.  

Additional interconnection markets could arise at the service level. Access to SIP servers 
(e.g. routing information behind E-164 number) or services concerning AAA (authentication, 
authorization, and accounting) are often named in this context. 

This shows that interconnection markets will evolve over time and leads to the question if the 
wording used in Markets 2 and 3 of the Recommendation is future-proof.  

• What are the implications of the deletion of the definition of the term “public telephone 
network” from the Review proposals?  

• Is the term “call” sufficient for future markets that do not feature telephone services? 

It is likely that the term public telephone network will converge to the broader definition of 
electronic communication networks. This would confirm the multi-service network philosophy 
of NGN.  
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The term “call” is only defined in the Directive on privacy and electronic communications.132 
It may need to be described in a more general way such as call: generic generic term to de-
scribe the establishment, utilization, and release of a connection (bearer path) or data flow, 
where the flow is the bearer traffic associated with a given connection or connectionless 
stream having the same originating node, destination node, class of service, and session 
identification and connection is the bearer path, label switched path, virtual circuit, and/or 
virtual path established by call routing and connection routing. Such a definition seems to be 
more appropriate for further developments of interconnection markets. 

C.3 Bottlenecks and SMP positions 

As illustrated in Section A and B, NGNs are conceptually characterized by a horizontally lay-
ered structure differentiating between transport and services with both spheres comprising a 
multitude of functions and reference points (i.e. interfaces) defined by corresponding stan-
dards.133 While the Internet model is built around a “dumb” network layer concentrating the 
intelligence at the edge of the network (e.g. in clients and servers), the NGN model incorpo-
rates intelligent NGN-specific functions in addition to the edge device intelligence. NGN 
building blocks are defined in a generic way and practical implementation is left to vendors 
and operators which may have the possible effect that today’s service-related regulation will 
no longer be the adequate answer to competition problems. The NGN concept allows for 
multi-vendor and (possibly) multi-operator environments making functional interoperability on 
the various levels a key issue. 

C.3.1 Interoperability Issues 

When examining interoperability in an NGN environment a distinction must first be made dif-
ferentiated between vendor interoperability and operator interoperability.  

Operator interoperability is about open, standardised interfaces allowing one operator to ac-
cess another operator’s NGN and/or its related functions which may result in additional stan-
dardisation requirements. This issue is relevant between interconnected NGNs or between 
NGNs and interconnected legacy networks and may become critical in terms of competition 
at the various levels of the value chain where old bottlenecks may be fostered and new ones 
may be established. In the following, operator interoperability issues on the various NGN 
layers are examined by identifying potential bottlenecks that may become relevant in an 
NGN scenario from a regulatory point of view. In addition, issues that may be relevant in rela-
tion to operators having significant market power in a specific market are discussed in the 
following. 

                                                 

132   See also Sec. C.1.2. 
133  E.g. as specified by ITU, ETSI, or 3GPP. 
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Vendor interoperability is characterized by open, standardised interfaces allowing operators 
to combine equipment from different vendors within their own NGNs. Moreover, it can be 
considered a precondition for operator interoperability. Vendor interoperability is an issue 
mainly relevant to single operators deploying their own NGNs and mainly to be addressed in 
standardisation bodies, where NRAs do not intervene directly. However, the absence of ven-
dor interoperability has the potential of introducing new bottlenecks in interconnection, when 
a competing operator’s equipment is not compatible and interoperable with the equipment 
used by the incumbent operator. Therefore, vendor interoperability may become a regulatory 
issue as NRAs have to consider the possibility of market power being leveraged to a variety 
of markets by deploying NGN systems with vendor interoperability missing. Nevertheless, the 
ERG does not see a need to act ex ante but dispute resolution mechanism may need to be 
applied.134 

Question (C.3.1 Interoperability issues) 

6) What type of interoperability requirement do you consider necessary?  

 

C.3.2 Transport-related Bottlenecks 

The major bottleneck of today’s legacy telecommunication networks is the working access 
line connecting the individual customer. This situation is not expected to change in the future, 
as the customer has to be connected no matter whether it is a traditional or a next generation 
network. However, with access technologies evolving regulatory intervention (remedies) may 
have to be adjusted accordingly.135 Furthermore, these developments may influence the 
situation with regard to wholesale access markets, where the economic importance of ser-
vice competition could increase relative to infrastructure competition.136  

NGNs follow the concept of a universal core network utilising different fixed and wireless 
technologies in the access. Controlling these access networks is a necessary prerequisite for 
enabling operators to provide their customers with QoS-enabled products. As the service 
layer (see next section) exercises control on the transport layer, e.g. by reserving bandwidth 
for QoS-enabled services, bottlenecks may arise when service-related functionalities are not 
allowed (for technical or policy reasons) to interact with transport-related functionalities. 
Therefore, an integrated operator controlling both service and transport may have significant 
competitive advantages compared to an operator relying on wholesale offerings. 

                                                 

134  See Section C.3.4 below. 
135 E.g. the terms and conditions for unbundling may have to be adapted in order to address needs in the ad-

vent of new developments of hybrid fibre-copper access networks in combination with VDSL roll-out 
136 The ERG Common Position on Regulatory Aspects of NGA points out that the problem of bottlenecks will – 

at least – remain in Next Generation Access Networks. “Given that next generation access networks may be 
more likely to reinforce rather than fundamentally change the economics of local access networks, NGA may 
be likely to, at least, provide the same competition challenges to regulators as current generation wireline 
access networks.”, ERG (2007a), p. VII. 
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Impact of the charging mechanism on the relevance of transport bottleneck  

It was shown in Section B.2.3 that the termination bottleneck and the possibility to exploit 
SMP results from the interplay of three factors: a) physical bottleneck for termination; 
b) control of the E-164 number; c) charging mechanisms.  

The potential for abuse of the physical bottleneck for termination is closely linked to the 
charging mechanism. With CPNP, this bottleneck can be exploited because it entitles the 
terminating operator to receive a payment out of its position of control over this bottleneck. 
Furthermore, a high termination fee does not hurt the terminating operator’s market position 
in competing for customers since this fee is not levied on its own customers but ultimately 
levied on the customers of its interconnecting party, i.e. the calling party. Termination fees 
may work as a collusion device allowing access providers to keep retail prices high137,,. 
Therefore application of CPNP generally leads to the determination of SMP in the relevant 
termination market with subsequent remedies being necessary to apply.  

Thus, NGNs are in themselves unlikely to change market power in the market for termination 
of voice services as long as CPNP is the charging mechanism used. Application of the CPNP 
regimes therefore ultimately perpetuates the need for regulation to obtain cost-oriented ter-
mination rates.  

As can be seen from peering and transit agreements and the application of Bill & Keep provi-
sions for the termination of traffic on the last sement of the access provider’s network it is not 
capable of abusing the same market power growing out of the physical bottleneck if money 
flows are reversed and competition is effective at the retail level. If the broadband access 
provider is facing competition for its end-users, its incentive is to pay low transit fees.138.  

This analysis is in conformity with the Commission’s position on the connectivity market not 
included in the list of markets susceptible to ex-ante regulation as set out in the Explanatory 
emphasizing the relevance of direction of payment flows for the absence of . It is noted that it 
is the end-user who pays implicitly for sending and receiving packets and there was no 
wholesale payment for incoming traffic, where the charge is passed to the traffic sender via 
the network. Moreover, it did not consider it necessary to include the connectivity market in 
the list of markets to be subject to ex-ante regulation139. 

                                                 

137  See Armstrong (1998 
138 See Explanatory Memorandum (2007), p. 36. „Since any terminating charge is incorporated into the overall 

amount that is charged by the ISP (and faced by the end-user), and end-users can switch between compet-
ing ISPs, ISPs have an incentive to minimise the termination charges that they pay.“ 

 
139 See Commission (2007), p. 37 „There are a number of differences between the typical arrangements for 

terminating calls on the public telephone network and delivering packets to destination addresses on the 
public Internet. In the latter case, end-users are implicitly paying to both send and receive packets. It is not 
automatically or typically the case that incoming traffic is charged for and that this charge is passed to the 
traffic sender via the sender’s network. As indicated above, traffic connectivity can be arranged in a number 
of ways. Entry barriers to this market are low and although there is evidence of economies of scale and that 
the ability to strike mutual traffic exchange (peering) agreements is helped by scale, this alone cannot be 
construed as inhibiting competition. Therefore, unlike the case of call termination in section 4.2.1, there is no 
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Bill & Keep avoids the need for determining termination rates and thereby significantly re-
duces the need for regulatory intervention as long as two conditions are fullfilled: 

• The transit market on IP-backbones is sufficiently competitive to exert competitive 
pressures on IP-backbone providers. With an oligopoly of tier 1 providers allowing 
choice of transit provider this condition has so far been considered to be fulfilled.  

• The broadband access market is sufficiently competitive so that access providers are 
under competitive pressures to be prevented from establishing abusive mark-ups on 
retail prices.  

Therefore where Bill & Keep applies it is unlikely that SMP will be the outcome of a market 
analysis for the termination market.  

Question (C.3.2 Impact of charging mechanism on transport bottlenecks) 

7) How do you assess different wholesale charging mechanisms in the light of the trans-
port-related bottlenecks? 

 

QoS for NGN services 

On the NGN core network, traffic is exchanged on IP layer as is the case in many of today’s 
legacy data networks. While this traffic exchange based on IP packets today is mainly per-
formed on a “best effort” basis, NGNs are expected to offer (and guarantee) service and 
quality levels for value added and real-time services as e.g. voice, video or gaming. There-
fore, interconnection in NGNs is enhanced allowing operators to differentiate services by 
defining network performance parameters e.g. minimum delay, jitter, packet loss or band-
width needed for the provision of a certain service.  

Such QoS control might imply the introduction of a premium transport class that requires ac-
cess to associated transport-related functionalities, as without proper access to these func-
tionalities interconnection will be possible on a best effort basis only. It is evident that the 
introduction of interconnection transport classes providing better quality than best effort is a 
potential bottleneck. Possible strategies to prevent such a situation would be 

• imposing non-discrimination in the case of an SMP operator in the relevant market, or 

• imposing minimum quality (independent of SMP) in the case it is proven that there exists a 
strategic incentive to deteriorate best-effort transport – applicability of Art 5 AD, Art 22 re-
fers to transport layer. 

                                                                                                                                                      

a priori presumption that ex ante market analysis is required. Therefore, no market for wholesale Internet 
connectivity (or delivery of incoming packets) is identified for the purposes of the Recommendation.“ 
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In the discussion regarding quality issues in an NGN context, it is often questioned whether 
QoS will be demanded and paid for at all by the end customer because they do not perceive 
any differences. This question has to be looked at with a broader view as it seems likely that 
demand may rather come from providers than from end customers. Service providers know 
best about the quality demand for their services, e.g. what delay and jitter is acceptable for 
video telephony or what bandwidth is needed for video streaming. 

In traditional telecommunications networks, the issue of providing quality across network 
borders and within third-party networks is usually addressed by setting up mutual service 
level agreements (SLA). In NGNs, that problem remains, as current technology is still not 
very well equipped to support end-to-end quality across IP network borders.140 This may 
result in NGN operators having to agree on mutual SLAs again to guarantee network bound-
ary quality.141 NRAs will have to monitor the situation and prepare for regulatory intervention 
when network border quality becomes a bottleneck for alternative providers. This may be the 
case regarding interconnection between NGNs, and between NGNs and legacy networks 
alike.  

Further potential bottlenecks are the various associated facilities used in IP interconnection, 
including firewalls, proxy servers, and network address translators. 

C.3.3 Service-related Bottlenecks 

The service layer comprises several functions with regard to service and control, customer 
profile management, and applications (e.g. for realizing APIs). These functions are invoked 
by applications and will utilize transport/service-related functions for provisioning of services 
to the end-users. 

One critical factor is the question whether service-related functions are open or closed to 
competing operators. The extent to which information, functions and interfaces will be open 
to competitors will be important for the regulatory assessment regarding NGN impact on the 
services to be offered to the consumers. However, this question should not be answered 
based on generic NGN principles or standards; instead, this should be evaluated by NRAs as 
soon as practical NGN implementations are known in detail. To illustrate the complexity, the 
following list shows some example functions situated on the service layer: 

• Home Subscriber Server; 

• User Profile / User Identity; 

• Location Information; 

• Call Session Control Function; 
                                                 

140 Cp. MPLS interconnection issues currently being subject to work in progress. 
141 It has to be mentioned in this context that agreeing on SLAs for IP-based traffic is significantly more complex 

than in legacy telco networks because more different elements need to be considered. 
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• Charging Collection Function / Online Charging System; 

• Policy Decision Function; 

• Border Gateway Control Function; 

• Authentication and Key Agreement; 

• Terminal Capabilities. 

Barring the access to this kind of functions as well as restricting access to the SIP servers 
(providing access to numbering information), may be considered a bottleneck, if hindering 
service interoperability (end-to-end connectivity) and interconnection. 

Apart from the general requirement of open interfaces, interoperability of similar functions in 
different NGNs may be another issue for regulatory attention. Differing standards, incompati-
ble data formats, and proprietary implementations may cause the occurrence of new bottle-
necks. NRAs will have to define, where and to what extent interoperability on the NGN ser-
vice layer is necessary in order to prevent competition problems. It is not a regulatory target 
per se to enforce interoperability on all NGN layers and for all services and applications, but 
to intervene when practical competition problems occur. Such competition problems can be 
expected to be more critical when general access to users on network layer (“Internet-style” 
access) is restricted for other operators (networks) in one or the other aspect. 

Regarding applications (including APIs142) and services offered within an NGN, it would be 
desirable that the service layer is designed to enable a more efficient and modular creation of 
new services and to allow for third-party service development and offering. Moreover, regard-
ing the universal compatibility and re-usability of applications created for one NGN to be 
used on another. NGNs from different operators and vendors should provide standardised 
interfaces and functions to enable service providers to offer their services in more than one 
NGN and to benefit from economies of scale effects.  

The high penetration figures of popular Internet applications to a significant extent rely on the 
universal compatibility of applications in the Internet TCP/IP model as global access to users 
via the network layer is generally open. 

Voice services in a NGN environment need transport and service interconnection as the for-
mer provides connectivity, while the latter provides the necessary service-related control and 
signalling functionalities.143 Regarding termination of calls based on VoIP this means in prin-
ciple, that voice data packets – regarding transport– might be sent to each and every public 
(IP) address on the (Inter)net. Though this ubiquitous connectivity in principle has the poten-

                                                 

142  Applications in the NGNs utilise application programming interfaces (API), originally known from software 
development allowing programs to access other software systems. Today, APIs are also provided by several 
services on the Internet. Cp. http://www.flickr.com/services/api/, http://www.youtube.com/dev, 19.12.2006. 

143 The distinction between transport and service interconnection has an important implication. Understanding 
service interconnection as including solely service-specific aspects, service interconnection may not fulfil the 
definition of Art. 2 (a) AD because it does not necessarily include the physical linking of NGN domains. 
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tial of breaking the termination monopoly for voice calls, the control functions on the service 
layer generally will prevent such procedure. VoIP calls are set up using higher-level proto-
cols, e.g. SIP, that provide a translation from an individual customer’s E.164 number or Inter-
net-style “user name” to an actual IP address that is needed for a call to be terminated. As 
this IP address is only known by the customer’s VoIP provider144, the termination monopoly 
is set to remain also in the NGN world as the called party’s VoIP provider is still needed to 
terminate a call, even though only with regard to signalling matters.  

Furthermore, NGN voice telephony in most cases will still involve the usage of E.164 num-
bers that are often demanded as identifier (CLI or Calling Line Identification) when intercon-
necting with legacy voice telephony networks and, most importantly, when calling emergency 
services, 112. This further fosters the importance of (VoIP) telephony providers having E.164 
numbers allocated. 

 “Telco-style” approaches to the integration of new services into an IP-based platform are 
significantly different from those that are typical for the Internet today. For the Internet, ser-
vices are generally implemented at the edge of the network, often by the addition of new 
servers, or of new software into end systems. VoIP is an obvious example, where a service 
provider might achieve market entry by simply deploying SIP servers and (for pri-
vacy/security reasons) Session Border Controllers and connecting them to the Internet, with-
out making any special arrangements with network operators.  

This is viable only to the extent that the underlying networks already provide the kind of con-
nectivity that is needed and this model of service deployment provides no inherent solution if 
needed transport services are not inherently present in the network – for example, support 
for different classes of service. 

By contrast, the NGN concepts that many incumbent operators are implementing (or propose 
to implement), such as BT’s 21CN, seek to integrate currently separate networks into a sin-
gle network and service platform with a centralized control platform containing corresponding 
functions for the different types of services, as well as a service/application creation envi-
ronment. This approach can support access by a range of devices and corresponding access 
networks by means of corresponding access gateways; at the same time, it can also support 
the integration of mobile access by means of the IP Multimedia System (IMS). 

The two concepts (Internet versus NGN) imply different interconnection strategies, both at 
the transport and at the service layer. For example, a pure service provider with little or no 
infrastructure can easily offer services at a national or even international level using the pub-
lic Internet, as is the case with Skype or SIPgate. By contrast, the integration of new services 
into an NGN (based, for instance, on IMS) will require strong coordination with the NGN op-
erator, and thus depends on the latter’s willingness to open up the NGN to independent ser-

                                                 

144 Typically, the end customer is provided with an IP address from the access provider’s IP address pool. This 
IP address may change from one log-in to another (dynamic IP address) or may stay the same from one log-
in to another (static IP address). However, the IP address will change in any case when the customer logs in 
to a different access provider’s network utilising a different IP address space. 
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vice providers. NRAs should observe the evolution and effective application of the concept(s) 
to prevent the build up of “walled garden(s)”. 

Question (C.3 Bottlenecks and SMP positions) 

8) Do you see other areas (potential bottlenecks) for regulatory intervention? 

  

C.4 Measures 

C.4.1 Symmetric regulation (Art. 4 and Art. 5 Access Directive) 

Generally, providers of electronic communications service can be obliged to symmetric obli-
gation to negotiate interconnection according to Art. 5 AD. This applied to both PSTN and IP-
networks. The provisions have been rarely used. 

A notable exception has been AGCOM, which has recently set a symmetrical obligation ref-
erencing to Article 5.1 and 5.2 to adopt the most efficient way to interconnect networks to 
allow the interoperability of VoIP services (this means that whenever IP interconnection is 
more efficient than CSS7 interconnection, IP interconnection should be adopted). In addition, 
AGCOM has introduced the obligation for operators to give access to their technical inter-
face/protocols and to all the technologies necessary to allow interoperability of VoIP services. 
Standard protocols should be adopted whenever possible.    

As QoS mechanisms are not yet widely deployed at interconnection points and due to the 
interdependence between each network involved in the session, one operator could be un-
willing to invest in QoS mechanisms if the interconnected networks have no intention to do 
so. Thus, NRAs can also use symmetric regulation tools in order to enhance QoS develop-
ment between different networks, as operators will have real benefit from QoS implementa-
tion when QoS mechanisms are widely supported and in place at interconnection points.  

C.4.2 Measures based on USO directive 

• Regulators could require operators to provide public information about QoS information, 
based on articles 20 and 22 of the Universal Service Directive. Obviously, such evaluation 
would require agreed and comparable indicators to be used by all concerned operators. In 
order to verify that there is no discrimination of QoS between operators interconnecting, 
NRA may also add other relevant QoS measurements.  

• Moreover, NRA should have the possibility to recommend or even to set minimum levels 
of quality of service. This relates to the fact that there might only be a willingness to pay 
for a premium transport class in case the best effort class quality is “bad enough”. There-
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fore operators might have an incentive to degrade their best effort class (see new provi-
sion in Art. 22 para 3 UD).  

Question (C.4.2 Measures based on USO directive) 

9) a) Do you consider sufficient to potentially regulate minimum quality (Art. 22 USD new 
 para 3)? 

 b)  Does this require additional regulation at the wholesale level? 

 c)  What is your opinion on ERG’s consideration that the power to set minimum quality of 
 service requirements (both, on end-user and network level) should be entrusted di-
 rectly to NRAs? 

 

C.4.3 SMP-Remedies (based on Art. 7, 15, 16 Framework Directive)  

The following imposition of remedies applies only in those cases where SMP has been found 
on a relevant market susceptible to ex-ante regulation, i.e. the market has passed the 3-
criteria test.  

Regulatory implications regarding termination bottleneck 

• CPNP leads to SMP in termination markets usually implying ex-ante price regulation rem-
edy  

In case NRAs want to shift to a Bill & Keep regime they could consider imposing termina-
tion rates of zero for the terminating segment after the last switch.   
 
According to Art. 13 para. AD 2 NRAs shall ensure that any cost recovery mechanism or 
pricing methodology that is mandated serves to promote efficiency and sustainable com-
petition and maximise consumer benefits. As is the case now with price control obligations 
imposed in the form of fair and reasonable prices it can similarly be argued that Bill & 
Keep is a price control measure fulfilling these objectives.  

The possibility to impose Bill & Keep under the current regulatory framework could be ex-
plored further by ERG as well as other means to move towards Bill & Keep. 

Regulatory implications regarding QoS 

• While core networks are migrating to NGN architectures, new forms of discrimination 
based on QoS discrepancies could emerge between a larger operator’s services and 
those provided by interconnecting operators. NRAs should prevent any anticompetitive 
behaviour from SMP operators that might degrade quality of the interconnection with 
some specific networks to benefit their own quality service. In order to avoid this possible 
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deviation, NRAs can use existing tools to impose non-discrimination obligations on SMP 
carriers in case markets have been defined accordingly. 

Regulatory implications regarding Interfaces 

• The capacity and converged nature of NGN’s offer potential for development of new ser-
vices and service propositions. At the same time, the implementation of NGN’s is ex-
pected to lead to a clear distinction between service-specific functions and transport func-
tions common to all services. Such distinction could support more rapid and less costly 
development of new services than legacy networks currently allow. The same distinction 
could allow an SMP operator to provide interfaces for competitors to control services 
transported over its own network, which could promote effective competition in two ways: 
a) reduce barriers to the entry of new players, who could enter the market with limited in-
vestment in infrastructure, and b) allow competitors with more substantial investments in 
infrastructure to increase scale by using the SMP operator’s network to extend the market 
addressable by their services.  

NRA’s may therefore need to consider interventions to make such interfaces available. 
The interfaces are likely to be technically sophisticated and will be subject to change as 
new services are developed. Opportunities could therefore arise for forms of discrimina-
tion other than price. For example, the owner of the transport network could control the 
relevant functions using a separate or enhanced version of the interfaces from the one it 
offers to its competitors, and therefore frustrate equality of access to the network. 

The ex ante framework allows NRAs to address differences in the product quality by ap-
plying non-discrimination obligations to providers found to have SMP. However, where 
these obligations may not be sufficient to deliver a level playing field, NRA’s could con-
sider more stringent requirements, including equivalence. 

Equivalence is a remedy in respect of a wholesale service, which requires the SMP opera-
tor to provide the same service both to its external wholesale customers and to its internal 
downstream operations. In its stricter form, known as equivalence of inputs, the SMP op-
erator is required to provide the same service to both external and internal users on the 
same timescales, terms and conditions (including price and service levels) by means of 
the same systems and processes, and includes the provision to both external and internal 
users of the same commercial information about such products, services, systems and 
processes. Under a less strict form, equivalence of outcomes, the wholesale input sup-
plied to the SMP operator’s own downstream divisions is equivalent to the comparable 
product or service supplied to other users, but is not necessarily supplied in an identical 
manner. 

C.5 Costing and Pricing 

The cost structures of NGN when compared to legacy networks will probably differ in a num-
ber of ways. 
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It is generally accepted that NGNs core will lead to a lower overall cost level due to increased 
economies of scale and that the cost structure will change with a higher proportion of com-
mon costs compared to legacy networks. The use of common platforms to deliver multiple 
services across one network exploits economies of scope allowing the opportunity to recover 
an overall lower cost base across a range of services.  

 The Opex and Capex of a NGN are forecast to be significantly lower in the long term than 
current legacy technologies as NGN core networks are generally seen as providing a 
more efficient network design and usage. The main reasons for this can be summarised 
as: 

- less physical layers (fewer network hierarchy levels); 

- fewer network components and interfaces (rationalisation of network components), in 
particular fewer nodes per layer (depending on the technology adopted);  

- higher capacity of NGN equipment, because of packet switching technology, resulting 
in lower per unit cost (€/bit). 

These three factors – simpler network structure with fewer levels and fewer nodes at each 
level plus more efficient equipment (packet switching technology) – lead to a reduction in the 
total per unit cost of NGN core networks.  

Common and fixed costs of NGNs will represent a high percentage of total costs with a rela-
tively lower percentage of costs incremental to individual products or services compared to 
legacy networks.  

The cost/volume relationship of a NGN seems to be shallower at current volumes than leg-
acy networks suggesting that increases in volumes will have a relatively low incremental cost 
impact. 

Taking these factors into account, NRAs will need to consider how modelling and costing 
approaches are adapted in supporting costing and pricing decisions in SMP markets 

The technological neutral guidance on regulatory accounting principles published by 
ERG145 will continue to apply for the calculation of NGN costs. While the accepted costing 
principles of cost causality and recovery of efficiently incurred costs remain valid, their appli-
cation might need to be adapted to take proper account of new cost drivers. Also, allocation 
keys for the relatively higher share of common costs need to be adjusted where necessary to 
ensure competitive neutrality, e.g. of bundled offers. The use of current cost accounting 
(CCA) together with LRIC or efficiently incurred FAC/FDC is a preferable framework for esti-
mating efficient costs. CCA when used to inform pricing decisions sends economically sound 

                                                 

145 ERG (05) 29 – ERG CP „Guidelines for implementing the Commission Recommendation C(2005) 3480 on 
Accounting Separation & Cost Accounting Systems under the regulatory framework for electronic communi-
cations”, see ERG website www.erg.eu.int; and IRG (05) 40 IRG PIBs on CCA, see IRG website: 
www.irg.eu. 
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signals to the market as it calculates the costs relevant for decision making in a competitive 
market. NGNs will become or are already the accepted modern equivalent asset (MEA) for 
core networks.  

A key feature of a robust NGN model is likely to be the way in which it deals with the capabili-
ties of the technology to deliver multiple services across a network with a high proportion of 
common costs. This suggests that NRAs will need to understand the cost orientation and 
cost recovery (pricing) implications of both SMP and non-SMP services running across the 
NGN platform.  

The use of traditional costing methodologies, such as LRIC, will need to be adapted to rec-
ognise the different cost characteristics of NGNs. As all services (voice, data, video) are con-
verted into a similar format (i.e. packets) in NGNs traditional parameters (cost drivers) such 
as minutes and distance are no longer the most relevant. Hence, the calculation must reflect 
per bit cost or capacity required by the service measured e.g. with contended bandwidth (de-
fined as the absolute bandwidth required for each service taking into account, delay, priority, 
QoS) or number of packets/sec or number of simultaneous calls. Contended bandwidth 
measures the dimensioning needs for the network and can therefore be identified as the 
main (but not only) cost driver. The change of parameters as well as the change of network 
structure is likely to result in a change of the current narrow-band IC pricing structure, i.e. the 
minute-based 3-stage (local, single, and double transit) structure will not be appropriate for a 
packet based network (see below pricing regime).  

There is a possibility that an operator may be left with stranded legacy assets as NGN’s are 
introduced. However, following the technology neutral costing principles, these costs are not 
relevant for regulatory accounting and are not accepted. Any “double counting” should be 
avoided and legacy assets should not be costed. Also, the sub-optimal use of capacity in the 
migration period (due to running in parallel the legacy and the next generation network) may 
not lead to a cost increase as this would be inefficient while only the cost of an efficient op-
erator should be taken into account.  

In general the cost of efficient service provision should be used as the cost standard for ap-
proval of interconnection rates. The pricing should be valid irrespective of whether intercon-
nection is realized via circuit-switched or packet-switched networks, since strict application of 
the cost standard of long-run incremental costs requires the efficient technology used by the 
market players to be taken as a basis. Consideration must also be given to the fact that the 
concept of the cost of efficient service provision does not differentiate the price according to 
technology used or account for the existence of different prices for the same service. Basing 
prices on efficient technology also provides incentives for speeding up the migration to this 
technology. 

Based on the hypothesis that the economic rationale for NGN's is partly based on the expec-
tation that the costs of delivering voice services in the long run will be no higher (and proba-
bly significantly lower) than using legacy PSTN technologies then it is reasonable for NRAs, 
in modelling/evaluating NGN costs and/or associated pricing decisions, to assume that the 
cost of voice services will be no higher than currently calculated. 
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Pricing regime under CPNP 

The following section applies only in a CPNP world where SMP has been found in the rele-
vant termination markets and a price control measure according to Art. 13 AD was imposed. 
Once in a Bill & Keep regime, prices do not need to be set by regulators any longer. 

It is important that the pricing methods send the right economic signals in the relevant mar-
kets and reflects properly the underlying cost drivers. For example, prices should not be set 
at a level that distorts investment decisions or allows exploitation / leverage of market power.  

This section discusses established wholesale pricing methods and the ways in which they 
may apply in a NGN environment. It would appear that some methods would suit the chang-
ing economics of an NGN better than others. For example as the share of common costs is 
likely to be higher than in legacy network costs, this may lend itself more easily to capacity 
based charging at the wholesale level and flat rate pricing on the retail level than in an EBC 
regime. It could be that a specific charging mechanism fits “naturally ” for certain services.146 
However, recent developments across most European retail markets show that flat rates are 
also sustainable under EBC wholesale regimes. 

EBC vs. CBC as possible regimes for a NGN pricing structure under CPNP 

Wholesale charges in a CPNP model can either take the form of Element Based Charging 
(EBC) or Capacity Based Charging (CBC). Both systems constitute cost-based systems in 
the sense that NRAs refer to specific efficient cost standards when they determine wholesale 
rates thereby assuring efficient incentives for investment, i.e. dimensioning the capacity of 
the network required to handle the traffic at peak time. Usually, the efficient costs consist of 
LRAIC plus a mark-up for common costs including an appropriate rate of return on capital 
employed. 

EBC147 

EBC is the pricing system predominantly used for the regulation of narrowband interconnec-
tion rates in Europe.148 Under EBC, the interconnection rates depend on the number of net-
work elements that are required for the completion of a call. Before the application of EBC 
interconnection rates were largely distance-related. By changing to EBC, it was intended to 
better reflect the underlying cost drivers and structure of networks, whose costs are becom-
ing progressively less sensitive to distance. 

                                                 

146 Cf. section C.6. 
147  See Vogelsang (2006, Ch. 3.2.1/3.2.2) for a comprehensive discussion of EBC and CBC as well as their 

specific properties. 
148  More extensive descriptions of the implementation of EBC can be found in the numerous IC rates decisions 

of NRAs, e.g. BNetzA (2006) or Ofcom (2005) www.ofcom.org.uk/consult/condocs 
/regfinch/main/regfinch.pdf 

http://www.ofcom.org.uk/consult/condocs
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The price structure reflects the network structure in terms of hierarchy and topology, and in 
most countries tariffs are differentiated in local, single transit and double transit. The category 
applied depends on the number of switches passed. Each call – either local, single or double 
transit – is characterized by a certain profile of network usage implying the specific network 
elements passed by the call. As in a circuit switched network, each connection passes a pre-
defined path (routes), the network elements are known in advance (by way of the routing 
matrix) and the cost of a call is the sum of the costs of the elements passed. To determine 
the total network costs the capacity needs to be dimensioned to carry the traffic at the busy 
hour (peak load pricing also known as time of day weighting). For this, analytical bottom-up 
cost models are applied in many countries. 

Under EBC, usage of interconnection services is usually charged on a per-minute basis as 
minutes can be measured relatively easily. 

EBC may be less appropriate in the context of IP-based networks where a relatively higher 
portion of common costs makes the allocation of costs to network elements less easy. 

If EBC is carried over to NGN, the price structure would need to be adjusted according to the 
NGN architecture, i.e. most likely there would only be a 2-level price structure and the num-
ber of network nodes (= PoI) would be less. Moreover, the usage would likely not be meas-
ured in minutes any more, but in (contended) bandwidth used (bits per second).  

CBC 

In a CBC regime the interconnection charge does not depend on the volume of traffic ex-
changed between the operators; it only depends on the traffic bandwidth (i.e. number of 
channels) that both parties have agreed on the contract.  

This modality implies that both interconnected operators allocate the necessary network re-
sources to guarantee the interconnection demand, with a charging structure based on the 
number of interconnection links agreed between both parties. 

The central feature distinguishing CBC from EBC is that, under the CBC, system bandwidth 
(channels or bit/s) is being bought in advance by competitors. This leads to a change in risk 
sharing between incumbent and competitor as CBC requires competitors to plan the dimen-
sioning of capacities more carefully. This may pose a problem in particular for smaller opera-
tors as they have a smaller customer base. Such a risk distribution between incumbent and 
competitors might lead to a higher degree of market concentration.  

In a CBC regime, the price would therefore depend on the capacity required at peak time as 
this determines the share of costs to be borne by the competitor according to the bandwidth 
booked. The price would be expressed in €/Kbit/s.  

CBC regime allows operators to request a specific capacity for interconnection and pay a flat 
rate charge that reflects the fixed cost nature of the interconnection capacity. As interconnec-
tion capacity is dimensioned to peak-hour traffic, CBC rates reflect true economic costs and 
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do not require spreading such fixed costs over projected traffic minutes to arrive at a per-
minute charge.  

In this way, CBC allows operators to benefit from the economies of scale of incumbent op-
erators and decreases unitary prices compared to time-based interconnection. Further, it 
provides additional tools and incentives to operators to increase the flexibility in retail tariffs. 

Compared to time-based interconnection, alternative operators benefit, and achieve higher 
levels of usage, from lower effective termination prices when they contract capacity based 
interconnection. Beyond a certain threshold of minutes, the per minute cost decreases sub-
stantially. This implies that (except for the smaller or niche operators), it is a very convenient 
system for interconnection.149 

Question (C.5 Costing and Pricing ) 

10) a) Do you agree with the description of the relevant change regarding the cost level, the 
 cost drivers and the cost structure? 

 b) For a pricing regime under CPNP, which of the wholesale pricing regimes (EBC or 
 CBC) do you consider more appropriate for IP interconnection? 

 

C.6 Charging Mechanisms 

The charging mechanism that usually applies in PSTN and mobile networks is CPNP, where 
termination services are paid for at the wholesale level following the direction of call flows. In 
IP-based networks if wholesale payments for transit apply, they flow in the upstream direc-
tion. There are no payments for the terminating segment of the broadband access provider. 
The different charging mechanisms predominantly used in practice and their implications 
have been described in section C2.  

As networks migrate towards NGN infrastructure it is unclear a priori whether these future 
networks will be governed by the mechanisms currently used in IP-networks or whether the 
mechanisms currently applied in the PSTN will be carried over to NGNs. 

The charging mechanism, deals with “who pays” as opposed to “what is being paid for” which 
was the topic of the previous section. Coupled with a direction of payment flows it may have 
implications on the definition of relevant markets and the determination of SMP as has been 
discussed in sections C2 and C3. 

A number of NRAs have taken up these issues initiating discussion on the appropriate charg-
ing mechanisms for NGNs .150 In Austria and Slovenia, for example, a dialogue has been 
                                                 

149  Examples of existing CBC regimes in Spain and Poland can be found in Country Studies in Annex 3. 
150 For details see Annex 2. 
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initiated covering the future billing method to be used when settling interconnection costs 
between NGNs and the question whether Bill and Keep might be a preferable billing method 
within an NGN environment. In Germany, the Federal Network Agency published its “Key 
elements of IP Interconnection” which reflect the current state of the debate acknowledging 
that many issues are still open due to lacking practical experiences with interconnection of 
IP-based networks. And in the UK, NGNuk commissioned a report151 “NGN Interconnection: 
Charging Mechanisms and Economic Efficiency”. The EU-Commission has commissioned a 
study on “The Future of IP Interconnection: Technical, Economic, and Public Policy Aspects” 
which was published in January 2008.152 This study, inter alia, elaborated on the relationship 
between the wholesale billing regime and the existence of the termination problem. 

Some NRAs consider Bill & Keep a promising concept that should be aimed at in the medium 
to longer term. They focus on further studying how to best achieve this goal including finding 
answers that arise in a transition phase to a new system. Some NRA’s, while recognising the 
merits of Bill & Keep, rather emphasize the risks implied by a change from the well-
established regulatory regime of mainstream PSTN and mobile services and therefore see 
the need for further study. 

Next to the objectives and principles mentioned in the Regulatory Framework (see Section 
C.1) the following economic criteria should be adhered to when NRAs evaluate different 
charging mechanisms: 

• Sustainable competition should be intensified 

• Efficient investment should be encouraged 

• Incentives for efficient network use should be given 

• Transaction costs of market players as well as for NRAs implied by a particular intercon-
nection regime should be minimized.153  

• Interconnection regimes should avoid potentials for regulatory induced arbitrage.154 Ex-
ploitation of such potentials might reduce market efficiency.  

• Network externalities should be internalised155   

                                                 

151 NGNuk (2007) 
152 WIK-Consult (2008) 
153 Transaction costs can take different forms such as: costs of negotiations, measurement costs (traffic), costs 

incurred through delaying the achievement of interconnection agreements, costs of interconnection disputes 
(market players, NRS, courts), of determining interconnection rates (e.g. cost modelling), of adapting to a 
new interconnection regime / possible changes with regard to retail pricing systems. additionally to transac-
tion costs in a narrow sense (like costs of negotiation) rent seeking behaviour also causes transaction costs. 
This list is not meant to be exhaustive. See also Vogelsang (2006), ch. 2.1.4. Marcus (2006) elaborates on 
this issue focussing on intercarrier compensation charges and intercarrier compensation accounting as well 
as dispute resolution, ch. 3.3.1 & 3.3.2. 

154 It should be noted that in competitive markets arbitrage is efficiency-enhancing. The term is regulatory in-
duced arbitrage refers to rent-seeking behaviour that seeks to take advantage of cost or revenue disparities 
that are due solely to regulation (DeGraba, 2000, p.1). 
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The two systems CPNP and Bill & Keep156 exhibit very different properties with regard to 
these points, which will be discussed after giving a definition for CPNP and Bill & Keep. 

C.6.1 Definition of charging mechanism discussed 

CPNP 

The regime most commonly employed so far in traditional circuit-switched networks is CPNP. 
Under CPNP, the network operator of the calling party pays for the whole call and the receiv-
ing party’s operator pays nothing for incoming traffic. Instead, the called party’s operator re-
ceives a payment for the termination service provided to the calling party’s network. 

Bill & Keep 

Under Bill & Keep the terminating access network operator does not receive payments at the 
wholesale level for the termination provided. Instead, it recovers its costs incurred for termi-
nation –- and any payments for upstream connectivity – by billing them to its end customers.  

Bill & Keep might be applied for the terminating segment after the last switch (BRAS), i.e. the 
boundary between core and backhaul network. Transit networks are not included in the Bill & 
Keep model as discussed here and may charge for their service.157  

Since termination costs for the last segment are by definition recovered from the end-user 
and not accounted for at the wholesale level symmetry of traffic flows cannot be considered a 
requirement for the applicability of Bill & Keep.158  

C.6.2 On the relationship of retail and wholesale charging mechanisms 

Wholesale and retail charging mechanisms are related because interconnection prices affect 
the structure as well as the level of the interconnecting operator’s costs, impacting on the 
cost recovery and the retail prices of the services provided to the end-users159.  

Retail billing mechanisms can be Calling Party Pays (CPP) structurally corresponding to 
CPNP160 in which the calling party bears all the cost of a call or Receiving Party Pays (RPP), 

                                                                                                                                                      

155 Telephone networks are a typical example of positive network externalities. Network externalities may arise 
when the decision of an individual to join a network does not take into account the (positive) effect this has 
on other users of the network.  

156 With regard to the properties of Bill & Keep see e.g. ERG (2007), Ch. 4.2.3.; Marcus (2006a); or – very ex-
tensively – Vogelsang (2006), Ch. 3. For an analysis of CPNP properties, see also Vogelsang (2006), Ch. 3. 

157  Applying Bill & Keep for the terminating segment after the last switch can be considered a minimum sce-
nario. It may also be conceivable that the area of application of Bill & Keep might be extended by applying it 
already from PoIs higher up in the network hierarchy. See C.6.10 

158  Peering agreements that usually do require some degree of traffic symmetry should not be confounded with 
the definition of Bill & Keep. The requirements for the applicability of peering are laid out in network opera-
tors’s peering policies.  

159  Vogelsang (2006), Ch. 3.3.1 and 7.3.3. 
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in which the receiving party pays part of the call rather corresponding to Bill & Keep161. Nev-
ertheless these structural similarities do not preclude flexibility in combining different whole-
sale and retail regimes. 

Generally, applying CPNP as billing principle using EBC on a minute basis tends to set a 
floor for the retail price of a call because termination fees are perceived as costs for the net-
work operator providing the voice service even if aggregated payments for termination net 
out due to traffic symmetry. Such a structure of wholesale pricing has therefore frequently 
lead to a differentiation of on-net and off-net prices (in mobile networks and for VoIP based 
on PSTN termination charges)162. Furthermore, high CPNP wholesale payments usually 
lead to an even higher CPP retail price and may preclude retail flat rates or buckets of min-
utes plans163.  

Offering flat rates or bucket plans at the retail level implies a risk of loss-making if wholesale 
charges are usage-based because it is more difficult for the network operator to forcast the 
level of usage. Therefore, retail schemes on a flat or capacity basis are structurally more 
compatible with CPNP based on CBC than CPNP based on EBC.  

Flexibility of retail pricing 

However, flat rates have become increasingly popular at the retail level, reflecting end-user 
preferences for this type of tariff scheme164. In Germany for example, consumers responded 
enthusiastically to packages combining telephone lines with broadband Internet access and 
offering unlimited call minutes and Internet use while regulated CPNP applies at the whole-
sale level.165  

Flat rate schemes involve a fixed fee per month independent of actual usage. This flat fee 
can be thought of as covering the total cost of outgoing calls (corresponding to CPNP) or as 
covering a share of the costs for incoming calls and a share of the cost for outgoing cost 
(corresponding to Bill & Keep). Where traffic flows can be considered symmetric, costs add 
up to the same amount for both cases. The end-users will focus mainly on the price level of 

                                                                                                                                                      

160  With CPP, the calling party pays for the whole call, similarly, the network operators pays for the whole call at 
the wholesale level. Neither the receiving end-user nor the receiving operator pay anything. The CPNP ter-
mination payment paid by the calling party’s network can be considered a compensation for the fact that the 
receiving end-user does not make a payment to his network operators under CPP 

161 With RPP, the called party pays his operator for receiving calls whereas under the wholesale mechanism of 
Bill & Keep the terminating operator charges his end-user. 

162   WIK-Consult (2008), p. 63., see also Laffont et al (2003) on the off-net pricing principle 
163   DeGraba (2000, p. 27/28), described the relation between the wholesale billing principle and the arrange-

ments at the retail level: “One source of inefficiency is that existing termination charges create an “artificial” 
per-minute cost structure for carriers that will tend to result in inefficient per minute retail prices. In unregu-
lated, competitive markets, such as the markets for CMRS services and Internet access services, retail pric-
ing is moving away from per-minute charges and towards flat charges or two-part tariffs that guarantee a 
certain number of free minutes. This suggests that few costs are incurred on a per-minute basis, and that 
flat-rated pricing will lead to more efficient usage of the network. The existing reciprocal compensation 
scheme, which requires the calling party’s network to pay usage sensitive termination charges to the called 
party’s network, imposes an “artificial” per-minute cost structure on carriers which, if retail rates are unregu-
lated, will likely be passed through to customers in the form of per-minute retail rates. Such usage sensitive 
rates thus would likely reduce usage of the network below efficient levels.” 

164 See e.g. Marcus (2006a), p. 8.  
165  Annual Report 2006, p. 73, www.bundesnetzagentur.de. 
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the flat rate. Therefore Bill & Keep is compatible with flat rate pricing at the retail level. This is 
also illustrated by looking at the retail price structure of Internet access.  

Concluding the use of a particular wholesale mechanism does not preclude application of 
different retail pricing regimes166. Both, CPNP and Bill & Keep provide flexibility at the retail 
level to offer retail schemes based for example on minutes, bits, or as buckets of minutes or 
bits plans 167 as well as flat rates.  

Customer acceptance of tariff schemes 

It is sometimes argued that the application of Bill & Keep implies RPP at the retail level to 
which customers in European are not used. Given the trend towards flat rate regimes it 
should be mentioned that Bill & Keep would not necessarily lead to RPP at the retail level. It 
might rather be applied in combination with flat rates implying no change for end-users as 
has been the case for Internet access.  

Furthermore, as the example of the mobile sector in the U.S. and several other countries 
shows, there are examples of RPP systems which are accepted by the end users.168 Mobile 
usage is often significantly higher in countries where RPP is applied than in those where 
CPP is used.169 

C.6.3 Utility derived from a call 

The CPNP charging mechanism assumes that the party that originated a call presumably 
wanted the call to complete, and that the originating party can therefore be considered the 
prime beneficiary of the call.170 Correspondingly, the receiving party has been thought of as 
a passive party, involuntarily receiving a call from the originator. This rationale ignores the 
utility the called party derives. 

It seems more realistic to assume that in most instances, both, the originating and the receiv-
ing parties derive some benefit from the call.171 This “utility sharing” cannot be reflected un-
der a CPNP wholesale regime, where the calling party bears all of the cost for the call. It 
could be better reflected under Bill & Keep because the costs of the call are shared between 

                                                 

166 Vogelsang (2006), Ch. 3.3.1 and 7.3.3. See also Ch. 3.3.1.6, Table 3-2 outlining the compatibilty beween 
wholesale and retail charging mechanisms. According to this, Bill & Keep is not only compatible with RPP 
but – to a lesser extent- also with CPP. CPNP and RPP are viewed as less compatible as this may involve a 
“double payment” to the receiving network operator on the retail and the wholesale level. Littlechild (2006) 
points out that the combination of Bill & Keep and CPP does also exist in practice. 

167 Vogelsang (2006), Ch. 3.3.1.6, Table 3-2. 
168 It is not intended here to provide an answer whether this would also be the case in Europe. 
169 See also Marcus (2006a; Ch. 2.3) 
170 According to a related argument the originating party is considered the sole cost-causer of the call. As noted 

by DeGraba (2000; recital 53) both parties to a call may be viewed as cost causer as both parties must 
agree to carry on a conversation. 

171 Exactly determining the degree of utility derived by both parties may be not possible in practice. For the 
purpose of this document it is sufficient to assume that both parties derive some benefit, with the originating 
party often likely to derive a greater utility. 
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the calling party (finally bearing the costs for originating the call) and the called party (finally 
bearing the costs of termination).  

In any event, this “utility sharing” argument may not hold for calls to value added services, 
because here it is the caller who derives all the benefit from the call.172 Therefore it has to be 
discussed how to treat calls to service numbers. 

Given these differences between CPNP and Bill & Keep, it is possible that the latter mecha-
nism could be more capable of internalizing positive usage externalities. The positive usage 
externality relates to the utility a user derives from receiving a call. If this user pays for this 
utility, the externality – “produced” by the originating party – is internalized. This may lead to 
a more efficient volume of calls.173 

C.6.4 Network usage 

Wholesale charging mechanism may also differ with regard to the incentives they produce for 
efficient network usage. If termination rates exceed marginal costs this will lead to a subop-
timal level of network usage.174  

CPNP in the form of CBC may provide incentives for efficient network usage. Operators buy-
ing capacities upfront will try to exploit this capacity in an optimal way.175 By contrast, under 
a EBC system efficient network usage is less likely.176 

The risk of a non-optimal level of network usage is circumvented under Bill & Keep, as this 
system does not require efficient termination costs to be determined. Moreover, the flexibility 
under Bill & Keep to apply different tariff schemes at the retail level may also be conducive to 
an efficient network usage because operators can offer tariff schemes best suited to cus-
tomer needs.177 

It seems plausible that charging mechanism leading to efficient network usage will also pro-
vide more efficient investment incentives (see below). 

This plausibility is corroborated by empirical findings on the relationship between the level of 
retail prices for mobile usage and the minutes of usage (MoU): 

                                                 

172 Unwanted calls are another example where the receiving part (mostly) derives no utility from a call. Here, the 
called party has the option of simply hanging up. 

173 See Vogelsang (2006), e.g. Ch. 3.1.1.1. and also Valletti and Cambini (2005) assuming a complementarity 
between outgoing and incoming calls. 

174 Correspondingly, too high termination rates would induce an „excessive“ level of network usage. 
175 Ibid, Ch. 3.2.2.2. 
176 This is due to the fact that under EBC interconnection rates are usage based whereas network costs are 

rather determined by the peak capacity required. See Vogelsang (2006), Ch. 3.2.1.5. 
177 See Vogelsang (2006), Ch. 3.2.3.4., also Charles River Associates (2002; recitals 42, 43, 50) conclude that 

Bill & Keep is superior not only with static efficiency (allocative, productive) but also with regard to dynamic 
efficiency 
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Figure 3: Usage and average retail prices, Q1 2007: bill-and-keep vs CPNP 

een figuur

 
Source: Merrill Lynch Global Wireless Matrix 1Q07, 15 June 2007 

This figure178 illustrates that in countries with low mobile retail prices usage is significantly 
higher than in countries with high retail prices. Retail prices are highest in countries applying 
CPNP as charging mechanism, whereas Bill & Keep countries exhibit much lower retail 
prices.179, 180 

Given these results, Bill & Keep seems to be associated with incentives for efficient network 
usage. 

In the nascent stage of a market where the adoption hump and an increase of penetration 
rates are the main goals Bill & Keep may be considered less appropriate than CPNP to in-
duce a rapid increase in the penetration rate of services as it might lead to RPP. CPNP ac-
companied by CPP at the retail level leads to rather low fixed fees and higher usage fees 

                                                 

178  See Harbord/Pagnozzi (2008) 
179  The figure overstates the differences between CPNP and Bill & Keep countries. Littlechild (2006, p. 256), 

comparing CPP with RPP, points out that the “Minutes of Use” may be overstated in RPP countries and un-
derstated in CPP countries. This is due to the fact that on-net mobile-to-mobile calls are counted twice in 
“non-CPP” countries because the same minute of an on-net call is billed to both the caller and the receiver. 
On the other hand, such on-net mobile-to-mobile calls are only counted once in CPP countries. Here, termi-
nating mobile-to-mobile minutes are not counted because they are not associated with any revenue. This ef-
fect does not change the conclusions that higher termination rates translate into high retail prices for origi-
nating calls and finally into lower usage. This conclusion is also in accordance with WIK-Consult (2008, foot-
note 115). Harbord/Pagnozzi (2008, p. 32) summarize their findings stating that “(i)t is difficult to avoid the 
conclusion, that, …., Bill & Keep leads to more intense price competition and hence lower prices for mobile 
subscribers”. 

180 These empirical relations support theoretical findings by findings. According to these, termination charges 
set a floor for retail prices as they are perceived as costs (see Laffont/Tirole, 2001). Similarly, also De-
Graba’s observation that existing termination charges imply “artificial” cost structures for carriers ultimately 
leading to inefficient per-minute retail prices seems supported by the empirical findings (see. DeGraba, 
2000, recital 95).  
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making it cheaper to subscribe to mobile services. According to an empirical study of 
Dewenter/Kruse CPP has “no statistically significant impact on subscriber penetration”.181”  

C.6.5 Termination monopoly  

CPNP and Bill & Keep differ with regard to the possibility to exploit the physical bottleneck for 
termination as has been explained in sections B.2.3 and C.3.2. : 

• Under CPNP this bottleneck can be exploited because it entitles the terminating operator 
to receive a payment arising out of its control over the physical termination bottleneck.182  

• With Bill & Keep, this is not possible as the access operator is not entitled to such a pay-
ment at the wholesale level. This major advantage of Bill & Keep affects some of the other 
issues addressed below. 

Application of the CPNP regimes therefore ultimately perpetuates the need for regulation of 
the termination rates.  

Bill & Keep for the terminating segment of the broadband access provider requires no regula-
tory intervention as long as two conditions are fulfilled: 

• The market for transit on IP backbones is sufficiently competitive to exert competitive 
pressures on IP backbone providers. With an oligopoly of tier 1 providers allowing choice 
of transit provider this condition has so far been considered to be fulfilled.  

• The broadband access market is sufficiently competitive so that access providers are un-
der competitive pressures preventing them from establishing abusive mark-ups on retail 
prices.   

The termination bottleneck is an essential ingredient of wholesale regulation. A shift of charg-
ing regime could significantly lower the need for detailed regulation.  

C.6.6 Level of regulation required, transaction cost 

The necessity to regulate termination rates results from the physical bottleneck for termina-
tion. Bill & Keep avoids this need as it prevents effective abuse of this. Therefore, Bill & Keep 

                                                 

181  Dewenter/Kruse (2006), Ch. 4. Furthermore, they conclude that “a switch from CPP to RPP would not re-
duce penetration rates, independently of whether a country’s penetration rate has just started or has nearly 
reached saturation level. 

182 See also Marcus (2006a), page 9f, DeGraba (2000), page 7. With reference to the termination problem in 
mobile radio, see Valetti/Houpis (2005). When explaining the reasons for the termination problem, reference 
is sometimes made to CPP (i.e. end customer level) and sometimes CPNP (.i.e. wholesale service level) in 
the literature. This difference can be ignored since the systems at both levels - to a certain extent - are inter-
connected. Vogelsang (2006, page 153) links both levels and states that ”Calling Party Pays“ causes a ter-
mination problem as long as there are not several independent accesses to the individual call receivers. 
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could pave the way for a reduction of detailed regulation183 and to a significant reduction of 
transaction costs.  

Avoiding the bottleneck problem implies that it would no longer be necessary to determine 
the economically “correct” termination rates184. Given the complexities of this task, this will 
always involve some uncertainties for market players with regard to the final decision to be 
made by the NRA.185 Their decision always bears a certain risk of regulatory distortion. Such 
distortion may result from imperfect information on the part of the NRA. This will occur when 
the regulator does not set “the right tariffs” (for FTR and MTR), and so does not fully address 
the competition problems. This is a real risk because “the right tariff” is a difficult concept in 
the case of two-way access (interconnection). To illustrate this point it is referred to 
WIK(2008). Part 3.2 of this report explains the problems with the cost-based approach. The 
report quotes Littlechild, which states regulation of terminating is a “Sisyphean task”, “end-
less and unrewarding” and “the idea of an optimal price is a chimera.” 

Under Bill & Keep, lengthy and cumbersome regulatory and legal disputes (both, between 
market players and NRAs but also among market players) on the appropriate level of termi-
nation rates may be avoided. Such disputes increase uncertainty for the market players in-
volved. 

A wholesale charging mechanism such as CPNP where termination rates need to be deter-
mined also causes significant regulatory costs. Littlechild estimates the costs for price con-
trols for mobile termination rates at “nearly $50 m”.186 

C.6.7 Market forces 

Under CPNP, there is no market pressure to keep the termination costs low as these costs 
are not borne by the provider’s own end-users. To the contrary, there might even exist an 
inventive to raise rival’s costs and keep wholesale prices high as a collusive device.187  

On the other hand, Bill & Keep constitutes an approach which is more closely adjusted to 
market mechanisms, if end-users can choose the network carrier among various operators. 
Since the provider has to bill termination cost to its own end-users, it has no incentive to pay 
and bill high cost for connectivity, because otherwise it may risk losing them. 

In order for the advantages of Bill & Keep to become effective, competition in the broadband 
access/Internet access market is a precondition. Such competition is a crucial factor, be-
cause it affects an access provider’s ability to abuse its market powers. 

                                                 

183 Considering this, it seems remarkable that Bill & Keep is often opposed by those operator, who usually call 
for more deregulation. 

184 It will have to be checked whether under these conditions a necessity remains to regulate services such as 
interconnection links. 

185 See WIK-Consult (2008), Ch. 3.2.3.; DeGraba (2000), p. 26/27. 
186 Littlechild (2006), slide 3. 
187 See Armstrong (1998), Laffont/Tirole (1998a, 1998b). 
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C.6.8 Investment incentives 

Routing in IP-networks follows the “hot-potato” routing principle188, i.e., the practice of pass-
ing traffic off to another network as quickly as possible (towards the path with the lowest de-
lay). So, normally the originating network/router will not hold onto the packets until it is as 
near to the destination as possible, as is done in circuit switched local interconnection model. 
This approach would tend to drive the interconnection towards the higher levels of the core 
networks. Hot potato routing applies on those parts of the network, that are excluded from 
the application of Bill & Keep, but where transit and peering agreements apply. Transit net-
works have been excluded from the applicability of Bill & Keep. The network operator re-
questing termination can either use its own network to convey its traffic to these points of 
interconnection, or transit services can be bought from other operators.189 Operators decide 
on a commercial basis on the appropriate wholesale charging mechanism. This can be tran-
sit or peering.190 So far an under-investment problem has not occurred in these networks. 

In order to qualify for participation in the Bill & Keep regime it may be useful to determine a 
minimum number and location of interconnection points for a specific network operator.191  

Applying Bill & Keep for the terminating segment after the last switch can be considered a 
minimum scenario in terms of the scope of network included within the Bill & Keep domain. 
However, in order to qualify for participation in the Bill & Keep regime a specific network op-
erator is required to access a maximum number of interconnection points in this case.  

It may also be conceivable that the area of application of Bill & Keep might be extended by 
applying it already from PoIs higher up in the network hierarchy requiring fewer interconnec-
tion points per network operator.  

The application of Bill & Keep may essentially require a determination of the topology of 
points of interconnection. The same applied in the PSTN when determining the number of 
PoI to be eligible for local interconnection. Furthermore as has been outlined throughout the 
document the move towards NGNs will require change in the number of interconnection 
points anyways. The question of how to efficiently determine this minimum number of PoI, 
i.e. the border of a potential Bill & Keep domain has to be further investigated.  

Furthermore, considering that under Bill & Keep the terminating operator cannot charge the 
originating operator but has to recover its costs from its own end-users, the terminating net-
work has an incentive to have an efficient network structure. If it tried to levy any inefficient 
network costs on the end-users, it might risk losing these customers.192 

                                                 

188 „Hot-potato routing“ seems to be the normal behaviour of most IP peering agreements. 
189   Assuming that competitors have to increase their network in order to qualify for participating in Bill & Keep , 

this investment may be not economically efficient (duplicating infrastructures), also leading to a higher con-
centration in the market. See Vogelsang (2006), Ch. 3.2.3.4. 

190   For the commercial applicability of transit rules a sufficient degree of competition between transit providers is 
required. 

191   Vogelsang (2006), see e.g. Ch. 7.3.2.3 or Ch. 8 or Berg et al. (2006), Ch. 2.4.3 or 4.1. 
192   Provided there is sufficient competition on the access level allowing end-uses to switch to another operator. 
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C.6.9 Further Issues 

Existing Business Models 

It seems obvious that any change of the charging mechanism may have an impact on attrac-
tiveness and competitiveness of business models. This holds true also for providers of call-
by-call and pre-selection.  

Under Bill and Keep, specifically due to the CPS operator not paying for call termination, the 
costs for the CPS operator will be significantly reduced. However, as the CPS operator does 
not have the customer on its network it will not incur a cost associated with calls terminating 
on its customers. In this case the terminating SMP operator would be disadvantaged under a 
Bill and Keep model.  

It is claimed that the SMP operator may include the cost of termination as a mark-up on the 
origination charge for CPS traffic or bill his end-users using RPP. However other options may 
be discussed depending on the relevance of the CPS model in the different Member States. 
It is possible that this trend towards flat rates could affect the viability of call-by-call and pre-
selection more significantly than an eventual transition towards Bill & Keep.193 

SPIT 

A CPP system (with CPNP at the wholesale level) is generally viewed as less susceptible to 
the problem of SPIT (SPAM over Internet Telephony) as the calling party has to pay for the 
whole call. On the other hand RPP/Bill & Keep may (c.p.) lead to a higher number of such 
unwanted calls because the costs of calling consumers for marketing and sales, would be 
reduced. However, the costs of voice traffic for engaging in such activities seems negligible 
compared with the costs of labour. Furthermore receiving customers can hang up and will do 
so more when they are charged for the call.  

C.6.10 Resumee on charging mechanisms and work plan 

As networks migrate towards NGN infrastructure it is unclear a priori whether these future 
networks will be governed by the mechanisms currently used in IP-networks or whether the 
mechanisms currently applied in the PSTN will be partly carried over to NGNs. 

Summarizing the preceding comparison of charging mechanisms with regard to a number of 
criteria, it can stated that Bill & Keep has a number of attractive properties. Assessing all the 
pros and cons of Bill & Keep, the ERG concludes, that Bill & Keep is a promising intercon-
nection regime. It is not only supported mainly by theoretical reasoning and large body of 
economic modelling and literature but, more importantly, empirical evidence seems to imply 

                                                 

193  To the contrary, considering that the terminating network operators would have to cover their costs from their 
own end-users, the trend towards retail flat rate scheme may even gain further impetus. 
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higher usage and lower prices achieved with less regulatory intervention in Bill & Keep coun-
tries than currently applied in the EU.  

Some NRAs therefore aim at a shift towards Bill & Keep because it reduces the regulatory 
burden and relies more on market forces, as is the case already now for today’s unregulated 
IPconnectivity markets. They focus on further studying how to best achieve this goal includ-
ing finding answers that arise in a transition phase to a new system.  

Others, while recognising the merits of Bill & Keep in principle, rather emphasize the risks 
implied by a change from the well-established regulatory regime of mainstream PSTN and 
mobile services fearing disruptive change to the industry and therefore see a need for further 
study. 

ERG identifies the following issues meriting further study:  

Legal issues 

• To what extent does the current framework allow the imposition of Bill & Keep on a 
relevant market where SMP has been found (See. C. 4.3) 

According to Art. 13 para. AD 2 NRAs shall ensure that any cost recovery mechanism or 
pricing methodology that is mandated serves to promote efficiency and sustainable com-
petition and maximise consumer benefits. As is the case now with price control obligations 
imposed in the form of fair and reasonable prices it can similarly be argued that Bill & 
Keep is a price control measure fulfilling these objectives.  

• Are there forms of voluntarily achieving Bill & Keep through a series of other 
measures and requirements that could be based on symmetric regulation accord-
ing to Art. 5 AD (e.g. reciprocity) used in combination with termination rates strictly 
regulated at cost based levels? 

Practical implementation issues 

• Defining the border for application of the Bill & Keep regime (See Section C.6.8) 

Applying Bill & Keep for the terminating segment after the last switch can be considered a 
minimum scenario in terms of the scope of network included within the Bill & Keep do-
main. However in order to qualify for participation in the Bill & Keep regime a specific net-
work operator is required to access a maximum number of interconnection points in this 
case.  

It may also be conceivable that the area of application of Bill & Keep might be extended 
by applying it already from PoIs higher up in the network hierarchy requiring fewer inter-
connection points per network operator.  
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The application of Bill & Keep may essentially require a determination of the topology of 
points of interconnection as has been the case for the PSTN when determining the num-
ber of PoI. The question of how to efficiently determine this minimum number of PoI, i.e. 
the border of a potential Bill & Keep domain has to be further investigated. 

• How to treat traffic from outside the Bill & Keep area and prevent extensive arbi-
trage (tromboning, call-back etc.) 

- Between different countries 

- Between different networks (e.g. fixed/mobile) 

An important issue is how to handle traffic coming from outside the Bill & Keep domain 
(hereafter: incoming traffic). This traffic could result in problems. For example if the opera-
tors inside the Bill & Keep domain want to set a termination rate for incoming traffic, this 
could be forestalled by competition for receiving this incoming traffic. Every operator in-
side the Bill & Keep domain would have an incentive to receive incoming traffic and collect 
a fee for this and then route this traffic towards the final destination and dropping it there 
for free.  

This problem could be prevented if receiving networks could effectively bill the incoming 
traffic based on where traffic originated, for example by using the network number of the 
source network.  

The dimension of these problems increases  

- the larger the traffic volume from outside relative to the traffic exchanged between net-
works inside the Bill & Keep domain.  

- the higher the termination rates outside the Bill & Keep area 

• Implications for different business models e.g. CPS 

Depending on how Bill & Keep is introduced the implications of a widespread introduction 
of Bill & Keep may imply that a transition from the current regime is a drastic and disrup-
tive change for PSTN voice operators who have been subject to regulation under the 
framework. Therefore implications for business models such as CPS have to be studied 
further. 

A rapid transition may not allow operators enough time to adjust there business models 
and retail price structure. 
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• Migration  

Currently, different regimes for different types of networks (PSTN or IP) – independent of 
service prevail. As the separate network infrastructures are expected to converge to an all 
IP network this regime does not seem relevant in the long run.    

Considering the migration to all IP-networks it seems plausible to continue applying the 
charging mechanism of the networks that are not phased out. 

A meaningful discussion of migration problems implies having come to a conclusion with 
regard to the charging mechanism applicable in the long term: 

- In case it is intended to carry over CPNP to NGN voice services, this would imply 
different regimes for different services as a change of charging mechanism cannot 
necessarily be expected for the unregulated part of IP-networks applying Bill & Keep, 
Peering and Transit.   

This approach requires that it is possible to clearly distinguish between different ser-
vices and that usage of services can be measured. Thus, it is necessary to mark differ-
ent services or to transport them separately. Unless these preconditions are met there 
is a high risk of adverse selection, moral hazard and arbitrage problems. 

Instead of differentiating regimes according to services one might also envisage differ-
entiation of different QoS classes (best effort vs. QoS level specified).194 Applying such 
an approach could be done by assigning different services to different QoS classes.  

- In case Bill & Keep was envisaged as long term goal it may be reasonable to further in-
vestigate regulatory options to soften the transition to the new regime. Strict application 
of cost orientation in a CPNP environment in the short term for mobile and/or PSTN 
networks can be seen as an important step in the migration towards Bill & Keep. 

The length of the migration period can be shorter 

• the lower the absolute level of interconnection rates, 

• the smaller the relative difference between interconnection rates of different net-
works,  

• the higher the proportion of flat rates at the retail level. 

                                                 

194 See also ECC Report 75 (2005). 
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Questions (C.6 Charging mechanisms) 

11) a) How do you assess the arguments with regard to the properties of the charging 
 mechanisms CPNP and Bill & Keep raised in the sections C.6.2 – C.6.10?  

 b) How can the migration process towards all-IP infrastructures be alleviated for the fol-
 lowing options: 1) long term goal CPNP, 2) long term goal Bill & Keep? How do you 
 evaluate the measures and options discussed here? Please also consider problems 
 of practical implementation. 

 c) Assuming that different charging mechanisms would apply in different Member States: 
 would this imply specific problems (e.g. arbitrage)? If so, how could they be ad-
 dressed? 

  d) Do you consider that the issues mentioned here are comprehensive with regard to the 
 application of Bill & Keep for IP-interconnection? 

 

D Conclusions  

D.1 Multiservice networks 

Electronic communications networks will become packet switched, mostly or completely 
based on the IP. They will be multi-service networks, rather than service specific networks, 
for audio (including voice), video (including TV-services) and data networks, allowing a de-
coupling of service and transport provision.  

Developments towards NGNs give rise to innovation opportunities at both the service and 
infrastructure level and may subsequently impact significantly on market structure. Addition-
ally, due to the increased economies of scope of a multi-service network, cost savings are to 
be expected.  

These technical changes result in new and various possibilities for service provision on 
several network layers for both access providers and pure service providers. As such, NGN 
holds an important competitive potential that should be optimally exploited for spreading 
innovative services based upon IP networks. 

Given that dynamic market processes often lead to unforeseeable innovations, it is import 
not to foreclose certain options and potentials. 

More generally, NGN’s could allow competition to develop in two mutually compatible ways. 
The first is based on investment in infrastructure, in which competing market players can 
seek to exploit both local loop unbundling and the efficiency of underlying technologies of 
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NGN to build more efficient networks and aggregate traffic from a combination of services to 
help achieve economies of scale. The second is based on innovation in services, in which 
competing players control services transported on an SMP operator’s network, thereby both 
lowering barriers to entry of new players and allowing competitors with more substantial in-
vestments in infrastructure to increase scale by using the SMP operator’s network to extend 
the market addressable by their services.  

The ERG is therefore committed to creating a regulatory environment based on the tools of 
the ECNS framework in which the chances and innovative potential of NGN services can 
flourish and can be passed through to consumers and business customers, so that they can 
use innovative services. The ERG is aware that the design of interconnection arrangements, 
plays a major role for exploiting these potentials.  

D.2 Separation of service and transport 

A core feature of IP network is the separation of the main functional levels, i.e., generally, a 
distinction can be made between transport and service. This distinction potentially allows 
competition along the value chain more easily than in the PSTN world. A crucial point is the 
adoption of open and standardised interfaces between each functional level in order to allow 
third parties to develop and create services independent of the network.  

This business model has led to the success of IP networks. In the long run, it must be 
expected that the separation of the functional levels is also reflected in the respective 
interconnections services. 

The architecture of NGNs allows continuing the principle of separation of transport and ser-
vice that has governed IP networks. It also is intended to allow for third party service provi-
sion by providing open interfaces. Another important distinctive feature of NGN relative to 
current IP networks is the expected ability to provide a range of service quality levels. This 
ability could be key in enabling a wide range of services to be carried using a single network 
infrastructure. However, the implementation of NGN has yet to prove to what extent this is 
technically and commercially feasible.  

Therefore, NRAs may have to ensure that interconnection is possible at specific functional 
levels in a reasonable manner. This separation of transport and services is also expected to 
be reflected in the respective interconnections services, i.e. service interconnection and 
transport interconnection. 

This may prove to be particularly challenging since a number of operators intend to imple-
ment their NGN using (centralized) platforms for service provision, affecting the ability of in-
dependent service-providers to integrate their services into the NGN-platform. Furthermore, 
such a configuration of services and the centralization of the control function has implications 
for the locations at which traffic can be handed over to other networks or received from other 
networks. Traditional telecom operators consider providing the implementation of intercon-
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nection in a bundled manner – combining transport and service –- during the transitional pe-
riod towards NGN regarding voice services. 

It may have to be taken into account that short-term determinations that are only related to 
voice services do not reflect the multi-service nature of NGNs and therefore risk hampering 
or delaying introduction of the NGN principle as an overall concept and not fully exploiting the 
competitive potential offered by NGN in rapidly spreading innovative services. 

The crucial question for NRAs will be whether interconnection evolves in future networks in a 
PSTN-manner or IP network manner in its varieties known today and how the implementa-
tion is managed. Today’s PSTN interconnection problems (“termination monopoly”) results 
from the interplay of three factors: a) physical bottleneck for termination; b) control of the E-
164 number; c) charging mechanisms. 

D.3 Quality of Service 

Quality of service (QoS) is potentially gaining importance in the interconnection of IP / NGN.  

IP networks are using packet-switched technology and provide simply transport capabilities 
irrespective of the services that are using the network while the intelligence and complexity 
that is necessary for the provision of services is relying on the end-devices. 

Thus QoS issues are more complex than in legacy telephone networks where fixed re-
sources are reserved to each call. 

The term QoS is a broad concept as it covers all aspects influencing the user’s perception of 
the quality of the service; related to the network performance (parameters like jitter, delay or 
packet loss) as well as to other factors (e.g. device, codec, help-desk). However the term is 
sometimes used when referring to part of these aspects and often loosely used as a syno-
nym for network performance. 

If a guaranteed network performance over IP-based networks with a PSTN-comparable level 
of performance is desired one has to modify the IP transport technology in a way that con-
nections with reliable and fixed transmission characteristics (transport classes) are possible.  

This could lead to different qualities for electronic communication services. Operators are 
free to develop this as competitive markets are often built on quality differentiation, which can 
generally be considered to be welfare-enhancing. Nevertheless it covers a potential for anti-
competitive behaviour.  

This relates to the fact that there might only be a willingness to pay for a premium transport 
class in case the best effort class quality is “bad enough”. 

NRAs should prevent any anticompetitive behaviour from SMP operators that might inten-
tionally degrade quality of the interconnection with some specific networks to benefit their 
own quality service. In order to avoid this possible deviation, NRAs can use existing tools to 
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impose non-discrimination obligations on SMP carriers in case markets have been defined 
accordingly. 

Therefore, it could be an important focus for NRAs because it could enable new forms of 
discrimination between a larger operator’s services and those provided by interconnecting 
competitors. 

Non SMP carriers can be obliged to negotiate interconnection (Art. 5 AD). This instrument of 
symmetric regulation has been rarely used by NRAs but may under certain circumstances be 
an appropriate tool. 

As a last resort, NRAs should have the possibility to recommend or even set minimum levels 
of quality of service if this is unavoidable to achieve sufficient end user service quality. How-
ever, NRAs should not prescribe the concrete mechanism to fulfill this minimum level. This 
should be left to network operators. ERG therefore welcomes the proposed provision in Art. 
22 para 3 UD.  

D.4 Topology 

The separation of transport and services will be crucial for the definition of the interconnec-
tion points. With regard to transport there might be a different set of PoI than applicable for 
services.  

The number of network nodes/PoI at each hierarchy level for NGN is not yet decided upon 
(or relevant information is not available) in most countries. The empirical basis is not broad 
enough to derive substantial conclusions as the sample is too small to derive stable relation-
ships between the number of nodes at different hierarchy level. This situation highlights the 
need for more transparency on SMP operators’ NGN plans. 

In any case, an immediate manifestation of the increased capacity of network equipment is 
likely to be a reduction in the number of nodes in which routing of traffic will occur in NGNs 
when compared with the number of nodes where traffic is switched today by traditional net-
works. Whether/to what extent this will be the case may depend on the specifics of each 
networks(s) and may therefore differ among Member States. 

D.5 Evaluation of Review proposals 

In the Framework Directive, an additional sentence has been inserted in Art. 5 para 1 FD 
according to which undertakings providing ECNS can be required to submit information con-
cerning future network, or service developments that could have an impact on the wholesale 
services made available to competitors. Given the importance of transparency on incumbent 
operator’s NGN plan, the current more general wording in Art. 5 FD, the FD and other spe-
cific directives have not proven to be sufficient to justify information requests by NRAs di-
rected to incumbent operators. 
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The provisions in the new section on security and integrity of networks and services (Art. 13a 
and 13b FD) are of relevance as the provisions on network integrity for fixed telephony ser-
vice providers in Art. 23 UD are now extended to all kinds of ECNS including mobile and IP 
networks 

Art. 5 para 4 AD which stipulated Member States have to empower NRAs to intervene at 
their own initiative where justified has been deleted. This deletion is likely to have a disad-
vantageous impact on NRA’ s efforts to ensure interoperability of services in an NGN envi-
ronment which will become more important. The ERG holds the view that the power of NRAs 
to act on their own initiative to ensure end-to-end connectivity / interoperability should be 
maintained in Art. 5 para 4 AD. 

The new para 3 in Art. 22 UD allowing the Cion to adopt technical implementing measures 
concerning minimum quality of service requirements to be set by the NRA on undertakings 
providing public communications networks is a useful addition. However, the ERG considers 
that the power to set minimum quality of service requirements should be entrusted directly 
upon NRAs. As minimum quality of service requires measures on both the end-user and the 
network level, it should be clarified that NRAs can require minimum quality of service on the 
network level as well.  

In case it is not possible to do so in the UD, a second best option would be to empower 
NRAs in Art. 5 AD to set on their own initiative minimum quality of service requirements on 
operators of public communications networks. 

D.6 Relevant markets 

Concerning relevant markets IP interconnection will influence market definitions.  

Today the abuse of the physical termination bottleneck can be considered the main regula-
tory problem concerning interconnection. Each market for call termination on an individual 
fixed/mobile network is a monopolistic market with no tendency towards effective competition 
(1 network – 1 market). The reason for these monopolies is not only control over access lines 
and necessary routing information behind E.164 numbers. The CPNP charging principle al-
lows to exploit the physical termination bottleneck. Therefore under CPNP cost-based regu-
lation is necessary, 

By applying Bill & Keep, a billing regime without payment flows at the wholesale level, the 
abuse of the physical bottleneck for termination could be avoided if there is sufficient compe-
tition at the retail level.  

When reviewing markets 2, 3 and 7 of the Recommendation (call origination / call termina-
tion) NRAs will have to analyse the impact of IP interconnection on relevant markets.  
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In a first step, NRAs will have to examine if these markets that had been traditionally reduced 
to interconnection for narrowband telephone services contain interconnection for IP based 
telephone services. Such markets would still be service-specific.  

The division between transport and service may lead to other market definitions like markets 
for transport interconnection (without relation to specific services) and additional interconnec-
tion markets on the service level though it is open if such markets would be susceptible to ex 
ante regulation.  

D.7 SMP bottlenecks 

D.7.1 Interoperability 

Barring the access to functions like home Subscriber Server, user Profile / User Identity, 
location Information, call Session Control Function, charging Collection Function / Online 
Charging System, policy Decision Function, border Gateway Control Function, authentication 
and Key Agreement, terminal Capabilities hindering service interoperability, may be 
considered a bottleneck, as well as restricting access to the SIP servers (providing access to 
numbering information) 

Apart from the general requirement of open interfaces, interoperability of similar functions in 
different NGNs may be another issue for regulatory attention. Differing standards, incompati-
ble data formats, and proprietary implementations may cause the occurrence of new bottle-
necks. NRAs will have to define, where and to what extent interoperability on the NGN ser-
vice layer is necessary in order to prevent competition problems. It is not a regulatory target 
per se to enforce interoperability on all NGN layers and for all services and applications, but 
to intervene when practical competition problems occur. Such competition problems can be 
expected to be more critical when general access to users on network layer (“Internet-style” 
access) is restricted for other operators (networks) in one or the other aspect. 

D.7.2 Transport interconnection 

The possibility to exploit SMP results from the interplay between the three factors: a) physical 
monopoly for termination; b) charging principles; and c) control of the E-164 number. 

Generally, the exploitation of the physical termination monopoly is closely linked with Calling 
Party’s Network Pays (CPNP), the wholesale billing regime mostly used in the PSTN. With 
this principle, the access operator terminating the call receives a payment from the intercon-
nected network out of a monopoly position. By applying Bill & Keep, a billing regime without 
payment flows at the last link at the wholesale level, the termination monopoly could be 
avoided. It is important to note, that with a migration towards IP-based networks market 
power for termination is not “automatically” avoided. This holds true, as long as CPNP is ap-
plied. 
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With regard to the probability of abuse of market power of the physical termination bottleneck 
the reversal of the direction of payment flows makes the big difference. The crucial point is 
that the end-user pays for these flows, who may change supplier in the case of abuse and 
therefore his supplier has no incentive to excessively raise prices.  

Therefore where Bill & Keep applies it is unlikely that SMP will be the outcome of a market 
analysis for the termination market.  

With regard to upstream connectivity - whether the Internet access provider participates in an 
NAP exchange, peers or pays transit – any payments cover upstream and downstream traffic 
and they will be ultimately borne by his own end-customer creating the right incentives if 
there is sufficient competitive pressures at the access level. 

The wholesale market for connectivity in IP based networks with its peering and transit 
agreements has so far been considered a market that entails oligopolistic market power but 
where the 3-criteria test is not fulfilled. An important point that there is generally a choice be-
tween different transit partners.  

D.7.3 Service interconnection 

In IP-based networks, control over the IP-address respectively the E-164 number continues 
to provide scope for abuse of market power. It is claimed by many competitive operators that 
control over signalling information and intelligent features (e.g. presence information) could 
reinforce market power problems in all-IP networks allow leveraging towards adjacent sec-
tors. If a provider of the transport service does not receive information on the IP-address of 
the end-user (or of a server) he will not be able to establish the media stream and to provide 
conveyance. 

In practice, a number of third party VoIP providers have decided to share their signalling in-
formation (e.g. Freenet and Sipgate) and there is no on net/off net price differential for calling 
parties. We do not know of excessive payments for access to the signalling information. The 
cost of the network elements involved are rather limited (e.g. Sipserver).   

D.8 Measures 

Providers of ECNS can be obliged to symmetric obligation to negotiate interconnection ac-
cording to Art. 5 AD. This applied to both PSTN and IP-networks. The provisions have been 
rarely used. As QoS mechanisms are not yet widely deployed at interconnection points and 
due to the interdependence between each network involved in the session, one operator 
could be unwilling to invest in QoS mechanisms if the interconnected networks have no in-
tention to do so. Thus, NRAs can also use symmetric regulation tools in order to enhance 
QoS development between different networks. 
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Regulators could require operators to provide public information about QoS information, 
based on articles 20 and 22 UD. In order to verify that there is no discrimination of QoS be-
tween operators interconnecting, NRA may also add other relevant QoS measurements. 

Moreover, NRA should have the possibility to recommend or even to set minimum levels of 
quality of service. This may address possible incentives of operators to degrade their best 
effort class. 

SMP-remedies (based on Art. 7, 15, 16 FD) may be applied only in those cases where SMP 
has been found on a relevant market susceptible to ex-ante regulation. CPNP leads to SMP 
in termination markets usually implying ex-ante price regulation remedy. Once Bill & Keep 
has been implemented it is unlikely that SMP will be the outcome of a market analysis. NRAs 
could consider imposing termination rates of zero for the termination segment after the last 
switch. The possibility to implement Bill & Keep under the current regulatory framework could 
be explored further by ERG. 

Regulatory implications regarding QoS: In order to prevent any anticompetitive behaviour 
from SMP operators that might intentionally degrade quality of the interconnection with some 
specific networks, NRAs can use existing tools to impose non-discrimination obligations on 
SMP carriers in case markets have been defined accordingly. 

Regulatory implications regarding interfaces: The implementation of NGN’s is expected to 
lead to a clear distinction between service-specific functions and transport functions common 
to all services which may support a more rapid and less costly development of new services. 
The same distinction could allow an SMP operator to provide interfaces for competitors to 
control services transported over its own network. NRA’s may therefore need to consider 
interventions which make such interfaces available. The ex ante framework allows NRAs to 
address differences in the product quality by applying non-discrimination obligations to pro-
viders found to have SMP. However, where these obligations may not sufficient to deliver a 
level playing field, NRA’s could consider more stringent requirements, including equivalence. 

D.9 Costing / pricing 

It is generally accepted that NGNs core will lead to a lower overall cost level due to increased 
economies of scale and that the cost structure will change with a higher proportion of com-
mon costs compared to legacy networks. The use of common platforms to deliver multiple 
services across one network allows exploiting economies of scope thus reducing the costs 
each service has to bear.  

The Opex and Capex of a NGN are forecast to be significantly lower in the long term than 
current legacy technologies as NGN core networks are generally seen as cost saving, be-
cause they result in a more efficient network design and usage. There are three factors – 
simpler network structure with fewer levels and fewer nodes at each level plus more efficient 
equipment (packet switching technology) – that reduce total per minute cost of NGN core 
networks.  
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Common and fixed costs of NGNs will represent a high percentage of total costs with a rela-
tively low percentage of costs incremental to individual products or services.  

The cost/volume relationship of a NGN seems to be shallower at current volumes than leg-
acy networks suggesting that increases in volumes will have a relatively low incremental cost 
impact. 

NRAs will need to consider adapt modelling and costing approaches in SMP markets. A key 
feature of a robust NGN model is likely to be the way in which it deals with the capabilities of 
the technology to deliver multiple services across a network with a high part of common 
costs. This suggests that NRAs will need to understand the cost orientation and cost recov-
ery (pricing) implications of both SMP and non-SMP services running across the NGN plat-
form.  

In general, the cost of efficient service provision should be used as the cost standard for ap-
proval of interconnection rates. The pricing should be valid irrespective of whether intercon-
nection is realized via circuit-switched or packet-switched networks, since strict application of 
the cost standard of long-run incremental costs requires the efficient technology used by the 
market players to be taken as a basis. Consideration must also be given to the fact that the 
concept of the cost of efficient service provision does not differentiate the price according to 
technology used or account for the existence of different prices for the same service. Basing 
prices on efficient technology also provides incentives for speeding up the migration to this 
technology. 

Considering the cost changes resulting from the migration towards IP-based networks, a 
gradual transition by way of a glide path could alleviate the disruptions of immediately switch-
ing interconnection rates to this lower level. A glide path could be interpreted as the result of 
a mixture of the costs of line-switched and packet-switched networks with an increasing pro-
portion of packet-switched networks over time.  

Based on the hypothesis that the economic rationale for NGNs is partly based on the expec-
tation that the costs of delivering voice services in the long run will be no higher (and proba-
bly significantly lower) than using legacy PSTN technologies, then it is reasonable for NRAs, 
in modelling/evaluating NGN costs and/or associated pricing decisions, to assume that the 
cost of voice services will be no higher than currently calculated. 

D.10 Charging Mechanisms 

PSTN and mobile networks are governed by the charging mechanism of CPNP, where ter-
mination services are being paid for at the wholesale level following the direction of call 
flows. In IP-based networks, if wholesale payments for transit apply, they flow in the up-
stream direction. There are no payments for the terminating segment of the broadband ac-
cess provider. This corresponds to the definition of Bill & Keep in this paper.  
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As networks migrate towards NGN infrastructure it is unclear a priori whether these future 
networks will be governed by the mechanisms currently used in IP-networks or whether the 
mechanisms currently applied in the PSTN will be carried over to NGNs. 

Coupled with a direction of payment flows the charging mechanism may have implications on 
the definition of relevant markets and the determination of SMP. 

CPNP and Bill & Keep differ with regard to the possibility to exploit the physical bottleneck for 
termination as has been explained in sections B.2.3 and C.3.2. : 

• Under CPNP this bottleneck can be exploited because it entitles the terminating operator 
to receive a payment out of its physical termination bottleneck.  

• With Bill & Keep, this is not possible as the access operator is not entitled to such a pay-
ment at the wholesale level out of his monopoly position. This major advantage of Bill & 
Keep affects some of the other issues addressed below. 

Under Bill & Keep the terminating access network operator does not receive payments at the 
wholesale level for the termination provided. Instead, it recovers its costs incurred for termi-
nation –- and any payments for upstream connectivity – by billing them to its end customers. 
Bill & Keep might be applied for the terminating segment after the last switch (BRAS), i.e. the 
boundary between core and backhaul network. Since termination costs are by definition re-
covered from the end-user and not accounted for at the wholesale level symmetry of traffic 
flows cannot be considered a requirement for the applicability of Bill & Keep. Transit net-
works are not included in the Bill & Keep model as discussed here and may charge for their 
service.  

Bill & Keep for the last segment of termination of the broadband access provider requires no 
regulatory intervention as long as two conditions are fulfilled: 

• The transit market on IP-backbones is sufficiently competitive to exert competitive pres-
sures on IP-backbone providers. With an oligopoly of Tier 1 providers allowing choice of 
transit provider this condition has so far been considered to be fullfilled.  

• The broadband access market is sufficiently competitive so that access providers are un-
der competitive pressures to be prevented from establishing abusive mark-ups on retail 
prices.   

Application of the CPNP regimes ultimately perpetuates the need for regulation of the termi-
nation rates . 

The termination bottleneck is an essential ingredient of wholesale regulation. A shift of charg-
ing regime could significantly lower the burden of regulation.  

Avoiding the bottleneck problem implies, that it is no longer necessary to determine the eco-
nomically “correct” termination rates. Under Bill & Keep, lengthy and cumbersome regulatory 
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and legal disputes (both, between market players and NRAs but also among market players) 
on the appropriate level of termination rates may be avoided. 

On the other hand, Bill & Keep constitutes an approach which is more closely adjusted to 
market mechanisms, if end-users can choose the network carrier among various operators. 
In order for the advantages of Bill & Keep to become effective, competition in the broadband 
access/Internet access market is a precondition.  

Hot potato routing applies on those parts of the network, that are excluded from the applica-
tion of Bill & Keep, but where transit and peering agreements apply. Transit networks have 
been excluded from the applicability of Bill & Keep. 

In order to qualify for the participation in the Bill & Keep regime it may be useful to determine 
a minimum number and location of interconnection points for for a specific network operator.  

Wholesale and retail charging mechanisms are related because interconnection prices affect 
the structure as well as the level of the interconnecting operator’s costs, impacting on the 
cost recovery and the retail prices of the services provided to the end-users.  

The use of a particular wholesale mechanism does not preclude application of different retail 
pricing regimes though. Both, CPNP and Bill & Keep provide flexibility at the retail level to 
offer retail schemes based e.g. on minutes, bits, or as buckets of minutes or bits plans as 
well as flat rates. 

Empirical evidence shows that in countries with low mobile retail prices usage is significantly 
higher than in countries with high retail prices. Retail prices are highest in countries applying 
CPNP as charging mechanism, whereas Bill & Keep countries exhibit much lower retail 
prices. 

Concluding, it can be said that Bill & Keep has a number of attractive properties. Therefore it 
merits further study .e.g. how to efficiently determine the minimum number of PoI for eligibil-
ity to participate in the Bill & Keep regime. This number PoI in turn determining the border of 
the Bill & Keep domain.  

D.11 Resume on charging mechanisms and work plan 

As networks migrate towards NGN infrastructure it is unclear a priori whether these future 
networks will be governed by the mechanisms currently used in IP-networks or whether the 
mechanisms currently applied in the PSTN will be partly carried over to NGNs. 

Summarizing the preceding comparison of charging mechanisms with regard to a number of 
criteria, it can stated that Bill & Keep has a number of attractive properties. Assessing all the 
pros and cons of Bill & Keep, the ERG concludes, that Bill & Keep is a promising intercon-
nection regime. It is not only supported mainly by theoretical reasoning and large body of 
economic modelling and literature but, more importantly, empirical evidence seems to imply 
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higher usage and lower prices achieved with less regulatory intervention in Bill & Keep coun-
tries than currently applied in the EU.  

Some NRAs therefore aim at a shift towards Bill & Keep because it reduces the regulatory 
burden and relies more on market forces, as is the case already now for today’s unregulated 
IPconnectivity markets. They focus on further studying how to best achieve this goal includ-
ing finding answers that arise in a transition phase to a new system.  

Others, while recognising the merits of Bill & Keep in principle, rather emphasize the risks 
implied by a change from the well-established regulatory regime of mainstream PSTN and 
mobile services fearing disruptive change to the industry and therefore see a need for further 
study. 

ERG identifies the following issues meriting further study:  

Legal issues 

• To what extent does the current framework allow the imposition of Bill & Keep on a 
relevant market where SMP has been found (See. C. 4.3) 

According to Art. 13 para. AD 2 NRAs shall ensure that any cost recovery mechanism or 
pricing methodology that is mandated serves to promote efficiency and sustainable com-
petition and maximise consumer benefits. As is the case now with price control obligations 
imposed in the form of fair and reasonable prices it can similarly be argued that Bill & 
Keep is a price control measure fulfilling these objectives.  

• Are there forms of voluntarily achieving Bill & Keep through a series of other 
measures and requirements that could be based on symmetric regulation accord-
ing to Art. 5 AD (e.g. reciprocity) used in combination with termination rates strictly 
regulated at cost based levels? 

Practical implementation issues 

• Defining the border for application of the Bill & Keep regime (See Section C.6.8) 

Applying Bill & Keep for the terminating segment after the last switch can be considered a 
minimum scenario in terms of the scope of network included within the Bill & Keep do-
main. However in order to qualify for participation in the Bill & Keep regime a specific net-
work operator is required to access a maximum number of interconnection points in this 
case.  

It may also be conceivable that the area of application of Bill & Keep might be extended 
by applying it already from PoIs higher up in the network hierarchy requiring fewer inter-
connection points per network operator.  

The application of Bill & Keep may essentially require a determination of the topology of 
points of interconnection as has been the case for the PSTN when determining the num-
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ber of PoI. The question of how to efficiently determine this minimum number of PoI, i.e. 
the border of a potential Bill & Keep domain has to be further investigated. 

• How to treat traffic from outside the Bill & Keep area and prevent extensive arbi-
trage (tromboning, call-back etc.) 

- Between different countries 

- Between different networks (e.g. fixed/mobile) 

An important issue is how to handle traffic coming from outside the Bill & Keep domain 
(hereafter: incoming traffic). This traffic could result in problems. For example if the opera-
tors inside the Bill & Keep domain want to set a termination rate for incoming traffic, this 
could be forestalled by competition for receiving this incoming traffic. Every operator in-
side the Bill & Keep domain would have an incentive to receive incoming traffic and collect 
a fee for this and then route this traffic towards the final destination and dropping it there 
for free.  

This problem could be prevented if receiving networks could effectively bill the incoming 
traffic based on where traffic originated, for example by using the network number of the 
source network.  

The dimension of these problems increases  

- the larger the traffic volume from outside relative to the traffic exchanged between net-
works inside the Bill & Keep domain.  

- the higher the termination rates outside the Bill & Keep area 

• Implications for different business models e.g. CPS 

Depending on how Bill & Keep is introduced the implications of a widespread introduction 
of Bill & Keep may imply that a transition from the current regime is a drastic and disrup-
tive change for PSTN voice operators who have been subject to regulation under the 
framework. Therefore, implications for business models such as CPS have to be studied 
further. 

A rapid transition may not allow operators enough time to adjust there business models 
and retail price structure. 

• Migration  

Currently, different regimes for different types of networks (PSTN or IP) – independent of 
service prevail. As the separate network infrastructures are expected to converge to an all 
IP network this regime does not seem relevant in the long run.    

Considering the migration to all IP-networks it seems plausible to continue applying the 
charging mechanism of the networks that are not phased out. 
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A meaningful discussion of migration problems implies having come to a conclusion with 
regard to the charging mechanism applicable in the long term: 

In case it is intended to carry over CPNP to NGN voice services this would imply different 
regimes for different services as a change of charging mechanism cannot necessarily be 
expected for the unregulated part of IP-networks applying Bill & Keep, Peering and 
Transit.   

This approach requires that it is possible to clearly distinguish between different services 
and that usage of services can be measured. Thus, it is necessary to mark different ser-
vices or to transport them separately. Unless these preconditions are met there is a high 
risk of adverse selection, moral hazard and arbitrage problems. 

Instead of differentiating regimes according to services one might also envisage differen-
tiation of different QoS classes (best effort vs. QoS level specified).195 Applying such an 
approach could be done by assigning different services to different QoS classes.  

In case Bill & Keep was envisaged as long term goal it may be reasonable to further in-
vestigate regulatory options to soften the transition to the new regime. Strict application of 
cost orientation in a CPNP environment in the short term for mobile and/or PSTN net-
works can be seen as an important step in the migration towards Bill & Keep. 

The length of the migration period can be shorter 

- the lower the absolute level of interconnection rates, 

- the smaller the relative difference between interconnection rates of different networks  

- the higher the proportion of flat rates at the retail level is. 

                                                 

195 See also ECC Report 75 (2005). 
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Annex 1: Glossary 

Bitstream  

Bitstream access is a wholesale product enabling operators with an own backbone the provi-
sion of services. A provider of bitstream access provides the requesting party with the broad-
band access line and transport over the concentrator network up to the point of handover. 
This implies that bitstream constitutes a concept of one-way access whereas interconnection 
rather is a concept of providing mutual access. Bitstream access enables an operator to use 
other operators’ infrastructure instead of employing own infrastructure. In this respect, it re-
flects an operator’s make or buy decision. 

Best effort 

Best effort depicts the fact that a data transmission via an IP connection without any guaran-
teed level of performance nor priority nor that the data will be eventually delivered. This is 
related to the nature of IP transmission in contrast to circuit-switched networks, transmission 
performance IP networks varies with the traffic load. Since the traffic load is generated by the 
final user, there is a level of uncertainty on what the resulting transmission performance is at 
a specific moment. Therefore, the network operator cannot give any guarantee in principle. 
Best effort transport does not necessarily mean that the service that uses this transport class 
has a low QoS, but less reliability of transmission performance. 

Billing / charging mechanism 

Bill & Keep is a wholesale billing regime under which each network bears the costs of termi-
nating traffic coming from other carriers.  

Calling Party’s Network Pays is a wholesale billing regime where the network of the party 
who placed the call (the originating network)196 makes a payment to the network of the party 
that received the call (terminating network). Thus, at the wholesale level the whole call is 
paid by the caller’s network.  

Interconnection 

Interconnection is the physical and logical linking of public communications networks used by 
the same or a different undertaking in order to allow the users of one undertaking to commu-
nicate with users of the same or another undertaking.197 

This implies that realising any-to-any communication presupposes interconnection in a multi-
network environment. Furthermore, interconnection constitutes “a specific type of access 
implemented between public network operators”. Transit and peering, for example, are spe-
cific forms of interconnection arrangements. 

                                                 

196  A provider of call-by-call or preselection services also has to buy origination from the access operator of the 
caller.  

197 Definition based on Art. 2 b Access Directive 
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Since the use of packet switched (i.e. IP) technology to the separation of transport and ser-
vice layer, interconnection has to be distinguished into transport interconnection and service 
interconnection (these terms are defined separately in this Glossary). 

Interoperability 

The ability of systems and services to exchange information and to mutually use the informa-
tion that has been exchanged. 

In the context of interconnection interoperability is needed in order to ensure that services 
can interact. To provide Interoperability transport interconnection and service interconnection 
agreements are needed. 

Network performance 

"The performance of a portion of a telecommunications network that is measured between a 
pair of network-user or network-network interfaces using objectively defined and observed 
performance parameters."198 

 “The ability of a network or network portion to provide the functions related to communica-
tions between users. 

NOTE 1: Network performance applies to the Network Provider’s planning, development, 
operations and maintenance and is the detailed technical part of QOS, excluding service 
support performance and human factors. 

NOTE 2: Network performance is the main influence on serveability performance. 

NOTE 3: Network performance measures are meaningful to network providers and are quan-
tifiable at the part of the network to which they apply. Quality of service measures are only 
quantifiable at a service access point. 

NOTE 4: It is up to the Network Provider to combine the Network Performance parameters in 
such a way that the economic requirements of the Network Provider, as well as the satisfac-
tion of the User, are both fulfilled.” 

NGN 

“A packet-based network able to provide telecommunication services and able to make use 
of multiple broadband, QoS-enabled transport technologies and in which service-related 
functions are independent from underlying transport-related technologies. It enables unfet-
tered access for users to networks and to competing service providers and/or services of 
their choice. It supports generalized mobility which will allow consistent and ubiquitous provi-
sion of services to users.” 199 

                                                 

198 ITU-T Rec. E.417 
199 ITU-T Rec. ITU Y.2004 
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An IP network that uses some deliberately chosen elements that are specified in NGN stan-
dards for improving its transmission performance is also referred to as NGN. Today the term 
NGN covers a broad performance spectrum from simple implementation of TCP/IP with low 
level best effort performance to intensive implementation of traffic management methodolo-
gies providing high level and stable transmission performance. 

Non-NGN IP network 

An IP network that is designed and managed according to the requirements set out in the 
NGN standards of ITU-T, ETSI or 3GPP and that has not implemented the respective inter-
faces in total. A non-NGN IP network may use some deliberately chosen elements that are 
specified in NGN standards for improving its transmission performance. The term non-NGN 
IP network covers a broad performance spectrum from simple implementation of TCP/IP with 
low level best effort performance to intensive implementation of traffic management method-
ologies providing high level and stable transmission performance. 

Peering 

Peering “is an agreement between ISPs to carry traffic for each other and for their respective 
customers. Peering does not include the obligation to carry traffic to third parties. Peering is 
usually a bilateral business and technical arrangement, where two parties agree to accept 
traffic from one another, and from another’s customers (and thus from their customers’ cus-
tomers).”200 

Performance versus QoS: 

While QoS and performance parameters are different in essence, it is clear that there exist 
intrinsic relationships between QoS and performance parameters, the former having a direct 
or indirect, and sometimes even inverse, influence on the latter. Furthermore, some perform-
ance measures can have a direct QoS meaning, while some others have to be combined in 
order to have a QoS signification. When doing so the different focus of performance parame-
ters and the interfaces they are measured at have to be taken into account in order to map 
them correctly to service related interfaces as seen by a user. 

For voice services, for example, QoS (in terms of speech quality) means the quality “from 
mouth to ear”. For planning purposes, the E-Model (ITU-T Rec. G.107) can be used to esti-
mate the resulting speech quality of an end-to-end connection. 

                                                 

200 Report of the NRIC V Interoperability Focus Group: “Service Provider Interconnection for Internet Protocol 
Best Effort Service“, page 7, available at http://www.nric.org/fg/fg4/ISP.  

http://www.nric.org/fg/fg4/ISP
http://www.nric.org/fg/fg4/ISP
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Figure 4:  Different aspects of QoS 
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Network performance is measured from UNI to UNI (user network interface). 

Performance parameters are used to measure objectively the performance of specific net-
work and terminal elements that have an influence on the resulting end-to-end quality of a 
service. Performance is measured and expressed in performance parameters. 

In IP networks and IP connections the performance parameters IP packet transfer delay, IP 
packet delay variation, IP packet loss ratio, IP packet error ratio are important201. Based on 
these parameter the performance of an IP data flow can be assessed. In operating IP net-
works the IP Packet Error Ratio is very low and can be can neglected when investigating the 
performance of real IP packet transmission. This leaves three parameters that are commonly 
referred to as delay, jitter and packet loss. 

QoS of service is a broader concept as it covers the whole service.202 Thus all aspects that 
have an influence on the quality of a service have to be taken into account. 

Quality of Service (QoS)  

“The collective effect of service performance which determine the degree of satisfaction of a 
user of the service. 

NOTE 1: The quality of service is characterized by the combined aspects of service support 
performance, service operability performance, serveability performance, service security per-
formance and other factors specific to each service. 

Note 2: The term “quality of service” is not used to express a degree of excellence in a com-
parative sense nor is it used in a quantitative sense for technical evaluations. In these cases 
a qualifying adjective (modifier) should be used.”203 

Thus, the end-to-end quality of a service depends on many factors, such as network per-
formance on the transport layer between the network termination points, in the interconnec-

                                                 

201 The parameters are defined in ITU-T Rec. Y.1540. 
202 The QoS of a voice service for example relates to the entire transmission path from mouth to ear. 
203 ITU-T Rec. E.800 
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tion point, i.e. transmission conditions in the access and core network and, in particular, the 
influence of terminal equipment used as well as codecs. By selecting and configuring the 
terminal equipment, the user can substantially affect the resulting end-to-end quality. 

Remark: When talking about QoS the whole service is covered from end-to-end. A specifica-
tion of QoS refers to the the quality that is perceivable between theses end points. Depend-
ing on the service under consideration the end points may vary and be of different nature 
(e.g. for voice it can be mouth to ear, for data transmission it can be UNI to UNI). 

However, in many publications and even sometimes in standardisation the term QoS is used 
laxly. There is a tendency to use the term QoS whenever telecommunication aspects are 
investigated that have an influence on services quality. Therefore care should be taken when 
consulting such documents whether the information is really addressing QoS or a related 
aspect like performance. 

Service interconnection 

Service interconnection in this paper is understood as including solely service-specific as-
pects.204,205 It consists of logical linking of network domains, having access and control of its 
resources including the control of signalling (i.e. session based service-related signalling206). 
Depending on the kind of service, different aspects must be considered. For example, in the 
voice service, the call server interconnection is required for call setup and disconnection.  

Interconnection between services from different operators requires a minimum set of techni-
cal (e.g. defined by a SLA) and commercial conditions to be fulfilled by both operators.  

These conditions may include inter alia: 

1. mutual policies for exchange of data (including transcoding the information mapping of 
quality of service information (if applicable), service control information and network pro-
tocols); 

2. agreement of charges; 

3.  agreement on performance and reliability levels. 

There may be other aspects that need to be considered, like security. 

Tier 1 network 

A Tier 1 network is an IP network (typically but not necessarily an Internet Service Provider) 
which connects to the entire Internet solely via Settlement Free Interconnection, commonly 

                                                 

204   This differs from ETSI/TISPAN’s definition of ‘service oriented interconnection’ also including transport re-
lated information. See below Section 3.2 in Annex 3.  

205  This may have an important implication. Given this understanding, service interconnection may not fulfil the 
definition of Art 2 (a) Access Directive (see Sec. C.1.1) because it does not necessarily include the physical 
linking of NGN domains (see Sec. C.3.2). 

206 Information that allows identification of the end-to-end service that has been requested. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Protocol
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Service_Provider
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
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known as peering. Another name for a Tier 1 network is "transit-free", because it does not 
receive a full transit table from any other network. 

Although there is no formal definition of the "Internet Tier hierarchy", the generally accepted 
definition among networking professionals is: 

• Tier 1 - A network that can reach every other network on the Internet without purchasing 
IP transit.  

• Tier 2 - A network that peers with some networks, but still purchases IP transit to reach at 
least some portion of the Internet.  

• Tier 3 - A network that solely purchases transit from other networks to reach the Internet.  

Transit 

Transit “is an agreement where an ISP agrees to carry traffic on behalf of another ISP or 
end-user. In most cases transit will include an obligation to carry traffic to third parties. Tran-
sit is usually a bilateral business and technical arrangement, where one provider (the transit 
provider) agrees to carry traffic to third parties on behalf of another provider or and end-user 
(the customer). In most cases, the transit provider carries traffic to and from its other cus-
tomers, ant to and from every destination on the Internet, as part of the transit arrangement.” 
207 

Transport interconnection 

Transport interconnection includes the physical and logical linking of networks based on sim-
ple IP connectivity irrespective of the levels of interoperability. It is characterised by the ab-
sence of the service-related signalling, implying that there is no end-to-end service aware-
ness. Consequently, service specific QoS and security requirements are not necessarily as-
sured. Only transport-specific performance objectives208 for performance parameters that 
are affecting the transmission performance at the point of interconnection (e.g. availability) 
and the IP packet transmission performance via interconnected networks are negotiated. 

This definition does not exclude that some services may provide a defined level of interop-
erability or the establishment of transport classes to guaranty specific quality parameter at 
this level.  

                                                 

207 Report of the NRIC V Interoperability Focus Group: “Service Provider Interconnection for Internet Protocol 
Best Effort Service“, page 7, available at http://www.nric.org/fg/fg4/ISP. 

208 For e.g. bit rate, delay and packet loss ratio 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tier_2_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tier_3_ISP
http://www.nric.org/fg/fg4/ISP
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Annex 2: Country Study Updates  

Questions: 

a) Relevance of IP-interconnection 

b) Complaints from competitors/disputes 

c) Actions taken or planned by NRA with regard to NGN core and or IP-interconnection 

d) Number of network nodes 

e) Number of interconnection points 

f) Definition of local interconnection 

g) Migration scenario 

Previous answers to questions a-c are to be found in Chapter 2 of the “Report on IP Inter-
connection” (ERG (07) 09) and answers to questions d-f in Chapter 3.2 

Countries: 

1) Austria 

2) Cyprus 

3) France 

4) Germany 

5) Ireland 

6) Italy 

7) The Netherlands 

8) Norway 

9) Poland 

10) Portugal 

11) Slovenia 

12) Spain 

13) Switzerland 

14) UK 

15) France  

2.1 Austria 

The regulatory discussion with regard to NGN has significantly advanced in 2007 mainly 
caused by two developments. Beginning 2007, the incumbent has begun to roll out a TV ser-
vice in urban areas in order to improve its ability to compete with CATV triple play offers 
(voice/BB/TV). The NRA itself has started a discussion process in June 2007 by launching 3 
papers for public consultation which covers topics like “Separation”, “Next Generation Regu-
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lation” and “NGN accounting”. The Paper “Next Generation Regulation” discusses the con-
sequences of the deployment of Next Generation Networks for regulatory access obligations, 
investment incentives for communication service providers in next generation networks, fu-
ture interconnection billing models, migration issues with regard to points of interconnection 
etc. The responses to this consultation paper have been subject to a public discussion during 
a regulatory workshop for operators and other stakeholders in October 2007. Another dia-
logue which has been initiated covers the future billing method to be used when settling in-
terconnection costs between next generation networks and the question whether “Bill and 
keep” might be a preferable billing method within an NGN environment compared to the ex-
isting system of “Receiving Party’ s Network Pays”.  

a) Relevance of IP-interconnection 

IP interconnection has not been subject to proceedings before the NRA up to now.  

b) Complaints from competitors/disputes 

Several operators have initiated complaints before the NRA concerning a deterioration of 
their broadband services caused by deployment of DSLAMs in some of the incumbent’s 
Greenfield distribution frames. Proceedings before the NRA are still ongoing. 

c) Actions taken or planned by NRA with regard to NGN core and/or IP-interconnection 

According to the NRA’s working programme, the discussion on billing systems on wholesale 
level is continued in 2008. In addition, an NGANGN industry working group has been estab-
lished in February 2008 to further discuss aspects of migrating incumbent’ s public switched 
telephone network to a Next Generation Network. In a first step the group concentrates on 
Next Generation Access issues. The two major topics currently discussed are the issue of 
spectrum management on the local loop and various aspects of .access to street cabinets. 

d-g) Number of network nodes/Number of interconnection points/Definition of local intercon-
nection/Migration scenario 

There are no specific plans to change the existing number of network nodes or number of 
interconnection points. Also, the definition of local interconnection will remain as it is for the 
time being. This might change in case proceedings before the NRA are initiated with regard 
to one of these topics. 

2.2 Cyprus 

Currently in Cyprus, the issue of IP interconnection is in a relatively early stage of assess-
ment by OCECPR as well as by the incumbent operator and OLOs.  

OCECPR, in order to be able to evaluate the evolving status of IP interconnection has con-
ducted in May 2007 a workshop with market players based on NGN. During this workshop 
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issues like infrastructure changes and architectural principles, regulatory intervention, migra-
tion procedures and costing models were examined. 

Moreover, several discussions took place in late 2007 with the incumbent operator, about 
future plans for NGN interconnection, which were focused in issues like: 

• Definition of interconnection points 

• New retail products 

• Presentation of IP-MPLS and IMS system architecture 

• Charging principles 

• Convergence services 

• Migration Procedures 

OCECPR is in the process of developing guiding principles in order to clearly identify the 
regulatory challenges and evaluate regulatory options on IP-IC. 

2.3 France 

At the end of 2007, 5 million local loops were unbundled in France (from 32 millions local 
loops) and the volume of VoIP communications represents one third of the volume of com-
munications from fixed lines. Triple play services are widespread within residential customers 
whereas VoIP remains limited within the business market. 

Figure 5: Percentage of IP traffic from fixed lines to different destinations 

 

Source : http://www.art-telecom.fr/index.php?id=36 

http://www.art-telecom.fr/index.php?id=36
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Before launching major plans to roll out higher-bandwidth access in France (described in the 
dedicated NGN Access document), most operators have migrated their core networks to-
wards NGN, based on Gigabit Ethernet or a mixture with ATM/SDH technology. Neverthe-
less, Gigabit Ethernet seems the main transport technology to be used in the future, dimen-
sioned as best effort or using in addition MPLS to provide extra QoS benefits. 

At present, interconnection between operators is managed through SS7, requiring internal 
SS7/IP conversions within the networks when using IP internally. Full IP interconnection is at 
early stage but many operators consider SIP-T as being a signalling protocol adapted to 
handle voice over IP between interconnected networks in the short term. 

The French incumbent (France Télécom) has started rolling out a pre-IMS network, based on 
an overlay strategy: equipments are progressively removed from the PSTN and new cus-
tomers are connected primarily to the voice over broadband network. Consequently, France 
Télécom has reduced its number of TDM switches, below 500 local switches and is expect-
ing in the long term to keep reduced number of customers on its PSTN network, studying the 
possible emulation of PSTN devices on the VoB network. Nonetheless, no date of the “PSTN 
switch over” has been announced so far. 

Currently, France Télécom offers triple play services (VoIP, Internet and TV) at 1000 MDFs 
from 13000 MDFs total. Within its NGN network, IP routing is centralized in the core of the 
network for any kind of service. Interconnection with France Télécom NGN network is avail-
able at 9 points of presence, belonging to the 18 global points of presence available for its 
PSTN interconnection at the regional level: both interconnections are using SS7 signaling. 
Currently, SS7 interconnection is available at two levels: regional level on 18 tandem 
switches or at local level on 500 local switches.  

2.4 Germany  

a-c) Relevance / complaints / actions taken 

The issue of IP interconnection increasingly gains relevance. One reason for this is the mi-
gration towards all IP networks which Deutsche Telekom intends to accomplish by 2012. 
According to a competitors’s association (Bundesverband Breitbandkommunikation – 
BREKO) 51% of its affiliated companies want to have implemented IP in the backbone net-
works in 2009.209 Another contributing factor is the diffusion of VoIP services. Official com-
plaints have not yet been filed with BNetzA. 

BNetzA picked up the debate at an early stage in August 2005, when it established the advi-
sory project group “Framework Conditions for the Interconnection of IP-based Networks”. 
This group - composed of high level experts from the market and led by BNetzA – had no 
power to make legally binding decisions. Its target was to analyse the framework conditions 
for interconnection of IP-based networks and to develop possible scenarios and migration 
                                                 

209  BREKO, press conference, May 7 2007, available at: www.brekoverband.de. 
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paths from the current narrowband interconnection regime to a new IP interconnection re-
gime. In order to support the working group BNetzA had commissioned expert studies210 
focussing inter alia on the challenges arising from the coexistence of different accounting and 
interconnection regimes in the PSTN world and the Internet world. 

On 15 December 2006 the project group published its Final Report. In January 2007, BNetzA 
conducted a public consultation to which 26 comments were received from companies, as-
sociations and other institutions. Following an analysis of these studies BNetzA published 
(11 February 2008) “Key Elements of IP Interconnection” as well as a synopsis of the com-
ments.211  

Although it is deemed too early for definite decisions BNetzA considers it crucial to early ad-
dress the issue of IP interconnection in order to be prepared for any regulatory decisions 
possibly to be made in the future. BNetzA’s “Key Elements” reflect the current state of the 
debate in Germany acknowledging that many issues are still open due to lacking practical 
experiences with interconnection of IP-based networks and in particular voice services. 

Therefore, transparency on the further development of networks is a crucial requirement to 
assure planning reliability for companies making investment decisions. Transparency on the 
incumbent’s migration plans was demanded in many comments. 

Quality differentiation 

A group of market players that contributed to the Final Report suggested a differentiation 
between Voice over NGN (VoNGN) and Voice over Internet (VoI). Accordingly, they re-
quested that PSTN and NGN termination should have the same price level whereas a lower 
level should be applied for VoI. Such a differentiation would require a flagging of different 
service categories.  

In the consultation it turned out that there is no consensus among market player on this sug-
gested differentiation. On the one hand comments from e.g. incumbents and mobile opera-
tors stressed that VoNGN delivers a “predictable” quality which was not the case with VoI 
due to its best effort character. Moreover, they considered over-dimensioning an inefficient 
approach. On the other hand Internet companies as well as some network operators stated 
that in general there is no quality difference between VoNGN and VoI and that over-
dimensioning is “efficient and applied in backbones”. Whereas the first group advocated dif-
ferentiated separate termination prices (PSTN/NGN vs. Internet) the latter rejected this idea.  

In its “Key Elements of IP Interconnection” BNetzA concludes that, for the time being, there 
are no sufficiently reliable criteria based on quality guarantees for distinguishing retail voice 

                                                 

210 Prof. Vogelsang (Boston University) „Abrechnungssysteme und Zusammenschaltungsregime aus 
ökonomischer Sicht“); Scott Marcus (WIK -Consult GmbH) „Framework for Interconnection of IP-based 
Networks – Accounting Systems and Interconnection Regimes in the USA and the USA“; Prof. Klaus 
Hackbarth, Dr. Gabriele Kulenkampff (Univ. de Cantabria / WIK -Consult GmbH) „Technische Aspekte der 
Zusammenschaltung in IP-basierten Netzen unter besonderer Berücksichtigung von VoIP“. 

211 All documents (Final Report, studies, „Key elements of IP Interconnections“, synopsis) are available at 
www.bnetza.de. 

http://www.bnetza.de/
http://www.bnetza.de/
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services. Although being based on a best-effort approach, VoIP products are assumed to 
currently provide a similar end-to-end quality like VoNGN. Thus, there is no basis for service 
differentiated interconnection products (for VoNGN or VoI respectively). Consequently, price 
differentiation for interconnection services does not seem to be justified at this stage.  

Technical issues of interconnection are dealt with in a NGN working group of the AKNN212. 
The document „Konzept für die Zusammenschaltung von Next Generation Networks“ 
(Version 1.0.0, as of: 08.05.2007) was finalized in May 2007.213 The concept includes defini-
tions for the interconnection of „NGN networks“ for transmitting several services over Internet 
Protocol (IP). Voice services (VoIP) are given priority in the initial phase. A mandate has 
since been given to the UAK NGN to consider additional services.  

The AKNN has developed methods for measuring quality without having made determina-
tions on voice or termination quality yet. 

Wholesale billing regime 

No final decision was made in the Final Report with regard to the wholesale billing regime. 
Some experts considered a dual regime with bill & keep in the concentrator network conceiv-
able, other rejected this concept. In the consultation, a majority of comments disagreed with 
bill & keep. 

In the short run, BNetzA does not expect bill & keep to be implemented on a broad scale in 
the market. Nevertheless, bill & keep might be reasonable option (at least) for the transport 
layer in the long run. 

d)-e) Number of network nodes and points of interconnection 

In the Final Report a number of not more than 100 IP core network nodes was expected in 
the long. Thus, these 100 network nodes are considered the upper limit for the number of IP 
points of interconnection. Comments from the “PSTN world” by and large agreed to this fig-
ure whereas comments not only from the “Internet world” but also some city carriers consid-
ered this figure “highly inefficient” because IP networks operators used to exchange traffic at 
1-3 points.  

BNetzA expects the number of points of interconnection to decline in packet-based networks 
compared to switch-based networks. Moreover, it is assumed that the existing tariff structure 
(local, transit, double-transit) is likely to become obsolete in future networks. 

                                                 

212 Arbeitskreis für technische und betriebliche Fragen der Nummerierung und Netzzusammenschaltung (Study 
group on technical and operatinal questions of numbering and network interconnection). The AKNN is a self-
organising working group of the telecommunications operators and manufacturers in Germany. BNetzA is a 
nonvoting member of the AKNN. 

213 The quoted document (page 5 et seq.) is based upon the ITU-T’s NGN definition (see footnote 1) but 
considers it to be adequate if certain criteria („Minimum Criteria“) are met. Any criteria exceeding this are not 
required features for an NGN, however.  
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f) Definition of local interconnection 

This term is not yet defined. 

g) Migration scenario 

It is assumed that costs of packet-switched networks are lower than those of circuit-switched 
networks. To attenuate the disruptions of immediately basing interconnection fees on the 
lower costs of packet-based networks a migration path with gradual lowering of EBC fees 
towards the level of NGN costs is considered in BNetzA’s “Key Elements of IP Interconnec-
tion”. This concept was also suggested in the Final Report although it was not considered 
possible to make a determination on the length of this migration path. Several comments 
agreed to the idea of such a migration path. 

2.5 Greece 

The issues of IP interconnection and NGNs are on a very early stage of development in 
Greece. There is also limited demand for this type of interconnection from the operators. 
Thus, there is not currently any regulation governing IP interconnection and there are no 
complains or dispute resolutions that have been raised.  

The only formal IP interconnection point in Greece is the Athens Internet Exchange (AIX) 
which interconnects 15 ISPs contracted with zero settlement peering agreements. Despite 
the above mentioned stage of NGN and IP-IC in Greece, some OLOs are already providing 
VoIP services (both managed and unmanaged) and a number of them offer IP-TV products 
over wireline broadband access. 

Currently, the main effort for both the electronic communications providers and the public 
sector is taken on the development of broadband access and local loop unbundling. A result 
of this effort is the rapid development of the broadband market in Greece during the last 
year. Today, the collocation sites offered by the former incumbent operator (Hellenic Tele-
communications Organization - OTE) are 134 (compared to 71 at the end of 2006), the un-
bundled local loops in Greece are above 300,000 (an increase of 1400% during 2007) and 
the total broadband wireline connections, including the broadband lines provided by OTE are 
above 1,000,000 (an increase of 108% during 2007).  

It should be mentioned that these high rates were equally achieved by OTE and the OLOs, 
since from a total of 529,296 new broadband connections during last year, 280,000 were 
developed by the SMP operator and the remaining 249,000 by the OLOs. The main broad-
band access technologies used in the above mentioned connections are ADSL and ADSL2+ 
with line rates up to 24Mbps at the downstream direction. 

Recently, OTE announced a project with a dominant telecom industry, for the upgrade and 
expansion of its transport infrastructure. Under the terms of the contract worth over 12 million 
euros, the telecom industry is implementing its optical services to support OTE's strategy of 
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expanding the distribution of high-speed services in major urban and regional areas. The 
project is related to the upgrade of the existing optical backbone routes, which are based on 
synchronous digital hierarchy and dense wavelength division multiplexing technologies, the 
submarine link between Bari – Italy and Corfu – Greece, as well as create new optical rings 
throughout Greece. 

From the regulatory point of view, during last year, EETT has taken several actions in order 
to support the development of NGN. Recently, EETT has updated the authorization regula-
tion with several rules regarding the VoIP services. In addition EETT has proposed, accord-
ing to its obligation by the Greek electronic communications law, to the ministry of Communi-
cations and Transportation a regulation regarding the rights of way for the development of 
wireline networks. The aim of the regulation is to provide a clear set of rules for the opera-
tions that are required in order to build ducts to support the development of electronic com-
munication networks on public properties in the Greek territory and it is expected to clarify 
the rules and make it easier for the network operators to acquire the relevant licenses.  

At July of 2007, EETT hosted a workshop on NGN Access, in order to inform the market 
players and begin a discussion with them regarding the development of NGN (specifically the 
FTTx technology) in Greece. The outcome of the event was that there is not a specific issue 
for the NGN and IP interconnection for both the OLOs and OTE in Greece. Specifically, the 
OLOs mentioned as a major problem the stranded investments as the result of an early NGN 
development while the (SMP operator) OTE states that NGN should not be regulated, in or-
der for OTE to accelerate its evolution. In addition, EETT is in the process to review markets 
2 and 3 according to the new recommendation on relevant markets issued by the EC in No-
vember of 2007. According to the schedule, the above mentioned review will be finished by 
November of 2008.   

Recently, the Greek minister of Communications and Transportations announced a new ma-
jor development program which includes several actions. As announced, the actions of the 
program, with a total budget (covered by both public and private funds) up to 3,000,000,000 
euros, will be at the field of FTTx (FTTH and FFTB) development. According to the an-
nounced schedule, by the end of Q2 of this year the ministry will give more information re-
garding the specific actions and steps of the program.  

In addition to the above mentioned actions, there are several active public funding projects, 
co-funded by the European Fund for Regional Development (EFRD), to support information 
technology and telecommunication investments. These projects mainly focus on the devel-
opment of telecommunication networks for the public sector to support e-government and e-
health operations. Several projects are in the field of municipal fiber optic networks to be 
used by the public sector. The major project for broadband development in regional areas of 
Greece is a project entitled: “Funding of private-sector companies for the development of 
broadband access in the Regional Areas of Greece” which is part of the Operational Program 
"Information Society". The project involves the development of broadband infrastructure and 
the provision of broadband services outside the urban areas of Athens and Thessaloniki. The 
total budget of the project amounts to 210,000,000 euros, of which 50% is public spending 
and 50% private participation. The project has been included in the Operational Program 
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Information Society of the 3rd Community Support Framework and is co-funded at 70% by 
the European Fund for Regional Development (EFRD) and at 30% by national funds. Until 
now all the Operators that are involved into this program have developed the main parts of 
their core network, which is based on fiber optic rings in urban areas and wireless point to 
point connections at the rural areas, and they have installed their access nodes (MSANs) at 
the collocation sites offered by (OTE).  

2.6 Ireland 

a) Relevance of IP-interconnection  

There are currently no regulations governing IP interconnection in Ireland, although several 
parties have completed peering agreements. They have been achieved solely through com-
mercial negotiation. 

b)  Complaints from competitors/disputes  

There have been no complaints from competitors or formal disputes raised in relation to this 
matter.   

c) Actions taken or planned by NRA with regard to NGN core and/or IP-interconnection  

ComReg are currently hosting an industry forum to deal with the introduction of NGN (in 
general), the terms of reference of which include: 

• What is the Network Topology Moving Forward? 

• How will the Physical Network Architecture evolve to arrive at the target NGN architec-
ture? 

• What new functionality will be added and when? 

• When will existing functionality no longer exist? 

• What are the Technical Impacts of the move to NGN? 

• How will the technical (both H/W and S/W) impacts of the move to NGN be communicated 
and operators kept informed of same? 

• What is the Product Roadmap? 

• What will the impact be of the transition on existing network products and what new prod-
ucts will be available and when? 

d) Number of network nodes / e) Number of interconnection points  
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As these are commercially negotiated agreements, there is no clear information on the num-
ber of nodes that are involved in IP interconnection. However, anecdotal evidence would 
indicate that this is no more than 5 or 6. Most peering occurs at the INEX.   

f) Definition of local interconnection  

To the best of ComReg’s knowledge there are no local IP interconnection arrangements in 
place at this time.   

g) Migration scenario  

Not relevant as there are no local IP interconnection arrangements in place. 

2.7 Italy  

a) Relevance of IP-interconnection  

Several parties are using peering agreements both direct or using NAP. They have been 
achieved solely through commercial negotiation. 

AGCOM has introduced an IP interconnection obligation to SMP Operator in MK 8,9 10 ac-
cording to the principle of technological neutrality, temporarily adopting the same PSTN eco-
nomical conditions, as far as an agreement is reached on the technical specifications to allow 
direct IP-IC. Up to now a specific proceeding is open for the definition of such technical inter-
faces.   

In addition, using Article 5.1 and 5.2 AGCOM has set a symmetrical obligation to adopt the 
most efficient way to interconnect networks to allow the interoperability of VoIP services (this 
means that whenever IP interconnection is more efficient than CSS7 interconnection, IP in-
terconnection should be adopted). In addition AGCOM has introduced the obligation for Op-
erators to give access to their technical interface/protocols and to all the technologies neces-
sary to allow interoperability of VoIP services. Standard protocols should be adopted when-
ever possible.    

b) Complaints from competitors/disputes  

There have been no complaints from big OLOs or formal disputes raised in relation to this 
matter. However small nomadic VoIP providers are asking for the definition of technical inter-
faces for direct IP interconnection. 

c) Actions taken or planned by NRA with regard to NGN core and/or IP-interconnection  

AGCOM is currently carrying out a proceeding for the definition of technical interfaces for IP 
interconnection. A first working paper on IP interconnection by AGCOM has gone though a 
public consultation process. The main comments from stakeholders can be summarised as 
follows: 
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• Incumbent and infrustructured operators position on IP-IC reference standards and pricing 

- Adoption of a standard that allows both “carrier grade” voice (current PATS) and “best 
effort” VoIP (e.g. nomadic services);  

- Adoption of a single NGN SoIX-IC approach as defined by ETSI (ITU) which allows a 
control of QoS provided and the resource management; 

- Current NAP IP-IC model for best effort Internet is not applicable for VoIP Interconnec-
tion;  

- Neutral Access Point (NAP) model may become compatible with ETSI approach as 
long as such standard is adopted; 

- Mapping between E.164 and IP, based both on ENUM and on proprietary Data Base 
(ENUM may be the final target). 

- Application of current origination, transit and termination wholesale pricing models. 

- Adoption of SIP protocol as defined by ETSI/3GPP (standard ETSI ES 283 003/TS 124 
229).  

- Adoption of ITU-T la Racc. Q.3401, which defines IC interface NNI for VoIP in the 
NGNs;  

- Adoption of ETSI/3GPP EN 383 001/3GPP TS 29.163 for the interworking with 
PSTN/ISDN-ISUP,  

- Adoption of IWF allows interworking with H.323 signalling (ETSI TS 101 883) 

• Internet Service Provider reference models 

- Use of the Session Border Controller to provide: 

1. Logical and physical separation between operators’ VoIP domains 

2. Possible signaling protocol translation and voice transcoding 

3. Security 

4. Recording of traffic volume and data for billing  

5. Supported standards: SIP, SIP-T, H.323 

- Use of NAP model for interconnection (see example) 
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Figure 6:  Use of NAP model for interconnection 
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- Definition of protocol requirements that each Operator has to be compliant with at the 
IC-IP point to be interoperable as follows: 

 Signalling: at least on between 

o ITU H.323 v4 

o SIPv2 (RFC2543) 

o SIP-T (RFC3372 e RFC3204 

o SIP over TCP (RFC3261) 

o SIP IMS 

 DTMF management: at least one between 

o G.711 in band 

o RFC 2833 

o H.245 signal / alphanumeric 

o G.711 to RFC 2833  

 Codecs: G.711, PCM at 80kbps, MOS 4.0 plus at least one between 

o G.729 
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o G.729B 

o G.726 

o G.723.1 

o iLBC 

- Use of infrustructure ENUM (also Carrier ENUM) based on Tier1 (managed by all Op-
erators) and Tier2 (managed by each single Operator) 

d) Number of network nodes / e) Number of interconnection points  

There are 12 interconnection points to SMP NGN for future IP interconnection. In addition 
most NAP (commercially agreed) IP peering occur in Rome and Milan.   

f) Definition of local interconnection  

To the best of AGCOM knowledge there are no local IP interconnection arrangements in 
place at this time.   

g) Migration scenario  

Not relevant as there are no local IP interconnection arrangements in place. Telecom Italia 
has migrated its core network to IP in 2004. 

2.8 The Netherlands 

a) Relevance of IP-interconnection  

Yes. Voip is being used more and more in the Netherlands. Several parties (most notably 
cable operators) are in the process of setting up direct IP-based interconnects. Many of 
these parties are also connected to/through old TDM networks. It can be expected that these 
market parties will eventually put pressure on availability of IP interconnect with the incum-
bent and other operators to lower business costs (for conversion and maintenance of two 
types of infrastructure/switches). The incumbent is now partially on voip and offers connec-
tivity to this network through a TDM transit and termination service (the transit part is not 
charged to competitors). See picture as in earlier answer and text earlier answers on that 
subject. 

b) Complaints from competitors/disputes  

OPTA has, in recent years, seen one or two complaints from smaller market parties regard-
ing IP interconnection with the incumbent. Still no formal disputes pending, however.  
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Operators have, amongst themselves, developed an industry standard for IP-inteconnection 
based on SIP. OPTA has no overview of bilateral negotiations on the basis of that standard 
(see earlier answers too). 

c) Actions taken or planned by NRA with regard to NGN core and/or IP-interconnection  

Hearing regarding IP interconnection and related wholesale issues in late 2005. OPTA is 
monitoring development of IP strategy of the incumbent. No new developments all actions 
taken since, are related to access services such as unbundling, backhaul and WBA. There 
are no new developments on interconnection services. 

d) Number of network nodes  

4 / 14/ 137 / 24.000 – 25.000 (street cabinets/MSAN level) 

e) Number of interconnection points  

For data: 4 / 0 / 0 / 0. For telephony: 4 / 0 / 0 / 0. 

f) Definition of local interconnection  

A dispute has been settled in the end of 2007 for local interconnection in the PSTN network 
of KPN. Local interconnection has been defined ion the PSTN network on the level of the 
MDF’s. KPN has to offer local interconnection on these points for a time frame when inter-
connection points get phased out due to the All-IP plans of KPN. It’s unclear if the party who 
filed the dispute will actually take up on the offer. In the All-IP plans of KPN there doesn’t 
seem to be plans for local interconnection points. Local interconnection on the level of the 
streetcabinets (MSAN’s) seems totally not economical viable due to the amount of such 
points in such a small country. 

o SIP IMS 

a) Relevance of IP-interconnection  

This topic is becoming more relevant since the NPT has become aware that the incumbent 
has started working on an offer of IP-interconnection. IP-interconnection is not yet available 
in the Norwegian market, and we will leave it to the incumbent to publish information about 
the time horizon for this work. However, the NPT has a good dialogue with the incumbent in 
this field and will continue to exchange information/views with regard to future IP-
interconnection.   

b) Complaints from competitors/disputes 

No complaints have been registered with the NPT so far.   

c) Actions taken or planned by NRA with regard to NGN core and/or IP-interconnection  

Continued dialogue with stakeholders. 
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d) Number of network nodes  

In a NGN: Core level: 4-5 (core routers) Distribution level: approx. 500 nodes (distribution 
routers) Access level: approx. 2500 nodes (DSLAM/Ethernet switch)  

e) Number of interconnection points  

Today, there are 13 POI (12 interconnection areas) for telephony (PSTN-platform) in Nor-
way. Access/interconnection on the IP/MPLS-network will be available on the Distribution 
nodes (approx. 500).  

f) Definition of local interconnection  

In a NGN, local interconnection is understood to be exchange of traffic at the lowest level in 
the network hierarchy. The interconnection or access point are likely to vary for different 
types of services. E.g. interconnection for VoIP might be on the signalling level (Application 
layer in the OSI stack).       

g) Migration scenario  

NPT has not drafted any scenarios and the information received from the incumbent is busi-
ness sensitive. However, the IP-based NGN in Norway is introduced in parallel to the existing 
PSTN/ISDN which was already modernised in 2005 with a new packet based architecture at 
the transit level.    

2.9 Poland  

a) Relevance of IP-interconnection 

Our incumbent operator has not announced any official plans for migration process into 
NGN, we do not have any information about that. Therefore NGN is not in the scope of regu-
lation or planned regulation at the moment. 

b) Complaints from competitors/disputes 

We had one dispute concerning prioritization of IP traffic, but it was not in the context of IP 
Interconnection or NGN. 

c) Actions taken or planned by NRA with regard to NGN core and/or IP-interconnection  

There are no planned actions with regard to NGN at the moment. Thus, it is not possible to 
provide answers to questions e-g. 

Experience with CBC 

In the first place the service was introduced by the Regulator’s decision in 2007. As till now 
12 operators have the possibility of using the CBC, that was mostly regulated by decisions 
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and in one case – by the agreement. Unfortunately, because the service is quite new UKE 
does not have reliable information on its usage. It is assumed that this charging is used quite 
efficiently. The conditions of CBC provide that the average traffic of 125 000 minutes and 
maximum traffic of 371 000 minutes can be pushed through the IC link used for CBC. There 
are some exceptions to the traffic from being charged with the CBC, these are: transit, termi-
nation to intelligent network services, VAS and international termination.  

2.10 Portugal  

a) Relevance of IP-interconnection  

IP Interconnection is not a relevant problem today, first and foremost because there is no 
interconnection between VoIP providers and PSTN providers using IP connections.  

In any case, direct IP peering for VoIP services is not a practice. I.e., interconnection be-
tween two VoIP providers it is done by “double conversion” from IP to PSTN and from PSTN 
to IP.  

On the other hand, Internet access providers, in general, already interconnect their IP net-
works, either directly or using PIX – Portuguese Internet Exchange214, without any regula-
tory intervention to date by ANACOM. 

b) Complaints from competitors/disputes  

No complaints / disputes brought up to ANACOM. 

c) Actions taken or planned by NRA with regard to NGN core and/or IP-interconnection  

The regulatory approach to VoIP was approved in February 2006215. It includes, among 
other aspects, a chapter devoted to interconnection (including IP). Most of the small service 
providers fill the necessity of peering in IP to decrease cost (Gateways with SS7 are expen-
sive) and from the technical point of view the best solution will be IP peering.  

ANACOM’s promoted in October 2006 a NGN workshop where issues like interconnection 
and migration to NGN were briefly discussed by service providers, suppliers and the regula-
tor, but without specific conclusions 

d) Number of network nodes  

No information is available 

                                                 

214 See http://www.fccn.pt/index.php?module=pagemaster&PAGE_user_op=view_page&PAGE_id= 8&MMN 
_position=3:3.  

215 See http://www.anacom.pt/template12.jsp?categoryId=184902. 

http://www.fccn.pt/index.php?module=pagemaster&PAGE_user_op=view_page&PAGE_id= 8&MMN _position=3:3
http://www.fccn.pt/index.php?module=pagemaster&PAGE_user_op=view_page&PAGE_id= 8&MMN _position=3:3
http://www.anacom.pt/template12.jsp?categoryId=184902
http://www.anacom.pt/template12.jsp?categoryId=184902
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e) Number of interconnection points  

No information is available 

g) Migration scenario  

No information is available 

2.11 Romania 

a) Relevance of IP-interconnection  

Although the incumbent announced its migration plans to NGN (see answer to migration 
scenario), IP interconnection is not yet a relevant subject.  

b) Complaints from competitors/disputes  

There have been no complaints from competitors or formal disputes raised in relation to IP-
interconnection.  

c) Actions taken or planned by NRA with regard to NGN core and/or IP-interconnection  

ANRCTI is monitoring the evolution of NGN networks and IP interconnection.   

d) Number of network nodes / e) Number of interconnection points  

So far there is no clear information on the number of nodes that will be involved in IP inter-
connection.   

f) Definition of local interconnection  

To the best of our knowledge, the concept of local interconnection is not used in practice. 

g) Migration scenario  

As in most of the EU countries, the traditional TDM networks in Romania are gradually mi-
grating towards IP-based Next Generation Networks (NGN). Although it is not clear today 
how the NGN networks will look like in detail, the strategies already employed by the incum-
bent operator may provide some useful indications. In 2005, Romtelecom made public its 
investment plans to migrate to a packet switched network, but did not disclose detailed in-
formation on the planned migration. 

According to incumbent’s public statements, it might invest half a billion euros over a three 
years period for the migration to NGN (with no details on the investment allocation between 
NGN core and access). In addition, in 2007 there were indications that Ericsson and Alcatel 
would be the chosen vendors for the migration to NGN. 
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As a part of transition to NGN, the incumbent publicly stated that it plans to extend core net-
work closer to the subscriber: 

- National and main city IP-MPLS backbones (already deployed); 

- Fibre optic local rings connecting remote concentrator units RCU/optical network units 
ONU (multi-service access nodes) to the local exchanges Lx (in progress). 

2.12 Slovenia 

As a result of the first market analysis of market 9 in 2005, Telekom Slovenija was found to 
have SMP for call termination on its PSTN network. At the time of this analysis, the IP busi-
ness, including VoIP, was only performed by the Telekom Slovenije’s subsidiary SiOL to 
whom the SMP decision did not apply. SiOL, however, used per minute charging for termina-
tion to VoIP users, whereas alternative operators were only able to access its network by 
means of TDM-based transit over Telekom Slovenije’s network. 

In 2007, Telekom Slovenije integrated SiOL by means of corporate restructuring. As APEK’s 
SMP decision was written in a technology neutral way, this resulted in SMP remedies also 
becoming applicable to Telekom Slovenije’s VoIP termination. However, Telekom Slovenije 
disputed this, claiming that VoIP as technology should not be regulated. 

In the second market 9 analysis in late 2007, it has been expressly stated by APEK that, as 
far as call termination is concerned, termination to both PSTN users and users with managed 
VoIP connections must be included in the market. The reason is sufficient functional substitu-
tion between these services for a particular user who is unlikely to possess both a PSTN and 
a managed VoIP connection at the same time. Accordingly, in 2008, Telekom Slovenije and 
alternative operators using managed VoIP connections were designated SMP on former 
market 9. 

APEK recently had to intervene in disputes in relation to VoIP termination to Telekom 
Slovenije’ s subscribers launched by two alternative operators. In mediation proceedings, 
APEK helped the operators to find a solution themselves, reiterating its position as to techno-
logical neutrality, transparency, and non-discrimination for alternative operators. As the result 
of mediation, Telekom Slovenije has agreed with the operators to ban the extra charge for 
TDM transit and not to charge VoIP termination any higher than the price of PSTN termina-
tion at the same PoI level. Telekom Slovenije has further undertaken to seek solutions for the 
introduction of direct IP-to-IP interconnection. 

In April 2008, APEK has published for consultation an extensive document on VoIP and IP 
interconnection regulation. The document inter alia proposed the following principles for IP 
interconnection: 

a) transparency and non-discrimination for alternative operators as to the incumbent's 
switch to NGN,  
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b) encouraging fast transition to IP-to-IP interconnection, entirely bypassing PSTN PoIs, 

c) any decrease in the number of Telekom Slovenije's PoIs must be conducted in a 
transparent manner, by means of dialogue with alternative operators, 

d) in future arrangements, APEK will promote step-by-step transition to Billl and Keep. In 
the mean time, it shall seek to develop a LRIC costing model to reflect the costs of VoIP 
termination.  

2.13 Spain 

CMT imposed Telefónica, as a result of the analysis of markets 8, 9 and 10, the obligation to 
publish a reference offer for interconnection or RIO (called OIR, Oferta de Interconexión de 
Referencia), whereby prices must be cost oriented. Other operators only have the obligation 
to give access to specific network resources, with prices for call termination that must be 
reasonable (an asymmetry of up to 30% at local level is allowed). 

The defined levels of interconnection in the OIR follow the architecture of the switching net-
work, where users are attached to a local exchange (possibly via remote nodes or concentra-
tors), which are then connected to a transit exchange and, in some cases, also to a metro-
politan exchange. The OIR defines interconnection at the following switching levels: local, 
metropolitan, single transit, and double transit. A local interconnection is given when the 
called user is directly attached to the interconnected exchange, be it local, metropolitan or 
transit. Telefónica’s circuit switched network includes over 609 local exchanges, 83 metro-
politan exchanges and 84 transit exchanges (in 23 transit areas), for about 16 million lines in 
service. 

The OIR specifies an interconnection based on SS7 ISUP signalling, with two charging 
schemes, metered (or time-based) and capacity-based. The former defines a scheme with 
prices per minute, so that the payment is dependent on the metered usage of the circuits. 
The capacity-based offer, available since 2001, defines a scheme with monthly prices per 
purchased capacity (in n×64 Kbit/s and n×2Mbit/s), so that the monthly payment is fixed irre-
spective of the actual traffic carried out. The charging scheme can be selected per PoI. Eligi-
ble traffic for capacity-based interconnection includes access (call origination) and call termi-
nation traffic, and does not distinguish between types of traffic (voice and/or data). Transit 
services, international call termination and special services (such as premium IN-services) 
are not included. Although only Telefónica has the obligation through the OIR to provide a 
capacity-based charging, it has reached an agreement with a cable operator to terminate its 
traffic through capacity-based PoIs. 

CMT opened a public consultation on NGAs in May 2007 and the conclusions are available 
in the CMT web page:  

(http://www.cmt.es/en/actividades_en_curso/consulta_publica/anexos/Anexo_NGA_ingles2.p
df).  
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Though focused on access, it posed the question whether a second consultation, for core 
interconnection (NGN), were needed. The stakeholders presented different views, whereby 
an urge for such a debate could not be inferred. Some preferred NGN interconnection not to 
be regulated, or at most to regulate the PoI structure to maximise usage of the investment in 
the current interconnection scheme, but were not supporting a priori regulation of the under-
lying services. For this reason, CMT did not open a public consultation on NGN interconnec-
tion afterwards. However, Telefónica has recently communicated his interest in adapting the 
Reference Interconnection Offer (RIO) because of the foreseen commercial availability of 
services based on NGN architecture. In consequence, CMT is currently in a process with 
operators to analyze the implications and study the convenience of establishing a new NGN 
interconnection regime. All the aspects should be taken into account, with an special atten-
tion to the possibility of market distortion due to IP-interconnection not being offered to other 
operators, in particular under the potential scenario where Telefónica would provide for itself 
IP-based services with internal IP/MPLS interfaces while, at the same time, the OIR would 
continue offering to alternative operators only TDM SS7 ISUP interfaces. 

Experience with CBC 

In Spain, CBC was introduced in the fixed incumbent’s Reference Interconnection Offer 
(RIO), for voice and Internet traffic and Internet traffic only, and allows operators to request 
interconnection through three different models: (i) on a capacity basis; (ii) a time-based 
model; or (iii) or a mix of both. Capacity-based interconnection may be requested in two ca-
pacity units (64kbps and 320kbps) and the RIO allows for the reselling of excess capacity.  

For every Point of Interconnection (PoI), the operator has to choose between Capacity or 
Time Based Interconnection. Typically only for the smallest PoIs it is better to contract time 
based capacity. 

The introduction of CBC in Spain has been a success that enabled alternative operators to 
compete in retail level with Telefónica offering flat rates. Furthermore, in 2006 aprox. 75% of 
the origination and termination traffic in fixed networks (excluding traffic originating from mo-
bile networks) was exchanged under the capacity based regime. 

In addition, the average occupation per 2 Mbit/s is of around 450.000 minutes per month. 
That occupation leads to a price reduction between 40-45% compared to time based ser-
vices.  

Even if the Capacity Based Charging has been applied only in PSTN networks, based on the 
peak-hour dimensioning of the network, this charging regime could be also valid for IP inter-
connection, adapting the methodology to the new requirements of dealing with packet based 
networks. 

The experience in Spain has resulted very positive in the fixed market, where the regulation 
of interconnection capacity based services in 2001 fuelled the introduction of voice retail flat 
rate tariffs by the alternative operators, often bundled with broadband services. 
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The main concern about CBC relates to adapting the cost accounting based on usage (min-
utes) towards the capacity concept. However, the principles of CBC could, generally speak-
ing, be adopted for IP networks, assuming that IP transport networks interconnection is much 
related to the reservation of a determined bandwidth in the PoI.  

CBC incentivizes operators to an efficient usage of the networks, providing a higher flexibility 
in the innovation of retail pricing offers, compared to time-based charging. Further, differenti-
ated charging levels could be implemented in CBC depending on the required level of quality 
of service, offering operators a reliable regime, where predefined Service Level Agreements 
(SLA) would be associated with the pricing levels. 

2.14 Switzerland 

a-b) Relevance of IP-interconnection / Complaints from competitors/disputes 

There is also not really a need for IP interconnection, BAKOM did not receive demands from 
other operators and there are no complaints. The interconnection regime has not changed 
and it's not foreseen to change it. It should be considered that local loop unbundling started 
in Switzerland in April 2007 and BAKOM has received a lot of complaints on this issue (due 
to high prices). Thus, operators seem to be very much occupied with the issue of LLU at the 
moment. 

c) Actions taken or planned by NRA with regard to NGN core and/or IP-interconnection  

BAKOM plans to make new investigations by the operators in order to know the importance 
for them of IP interconnection.   

d) Number of network nodes  

The number of network nodes in an NGN context is not yet defined.  

e) Number of interconnection points  

The number of PoI is always 36 (2 per regions) for TDM interconnection (SS7) and there are 
no migrations scenario defined at the moment. The subloop unbundling is also possible and 
there are 10.000 street cabinets in Switzerland. 

f) Definition of local interconnection  

There are no definition of local interconnection, but local interconnection can apply in the 
context of LLU (local exchanges level, concentrators level, street cabinet level). But LLU only 
apply for copper and not for optical fiber.  

g) Migration scenario  

Concerning NGN and migration in Switzerland, the situation is still the same, no changes are 
made for the time being. Swisscom plans eventually to introduce IMS in his network, but is 
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waiting at the moment. There are no new services in relation with NGN offered from Swiss-
com in comparison with 2 years ago. 

2.15 United Kingdom 

A number of UK network operators have deployed IP and MPLS technology in multi-service 
core networks. Examples include Thus and Carphone Warehouse. Some of these operators 
are also deploying multi-service access nodes (MSAN’s) in local exchanges using unbundled 
local access products from BT, although to date only about one third of the volume of unbun-
dled local loops are used to provide combined voice and broadband services. 

BT has committed to replace its entire UK network infrastructure with a next-generation net-
work, 21CN. The scope of this programme includes equipment in the core and backhaul as 
well as the replacement of all voice concentrators and DSLAM’s with MSAN’s in every local 
exchange. Trials have started on a limited scale but commercial deployment has not yet 
started. BT forecasts completion of the programme by 2012. 

The UK regulator, Ofcom, has not received any formal complaints or disputes relating to 
NGN’s and their interconnection. 

BT has been conducting consultations with other providers of communication services on its 
plans, products and network in the Consult21 programme. In addition, the UK industry 
agrees technical standards in a forum know as NICC216. Ofcom has also sponsored the for-
mation of the NGNuk industry forum, a facilitation scheme whose overall goal is to develop an 
agreed industry-led vision of interconnected NGN’s delivering a wide range of services. 

BT’s 21CN fundamental design consists of three main levels of network hierarchy: an MPLS 
core of 20 nodes; a set of 106 Metro-nodes, which are a super-set of the core; and approxi-
mately 5,800 local exchanges, which are also a superset of the Metro-nodes. 

Following consultation and discussion in Consult21 and NGNuk, BT has concluded that it will 
provide 29 points of voice service interconnection, and 20 broadband RADIUS access server 
(BRAS) locations for aggregated interconnection with its wholesale broadband origination 
products. 

Physical hand-over of interconnected traffic by competing operators is planned to occur at 
any of the Metro-nodes using a new IP multi-service interconnect link (MSIL) product. Inter-
connection of Ethernet traffic is planned to be possible in any of approximately 1,100 local 
exchanges designated as Tier-1 MSAN sites. 

                                                 

216 Ofcom, together with participating member companies, is in the process of re-constituting the NICC as an 
industry-owned independent body, rather than maintaining its current status as a committee reporting to 
Ofcom. This step was taken to put the NICC in a better to address the challenges of agreeing a new suite of 
technical interconnection standards as networks change to NGN architectures. 
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The migration to BT’s 21CN is still subject to industry discussion. According to BT’s latest 
published plan of March 2007, 21CN broadband services would be deployed first in dense 
exchanges in 2008. PSTN and ISDN services operating on the legacy network would be fully 
emulated on 21CN and all customers would be migrated over the period 2008-2012. 
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Annex 3 Technical background information  

3.1 Operation of IP Networks and Service Delivery  

Like all telecommunication networks IP networks must be designed and management cor-
rectly in order to fulfill the anticipated telecommunication demand. An IP network is an all-
purpose network that provides a platform for the delivery of multimedia services. In principle, 
any service can be realised, and with specific quality, if the performance objectives of the 
service can be met by the network. 

This chapter gives a brief overview on the basic planning and management strategies that 
are used to control the traffic flow in IP network and thus form the basis for providing end-to-
end services. The concept of QoS and its relationship to network performance217. 

Note: The aspects discussed here are focused on the transport performance of the net-
works and its ability to support end-to-end services. Protocol aspects for the support of spe-
cific network features or supplementary service elements are not considered. 

3.1.1 Network Planning and Traffic Organisation 

Current networks are evolving to carry a multitude of voice services and packet data services 
on Internet protocol. A network operator has to plan his network carefully in order to provide 
sufficient transmission performance and be able to handle the traffic demand.  

Once the network topology is set a transmission plan that sets limits and objectives for fun-
damental transmission parameters and specifies the interfaces between networks and to the 
terminal equipment is elaborated218. Based on this transmission plan the actual network is 
build up and configured. 

In operational networks the traffic needs to be handled and organised. This is activity is 
called traffic engineering and encompasses  

d) the measurement, modeling, characterization and control of traffic, 

e) the application of techniques to achieve specific performance objectives, including the 
reliable and expeditious movement of traffic through the network, 

f) efficient utilization of network resources, and the planning of network capacity. 

                                                 

217 Note: The aspects discussed here are focused on the transport performance of the networks and its ability to 
support end-to-end services. Protocol aspects for the support of specific network features or supplementary 
service elements are not considered. 

218 Detailed information can be found in ITU-T Rec. G.101 (The transmission plan). 
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Since the traffic demand varies, new services need to be supported, the network topology 
need to be adopted etc. traffic engineering is not a static but a dynamic process. A network 
operator has to monitor the traffic flow constantly and take measures when and where 
needed. The aim is to optimize the traffic flow and adopt the network such that a reliable and 
expedient traffic flow is maintained. 

The whole process is illustrated in the following figure: 

Figure 7:  Traffic engineering model219 

 

The central box represents the network which can have various architectures and configura-
tions, and the routing tables used within the network. Network configurations could include 
metropolitan area networks national intercity networks, and global international networks 
which support both hierarchical and non-hierarchical structures, and combinations of the two.  

Routing tables describe the path choices from an originating node to a terminating node, for 
a connection request for a particular service. Hierarchical and nonhierarchical traffic routing 
tables are possible, as are fixed routing tables and dynamic routing tables. Routing tables 
are used for a multiplicity of traffic and transport services on the telecommunications net-
work. 

Traffic management ensures that network performance is maximized under all conditions, 
including load shifts and failures.  

Traffic management includes control of routing functions, which include call routing (num-
ber/name translation to routing address), connection routing, QoS resource management, 

                                                 

219 Source ITU-T Rec. E.360.1 
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routing table management, and dynamic transport routing. Commonly used methods for Traf-
fic management in IP networks are Resource Reservation Protocol, Differentiated Service 
and Label switching (see 3.1.3 for more details). 

Capacity management plans, schedules, and provision of needed capacity, correspond to a 
time horizon of several months to one year or more. Capacity management ensures that the 
network is designed and provisioned to meet performance objectives for network demands at 
minimum cost. 

Network planning ensures that node and transport capacity is planned and deployed in ad-
vance of forecasted traffic growth. 

The load variation components have different time constants ranging from instantaneous 
variations, hour-to-hour variations, day-to-day variations, and week-to-week or seasonal 
variations. Accordingly, the time constants of the feedback controls are matched to the load 
variations, and function to regulate the service provided by the network through capacity and 
routing adjustments. 

Network design embedded in capacity management encompasses both routing design and 
capacity design. Routing design takes account of the capacity provided by capacity man-
agement, and on a weekly, or possibly real-time, basis adjusts routing tables as necessary to 
correct service problems. The updated routing tables are provisioned (configured) in the 
switching systems either directly or via an automated routing update system. Network plan-
ning includes node planning and transport planning, operates over a multi-year forecast in-
terval, and drives network capacity expansion over a multi-year period based on network 
forecasts. 

An in-depth discussion of various practical solutions for traffic engineering can be found in 
the ITU-T Rec. E.360.x series. The strategies given there can be applied to any technology 
(IP, ATM, ISDN etc.) 

3.1.2 Service Delivery  

Once the network is set-up and is operated according to the methodology described above 
services can be implemented and offered to the users. A service provider will rely on the 
network performance provided by the network operator. 

Additional service elements like a call server for voice calls will have to be maintained by the 
service provider. 

The service quality will have to be monitored constantly by the service provider in order to be 
aware of faults and take actions in due time. There are specific measures for monitoring and 
measuring QoS and performance of equipment and networks. 
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Depending on the service under consideration different parameters (so-called QoS crite-
ria220) can be identified and subsequently measured. Without going into details of the techni-
cal measures and methodologies that can be used for this purpose, the important thing for a 
service provider is to be aware of the four viewpoints of QoS221 in order to establish a meas-
urement concept and to interpret the measurement results. 

Figure 8:  The four viewpoints of QoS 

 

The QoS criteria can be viewed from different perspectives:  

• Customer's QoS requirements; 

• Service provider's offerings of QoS (or planned/targeted QoS); 

• QoS achieved or delivered; 

• Customer survey ratings of QoS. 

For any framework of QoS to be truly useful and practical enough to be, it must be meaning-
ful from these four viewpoints and defined thereafter.  

The service provider will have to develop a QoS measurement and monitoring framework 
and use the results to ensure stable service provision to the user and to cross-check whether 
the network operator offers the negotiated transmission performance. 

3.1.3 Commonly used methods for traffic management  

Resource Reservation Protocol 

IETF has defined the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP), inspired by telecoms and ATM 
networks.  

                                                 

220 See ITU-T Rec. E.802 
221 See ITU-T Rec. G.1000 
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A signalling phase takes place to reserve the necessary resources along the path from the 
sender to the receiver(s) before the communication is set-up. RSVP is a signalling protocol 
only and does not carry information packets: the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) under-
takes the transport of information. The reservation message contains information about QoS 
parameters and the description of the packets involved in the communication. The routers 
along the path of the communication are responsible for allocating the necessary bandwidth 
to the traffic flow and need to remember the QoS parameters of the traffic flow as long as the 
communication lasts. 

RSVP enables Integrated Services (IntServ), that is the provisioning of two types of Class of 
Service (CoS): the Guaranteed Service CoS, which provides strict guarantees on parameters 
such as bandwidth or delay, and the Controlled Load CoS, which provides a CoS similar to a 
best effort service under unloaded conditions whatever the condition of the network. 

This protocol provides high QoS guarantees but also increases significantly the complexity of 
routers. 

Differentiated Service 

Differentiated Service (DiffServ) is a simpler and more scalable protocol also defined by the 
IETF.  

Instead of reserving resources, DiffServ consists in classifying packets depending on their 
priority in the network and mark them with an index defining its Class of Service. The mark-
ing (and unmarking) of packets occurs at edge ingress points (and edge egress points) while 
core routers process the packets according to their priority. The priority is given in the ToS 
(Type of Service) field of the IPv4 header or in the Traffic class field of the IPv6 header de-
pending on the IP protocol implemented.  

The two main CoS used in DiffServ are Expedited Forwarding (EF), which minimises delay 
and jitter, and Assured Forwarding (AF), which minimises packet loss. 

As opposed to the RSVP protocol, no signalling is required and the routers involved in a 
communication using DiffServ are stateless while the intelligence remains at the edge of the 
network. DiffServ however only provides statistical guarantees. 

Label switching 

In label switching protocols, the process of packets depends on how the ingress edge device 
has labelled them. MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label Switching) is the label switching protocol de-
fined by the IETF following the definition of other label switching protocols by Cisco and other 
manufacturers.  

It is similar to DiffServ in the sense packets are processed depending on how they have 
been marked at the ingress point. MPLS is primarily a traffic engineering protocol used to 
define fixed bandwidth pipes within IP networks or other types of networks such as ATM. 
This traffic engineering mechanism results in increased performance. On the contrary of 
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DiffServ, the label is not used to establish the priority of packets but to determine the next 
router hop. The router therefore forwards the packet to a known destination depending on 
the label (switching), instead of having to compute a route depending on a destination ad-
dress (routing).  

Routing is done once at the ingress point where the label is allocated. A further protocol has 
to be implemented between routers in order to enable the exchange of label information be-
tween routers. 

3.1.4 Mapping of Classes of Service   

When trying to guarantee end-to-end QoS of a session involving multiple and heterogeneous 
interconnected networks, one has to ensure that transmission performance objectives are 
met by all networks involved. For doing so, a variety of transport classes can to be specified 
and implemented by all networks or fixed performance allocation can be allocated for the 
networks (see ITU-T Rec. Y.1542).  

This might involve agreement upon a mapping of the different QoS protocols and mecha-
nisms of their respective networks. This section shows how the mapping of Classes of Ser-
vice (CoS) can be achieved at a technical level. 

For interconnection purposes then mapping needs to be done between the different Classes 
of Service (CoS) defined within the different QoS supporting protocols in order to enable in-
teroperability between e.g. DiffServ enabled or RSVP enabled IP networks, ATM networks 
and MPLS-enabled networks. 

Such mapping requires interconnected networks to agree on a way of exchanging and pre-
senting information at interconnection points. Each network would therefore be required to 
shape its traffic and provide signalling information as agreed at the egress point before han-
dling it over for transit or delivery. 

Consequently different fora and standardisation bodies are working on defining a mapping 
between the CoS of different types of networks. The setting-up of SLAs between networks is 
also a commercial issue to be solved between interconnected networks. Some examples of 
this mapping between certain types of networks are given below: 

a) Interoperability between DiffServ-enabled networks was included in the definition of the 
DiffServ architecture. DiffServ assumes the existence of SLAs between interconnected 
networks detailing traffic profiles and policy criteria used. 

b) In UMTS networks, 3GPP has defined four Classes of Service to be applied depending 
on applications used by end-user, and which mainly describe how delay sensitive the 
traffic is and represent a trade-off between delay requirements and error rate 
requirements. These classes are conversational class, streaming class, interactive class 
and background class. UMTS operators are responsible for determining the appropriate 
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mapping between the UMTS CoS defined above and the DiffServ CoS used in their 
networks. 

c) The IETF is working on interoperability between RSVP and DiffServ networks. RSVP is 
mainly implemented in the edge networks and DiffServ in the core network. 

d) The ITU-T has published ITU-T Rec. Y.1541 that defines transport classes and Rec. 
Y.1542 with a framework for ensuring en-to-end performance. 

3.2 NGN-Standard 

Pursuing this view, the ITU-T produced two Recommendations, Y.2001222 and Y. 2011223 
describing a NGN functional architecture comprising basically the separation of services from 
transport, allowing them to be offered separately and to evolve independently, the key cor-
nerstone of NGN characteristics:  

Figure 9: NGN Basic Reference Model  

 

Source: ITU-T Rec. Y2011, 2004 

The NGN architecture is intended to offer convergent multimedia services using a single 
shared core network for all types of access and services and packet mode transport. Another 
key point is the adoption of open and standardised interfaces between each layer, and in 
particular for the Control and Services layers in order to allow third parties to develop and 
create services independent of the network. But now there are many services and applica-
tions to interconnect and this raises some issues such as interoperability issues due to a 
wide variety of protocol variants, network topologies and media codecs. 

Moreover, the evolution of today’s telecommunication networks, a shift from circuit-switched 
networks that are traditionally used for voice service to packet-based NGN must allow the 
continuation of, and interoperability with, existing networks while in parallel enabling the im-

                                                 

222 General overview of NGN. 
223 General principles and general reference model for next generation networks 
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plementation of new capabilities, involving a broad series of protocols (including various pro-
files) at both service and network levels. 

The standardisation of NGN architecture is an ongoing process within several standardisa-
tion bodies to address the telecommunication service capabilities that the NGN should pro-
vide: on one hand, maintaining separation between services and the networks they run on, 
develop a suitable service architecture focused on the interfaces to support different busi-
ness models and seamless communication in different environments, and on the other hand, 
guaranty backward compatibility with existing services and systems, in order to meet the 
needs of end-users and service providers. 

A detailed review cannot yet be provided but it is possible that there will be no single (or 
“harmonized”) architecture for NGN architecture224.  

However, according to ITU-T (Y.2021) and ETSI, the 3GPP core IP Multimedia Subsystem - 
IMS is expected to be a key building block for NGN specifications, also using Internet (SIP) 
protocols to allow a variety of services and features (e.g. Presence, IPTV, Messaging or 
Conferencing) to be delivered irrespective of the network in use225, i.e., at the core of that 
harmonized all-IP NGN network is the IMS which provides an (access independent) plat-
form226. 

The Figure 11 (below) shows a more detailed diagram of the transport and service configura-
tion of the NGN227 including the interfaces between customer premises equipment and NGN 
access networks (UNI), between networks228 (NNI) and third-party application provider 
equipment and NGNs229. 

                                                 

224 Nonetheless, possible architectures are shown in Annex 1 for the sole purpose of illustrating the complexity 
that regulators need to take into account in their work. The ERG recognizes that these architectures may not 
be the only subjects of future regulation and that other implementations may be appropriate. 

225 ETSI technical committee TISPAN, building upon the work already done (by the 3GPP) in creating the SIP-
based IMS, is now working together with 3GPP to define a harmonized core for both wireless and wireline 
networks. 

226 However, IMS is not intended to standardise applications itself but to aid the access of multimedia and voice 
applications across wireless and wireline terminals, i.e. aid a form of fixed mobile convergence. 

227 In the diagram, the customer and access networks are only representative and not all inclusive.  
228 NGNs and other networks, e.g. PSTN/ISDN, Internet. 
229 Out of scope of NGN Release 1 of ITU-T. See ITU-T NGN FG Proceedings in http://www.itu.int/ITU-

T/ngn/release1.html. 

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/ngn/release1.html
http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/ngn/release1.html
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Figure 10: Transport and service configuration  

 
Source: ITU-T “Security Requirements for NGN – Release 1”230 

Interconnection of transport and service layers between different core networks is necessary 
for end-to-end global services231, a similar situation as in legacy circuit switched net-
works232. But now there are many services and applications to interconnect and this raises 
some issues such as interoperability issues due to a wide variety of protocol variants, net-
work topologies and media codecs. 

In summary in ETSI/TISPAN, there will be two types of NGN interconnections233: 

• Service oriented Interconnection234: Physical and logical linking of NGN domains that 
allows operators and service providers to offer services over NGN (i.e. IMS and PES235) 

                                                 

230 See “ITU-T NGN FG Proceedings Part II” – NGN GSI (Global Standards Initiative), ITU-T 2005 
231 The global NGN architecture consists of interconnected core networks belonging to different carriers, with 

endpoints connected through attached access networks, and gateways (border gateways control access into 
and out of each core network, monitoring and regulating the data flows on each interface) to non-NGN 
networks.  

232  With SS7 (MTP and ISUP), ISDN, etc 
233 An NGN interconnection mode can be direct or indirect. Direct interconnection refers to the interconnection 

between two network domains without any intermediate network domain. Indirect interconnection at one 
layer refers to the interconnection between two network domains with one or more intermediate network 
domain(s) acting as transit networks. The intermediate network domain(s) provide(s) transit functionality to 
the two other network domains. Different interconnection modes may be used for carrying service layer 
signalling and media traffic. 

234 Sometimes referred to as SoIx. 
235 PES - PSTN/ISDN Emulation Subsystem, which supports the voice services in a NGN. 
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platforms with control signalling (i.e. session based), which provides defined levels of 
interoperability/QoS, depending upon the service or the QoS or the Security, etc. This 
type of interconnection is typically characterised by the presence of two types of 
information exchanged between the two interconnected domains: service-related 
signalling236 and transport information237.238 For higher efficiency, the transport layer 
must allow IP interconnection for all services at least if one party want to do it. It imposes 
transparency of transport and open interfaces. 

• Connectivity oriented Interconnection (as in the figure below)239: The physical and logical 
linking of operators based on simple IP connectivity irrespective of the levels of 
interoperability. This interconnection is then characterised by the absence of the service-
related signalling, implying that there is no end-to-end service awareness. As a 
consequence, service specific QoS and security requirements are not necessarily 
assured. This definition does not exclude that some services may provide a defined level 
of interoperability. However only “Service oriented Interconnection” fully satisfies NGN 
interoperability requirements. 

According to this view, service oriented interconnection combines service-related signalling 
and transport information thus implying a bundling of transport interconnection and service 
interconnection (as defined in Section A.4.1) leading to a vertically integrated service provi-
sion. This differs from the understanding in this paper where service interconnection is 
viewed as including service specific parameters only and excluding any transport related 
information. 

Connectivity oriented interconnection is identical to the definition of transport interconnection 
(in Section A. 4.1) 

                                                 

236 Information that allows identification of the end-to-end service that has been requested. 
237 That carries the bearer traffic. 
238 See section A.3.1. 
239 Sometimes referred to as CoIx. 
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Figure 11: Simplified model of SoIx and CoIx interconnections  

 

Source: TISPAN WG4 

3.3 Technical implementations of IP interconnection  

In the following, different technical implementations of IP interconnection reflecting the sepa-
ration of layers are explained: 

Figure 12:  IP Interconnection of application providers using others’ infrastructure  
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Source: Eickers (2005) 
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The figure above illustrates the interconnection of two application providers who interconnect 
their services while making use of an IP infrastructure provided by other operators. An ex-
ample of this could be some current VoIP operators, who provide best-effort voice services to 
customers of ISPs, making use of the public Internet for traffic transport. This figure clearly 
depicts the separation of transport and service as different operators provide these functions.  

The functions required at the IP interconnection may in addition include the protection of the 
integrity of each network by logical and physical separation between operators’ IP domains, 
translation of signalling protocols to allow the control functions to interoperate, voice 
transcoding to allow voice transport to interoperate, the enforcement of network security poli-
cies to avoid attack, and the recording of traffic volumes and other data for billing purposes.  

If end-user A wants to make phone call to end-user B, A sends B’s E.164 number to the SIP 
server of his VoIP providers (VoIP x), which makes a database query to receive the IP-
address or domain of VoIP y.240 Then, an interconnection on the service layers takes place 
between VoIP x and VoIP y, where the former receives the IP-address of end-user B. With 
this address, A’s end-user equipment can establish the media stream to B. 

It is to assumed that VoIP x and VoIP y interconnect their SIP servers on the service level 
without payment flows at the wholesale level.241 Considering that VoIP services between 
cooperating networks are provided at a prize of zero on the retail level (similar to an on-net 
call), the end-user is not separately billed for the service layer interconnection.  

Moreover, it is assumed that the DNS query (VoIP x to database server) is not separately 
billed, neither at the wholesale nor the retail level. 

                                                 

240 The E.164 database server enables call routing between two interconnected networks. It operates according 
to the ENUM protocol which converts the E.164 telephone number of the called party into appropriate 
routing information. This can be the IP address of the VoIP SIP server or the IP address of the Session 
Border Controller of the called party's network, i.e. the network terminating the call. The functionality 
principle behind ENUM is the transformation of the E.164 telephone number into a domain name. A Domain 
Name Server (DNS) can then be used to covert the domain name to an IP address for routing the call, in 
much the same way that DNS is used in the world-wide web to convert a domain name such as 
www.erg.eu.int to an IP addresses. 

241 See WIK-Consult (2008), ch. 5.1.4.1. 
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Figure 13: Example of IP interconnection using Session Border Controllers  
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Source: Eickers (2005) 

In this figure, service and transport are provided by one single operator. In order to combine 
these functionalities - signalling and data flow - the operator uses Session Border Controllers 
(SBC). It can be assumed that in particular telco network operators are prone to follow this 
approach because it enables them to continue a vertically integrated provision of transport 
and service as it was the case in legacy networks. Operators favouring this “bundling” of 
transport and service often consider to implement interconnection only service-specifically - 
for voice services at least – during the transitional period towards NGN whereas other market 
participants do not consider such a combination necessary. 

Interconnection in this example can either take place on a bilateral peering basis, by using an 
Internet exchange (both without inducing payment flows at the wholesale level) or on a tran-
sit basis. 

In this case only these SBC communicate with each other. The VoIP providers only ex-
change the IP-addresses or domains of the Session Border Control Gateways in the data-
base server. The costs of the SBCs contribute to the fact that this realisation of VoIP is more 
expensive than the one in figure 13 above. 
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Annex 4:  Implications of Next Generation Networks on regulatory ac-
counting (Input from RA PT) 

The purpose of this paper is to provide a summary of work carried out by the ERG regulatory 
accounting PT. The scope of this paper is limited to identifying issues raised in implementing 
cost accounting and accounting separation systems and discusses how NRA’s can seek to 
take account of these issues when setting guidance for preparing and reporting regulatory 
financial information. This information could be used to help NRA’s analyse the regulatory 
and commercial implications of NGN’s, assist investigations into alleged anti-competitive be-
haviour or monitor non-discrimination and price controls (including cost orientation). 

Summary 

Preparing meaningful and robust regulatory cost information is often central to the regulatory 
decision making and compliance monitoring process. However, the costing of next genera-
tion networks and services raises some new and challenging questions about the assump-
tions, concepts, methodologies, and practices that form the current established ways of pre-
paring and viewing regulatory accounting information. 

The communication sector is used to fast changing technologies and regulatory accounting 
guidance is based on a set of well established principles rather than fixed rules. These prin-
ciples have served NRA’s well when looking at cost data to inform regulatory decisions or to 
guide the preparation of regulatory financial statements. Our findings so far point to the cost-
ing principles remaining relevant but their application to NGN costs requiring more careful 
interpretation. 

There are various forms of guidance on cost accounting/accounting separation issued to 
assist NRA’s, operators and other stakeholders. As part of its initial analysis the PT looked at 
this guidance and found that: 

1. Extant regulatory accounting guidance remains relevant and valid 

i) The technology neutral guidance published by the EC and ERG on the implementa-
tion of regulatory accounting obligations should also be applied to NGN’s. 

ii) The key regulatory accounting principles of cost causality and objectivity (fairness) 
remain central to the costing of NGN’s.  

iii) The use of current cost accounting as the basis of costing and asset valuation con-
tinues to be preferred rather than an historic cost base. 

iv) Both “long run incremental cost” and “efficiently incurred fully attributed/distributed 
cost” methodologies are suitable and appropriate methods that can be applied to de-
termine the costs of services provided by a NGN. 
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2. The cost structures of NGN when compared to legacy networks will probably differ in the 
following ways 

v) The Opex and Capex of a NGN are forecast to be significantly lower in the long term 
than current legacy technologies.  

vi) Common and fixed costs of NGN’s will represent a high percentage of total costs 
with a relatively low percentage of costs incremental to individual products or ser-
vices.  

vii) The cost/volume relationship of a NGN seems to be shallower at current volumes 
than legacy networks suggesting that increases in volumes will have a relatively 
lower incremental cost impact. 

3. NRA’s will need to consider revising modelling and cost accounting approaches in SMP 
markets 

viii) A key feature of a robust NGN cost model is likely to be the way in which it deals 
with the capabilities of the technology to deliver multiple services across a network 
with high common costs. This suggests that NRA’s will need to understand the cost 
and cost recovery (pricing) implications of all services (both SMP and non-SMP) 
running across the NGN platform characterised by a relatively high proportion of 
common costs. 

ix) The use of traditional costing methodologies such as LRIC and efficiently incurred 
FAC/FDC will need to be reworked to recognise the different cost characteristics of 
NGN’s. For example, new cost drivers will need to be identified that reflect the cost 
causality principle and possibly new methods assessed for the recovery of common 
costs. 

x) The costing boundary between access and core network services will need to be re-
viewed taking account of NGN technologies. Initial analysis suggests that the costs 
relating to the parts of a NGN providing access (often shown as elements of 
MSAN’s) are dedicated to a line and therefore mainly caused by the number of cus-
tomers connected to it and, following the cost causality principle, these costs would 
more appropriately form part of the access services cost base. 

xi) NGN’s will become the accepted “modern equivalent asset” for core networks soon 
and the results of cost models based on legacy network valuations irrelevant. 

4. In the short term, the transition from traditional or legacy networks to one common NGN 
platform is likely to raise some temporary costing issues for NRA’s, such as: 

xii) The use of top-down (actual) financial data will be distorted as operators run down 
legacy networks and deploy NGN’s. 
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xiii) There is a possibility that an operator may be left with stranded assets as NGN’s re-
place legacy technologies. Regulatory costing methodologies imply that residual 
costs of stranded assets should not play a role in the calculation of cost-orientated 
tariffs either because only relevant efficiently incurred costs should be taken into ac-
count or they are irrelevant on a forward looking basis. However, there may be 
situations where NRA’s may need to look at the causation of residual costs of 
stranded assets to assess whether, in whole or part, they are relevant.  

xiv) An operator has a number of roll-out options (timing, implementation period, use of 
overlay NGN, etc) and NRA’s may have to consider the most optimal implementa-
tion approach in considering how efficiently incurred costs specifically for roll-out 
purposes are identified and treated. 

xv) Based on the hypothesis that the economic rationale for NGN's is partly based on 
the expectation that the costs of delivering voice services in the long run will be no 
higher (and probably significantly lower) than using legacy PSTN technologies then 
it is reasonable for NRA's, in modelling/evaluating NGN costs and/or associated 
pricing decisions, to assume that the cost of voice services will be no higher than 
currently calculated. 

The PT considered a number of other issues where it was considered too early to reach any 
firm view, including 

• Cost of capital: The PT is not aware of any evidence to suggest that implementing an 
NGN will significantly increase or decrease the risk element. 

• Quality of Service: Further analysis is necessary to fully understand the cost implications 
delivering services with different levels of service over NGN’s. 

• Depreciation: the premise that depreciation should reflect the consumption of economic 
value of an asset remains but for NGN assets it is less clear what the economic lives will 
be. Early indications suggest that this equipment will be depreciated over lives similar to 
IT equipment which tends to be relatively short reflecting technological progress. 
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